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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established 
'n 1848. In 1874 the Courier was estab­
lished and consolidated with the Oazette 
In 18*2 The Free Press was established 
ln 18S5 and In it,. changed Its name to 
the Tribune These papers consolidated 
March 17. 1897.
••• Blessed ls the man who has ••• 
•» found his work; let him ask no — 
* other blessedness —Carlyle.
ONE YEAR AGO
■* Prom the files of The Courier-Ga­
zette we learn that—
H. P. Blodgett was elected presi­
dent of Knox Hospital, which had 
Just completed a busy year, with 
1000 patients.
Dandelion greens freshly dug on 
the premises of J. F. Cooper, Lime­
rock street, were on the luncheon 
menu.
V. P. Studley slid over an embank­
ment at Duck Puddle Pond receiv­
ing cuts and bruises.
Orland J. Barrows. 89. died at the 
home of his son on Gay street.
Albion S. Niles. S3, long connected 
with the police department, died at , 
his home on Orange street.
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF 
TONSILS
No risk to patient; no hospitalization 
Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 n. m. 
Saturdays 
DR. ETHEL CRIE 
Osteopathic Physician 
Once Tel. 138; Rea 83. Thomaston
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FARMERS’ FROLICK
Watts Hall, Thomaston
Tuesday, January 17
Durgin’s Orchestra
ADMISSION 15c AND 25c
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post.
American Legion 
Prizes For the Best Costumes
5-7
BANDITS FIRED
Morris L. Slugg, Well Known
Here, Evades Hold-Up
Men Out In Chicago
Morris L. Slugg. a former Belfast 
man, who ls well known In this city, 
especially among the Masonic fra­
ternity. was the near victim of Chi­
cago bandits recently, and the story 
ls ;hus told by a Chicago newspaper:
“In a bold attempt to confiscate 
a $500 factory pay-oil. two gunmen 
Dec 22 fired four shots atM. L. Slugg. 
superintendent of the Armour Fer­
tilizer works, but failed ln their stick- 
up plans when he outraced them ln 
hts automobile within 200 yards of the 
fertilizer plant.
‘ The raid was the third holdup ef­
fort in Chicago Heights during the 
past three days, and it was the only 
one to fail. In the other two robber­
ies the hoodlums escaped with ap­
proximately $253 i.n cash an.I other 
loot
‘The attempt to seize the factory 
payroll occurred as Mr. Slugg. with 
J. A Dexter, another employe of the 
fertilizer company, was driving north­
ward on State street within a quar­
ter of a mile of the plant. The money 
hod just arrived from Chicago and 
was being taken to the factcrv for 
disbursement to employes in the me- 
cnanical department
“Approaching- suddenly tr. a snail 
closed car. the hoodlums shouted an 
order for Mr. Slugg to swerve his 
machine over to the side of the road 
Attempting to enforce the order, the 
bandits drove their own auto rlmost 
into the side of the other car with the 
apparent purpose ot bumping it off 
of the road.
“But the factory entrance was only 
200 yards ahead, and so instead of 
ccniplying. Mr. Slugg sent his m- 
ihine forward at ful! speed. The othei 
auto kept up the pjrsult for a mo­
ment. And then, as it was cutdts- 
Unced. one of the bandits ooened fire. 
Two bullets pierced the side of the 
factory auto within a foot of the 
driver’s body. Three other shots went 
wild
"The chase was ended as Mr Slugg 
wnipped his car into the factory en­
trance on two wheels. The bandits 
whirled their auto and drove away so 
speedily that thetr intended victims 
could not even catch a glimpse ol 
them. Police who were called to the 
scene were unable to flnd any trace of 
the machine.
Violent exercise after forty is es­
pecially harmful if you do It with a 
knife and fork.—Vancouver Sun.
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
ROCKLAND TO BOSTON
FROM “RED APPLE"
Proprietor of Famous Aroos­
took Camps Appreciated 
Courier-Gazette’s Story
An echo of the roving reporter’s re­
cent visit to Red Apple Camps at 
Macwahoc ln Aroostook County ls 
found in a much appreciated letter 
from the proprietor, John P. McGrath, 
well known to many Knox County 
sportsmen. Mr. McGrath writes:
Macwahoc. Jan. 11.
F. A. Winslow:—
Had been away for a few days and 
on arriving back to camp found The 
Courier-Oazette.
It w'as a great pleasure to read all 
the nice things you mentioned about 
the camps, and my wife and I thank 
you a thousand times. We have re­
ceived a lot of letters from those who 
had read the article and all sent me 
clippings, so you can see that it must 
have been a surprise to all Rockland- 
ltes to see such a wonderful boost of 
thetr favorite stopping place ln their 
local paper.
In one letter I am about to answer, 
the writer mentioned he was to send 
the paper away out to Oregon to some 
of his friends he had met here.
Your story gave a fine description, 
and was veiy Interesting readlhg. I 
hope to see you very shortly, as we 
expect soon to start for Boston, and 
have to make a call in Warren over 
night and will pass through Rock­
land.
Dumb Dora—“I don’t see how foot­
ball players ever get clean I"
Ditto—"Silly, what do you suppose 
the scrub teams are for?"—Annapo­
lis Log.
DANCE
LONG COVE HALL 
THURSDAY, JANUARY 19 
Auspices Young People’s League 
Admission Free
IS A TRUE GYPSY
The Romantic Career of Harry llor- 
lick, Leader of the A. A P. Gypsies
Vice President Curtis recently 
presented Harry Horltck leader ol 
the A. & P. "Gypsies" with a gold 
cup for being voted the “leader of the 
most popular program on the air." 
Horllck considers this presentation 
the crowning achievement of his ca­
reer. It has been a long fight to 
reach the top.
Born In Tiflis. Russia. 34 years 
ago. Horllck began his career with 
the beginning of Russia’s tempestu­
ous career. He studied violin at the 
conservatory ln his native city and 
at 14 years of age was considered a 
“child prodigy," an outstanding 
soloist. At 18 he was conscripted into 
the Imperial Russian Army. He 
fought the Turk in Crimea, joined 
the ranks of the Revolutionists, was 
horrified at the wholesale bloodshed, 
saved his life by playing a folk song 
on his violin at the crucial moment
Deserting the Bolsheviks he fell in 
with a band of gypsies who took 
him as one of their own because of 
his talent with the violin. Horllck 
then went to Constantinople, played 
in a cafe and from there made his 
way to America and success. It was 
while he was playing ln a park 
Avenue restaurant that an execu­
tive of A. & P. heard him and his 
string quintet and put, them “on 
the air." Now he has two orchestras 
of 35 men each and is considered the 
"Dean of Radios music conductors."
Finally he has arrived with the 
title “leader of the most popular 
program on the air.”
Horllck has been the direct-"! and 
guiding genius of the “Gypsies" 
since their flrst broadcast nine years 
ago. He is a true gypsy. Most 
prized of ail his possession are thou­
sands of Romany airs, learned by- 
ear during his boyhood In Russia, 
and played for his audiences here.
It is this unique type of music 
which has kept Horlick and his 
gypsies so popular over this long 
period of years. For they have been 
“on the air" continually for nine 
years, longer than any other radio 
program.
LAND OF MIDNIGHT SUN
Capt. Nils Nelson Tells How He Revisited Old Home After 
An Absence Of Twenty-three Years
When he returned from Norway a 
few weeks ago, having made his first 
home visit In 23 years, Capt. Nils 
Nelson brought word of one country 
which has apparently not experienced 
the blighting hand of depression. The 
word which has gained such wide­
spread currency ln this country, and 
illuminated so many political discus­
sions during the Presidential cam­
paign. is heard but Infrequently in 
the land of the midnight sun. and 
then as it comes to the people from 
the pages of American newspapers.
Capt. Nelson, prepared to view pic­
tures of distress, and even dire pov­
erty, found instead a healthy condi­
tion of industrial and business affairs, 
and an unemployment situation rated 
at not more than 4 percent of the 
able bodied citizenry. He found his 
former fellow countrymen well fed, 
and did not see a person in rags. On
I aQuaker Stages
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M. 
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M. 
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 435 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
Don’t Cough
USE
McCARTY’S 
COUGH STOP
It is an old fashioned cough mix­
ture made from a formula handed 
down from our grandmother’s 
time. Used for coughs and ordi­
nary Throat Irritations
Price 50c Bottle
SOLD BY
D. L. McCARTY
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST 
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mail Orders Filled
1-tf
Round trip $9.00 
13.00
Fare to Boston: One way $3.00. H
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip
Tickets may be obtained at Thorndike Hotel, Main 
Street, Rockland. Telephone 620
5ti
SAUER KRAUT
PUT UP IN
2!: Gallon Kegs, $2.40
4 Gallon Kegs, $2.90
2'i Gallons Kraut Pickle, $2.00 
Great for your health 
Forty-nine years of experience. 
Ship It all over the United States.
EDWIN A. DEAN
TeL 671-J, Rockland. Me.
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THE KITCHEN TRANSFORMED
How Our Grandmothers Would Store 
At the Utensils Now Placed in Use
"Polly put the kettle on. and well 
all take tea."
That old nursery rhyme is the same 
but the tea kettle isn't, for that 
household standby has gone "mod- 
erne"—and so have the frying pan 
and the coffee pot.
A new array of kitchen uteneils. as 
"moderne" in lines as the coming 
World's Fair, was put on the market 
at the National house furnishing 
I manufacturers’ annual show.
! And no longer can "the kettle call 
the pot black."
Another manufacturer is intro­
ducing a complete line of Iron pots, 
pans and skillets treated to retain a 
silver finish.
This winter witnessed the Increas- 
, .ng popularity of copper in costum- 
jewelry, cigarette trays and odd 
household furnishings. Now copper, 
prized by the early American house­
wife and one of the oldest metals used 
In cooking vessels, again has Invaded 
the kitchen field from double boilers 
to percolators and dishpans.
One manufacturer, who has brough: 
out an extensive range of copper-ware, 
explained that the reduced cost of 
copper made it possible.
A new labor saving device is an 
electric washing machine that also 
dry cleans.
This machine lias in the tub an 
inner separate compartment In which 
clothes may be cleaned in a nonex­
plosive fluid on the same principle 
in which they would be washed in 
water
When used as a washer, this inner 
compartment may be utilized to wash 
fragile or small pieces as the suds in 
it can be kept separate from the main 
tub.
KLAGGECROFT MANOR BURGLARIZED
Robbers Carry Away About $500 Worth Of the Contents, 
Presumably In a Motor Car
States. Cuba, South America. Ger- j Klaggecroft Manor, one of the fin-1 
many, and even troubled China finds I est summer estates in Knox County, | 
oiace in eating ’the little fishes biled j was the scene of a wholesale burglary 
in He.’ i sometime during the past week, and
“The average factory is employing j at last accounts no clues had been ob- 
about 200 hands, who make from $2 tained as to the identity of the rob- 
to $2.50 a day at piecework—good 1 bers who ransacked every room in the 
money in that country. It is general- | house, and carried away their loot 
ly thought that the sardines packed in a motoi car.
in Norway are greatly superior to [ The investigation conducted by the 
those of other countries, first because I sheriff’s department furnished no 
of the superior fish caught along thr tangible evidence which would lead to 
West Coast, especially tire bresling 1 an arrest—only two faint tire tracks 
The fish caught for these factories { leading from the house and ashes 
are in three grades, and the third, or | from a cigar which may or may not 
poorest, is said to be the equal of sar- j have been smoked by the burglars.
A door swinging on its hinges 
aroused the suspicion of a neigh­
bor, and he promptly wrote to the 
owner. Mrs. Nellie E. Klagge of 108 
! Quincy avenue, Winthrop. Mass.. Ac­
companied by her brother-in-law Mr 
Telford. Mrs. Klagge came at once
dine herring taken elsewhere. Kip­
pered herring are packed after the 
Christmas season and shipped over 
half the globe.
• • • •
"The whaling industry still flour­
ishes in Norway and is turning many
the faces of all he met was the hall > dollars into the coffers of that nation, 
mark of content and plenty, aud It The wlialing steamers are sent to Ice- 
wai rot difficult for him to believe land. Greenland and Argentina for 
that his mother country was passing their prey. The oil extracted from
through a happier period than 
America or most of the foreign na­
tions can boast.
His conclusion is not the one which 
comes of a superficial observation; 
not that of a traveler “Just passing
the whales is loaded onto a large 
mother ship, which generally carries 
a crew of about 80. Oermany is one 
of Norway's best whale oil customers 
Tlie season has been a fair one. ant1 
the factories will 'carry over' no sur-
through"—it was the result of four ; plus, for this year's stock has alread
months' keen study in all of the com­
munities on the western shores, where 
he visited many friends and relatives, 
and of numerous trips which took him 
well Inland.
First let us tell you a little some­
thing about this gallant navigator 
from the kingdom across the sea.
• • • •
Capt. Nelson left Norway in 1890 
shipping in a bark which brought hin 
to this country. He liked the lie ol 
the land so well that he came agaui 
in 1893 to become a permanent resi­
dent. The second trip he made with 
Capt. John Halverson, and sailed 
with him that summer.
i He is next found in I. L. Snow &
Co.'s schooner Lavinia M. Snow, first 
with Capt. Hinckley and later as 
master. He was master of the Me- 
tinic seven years, made a few trips in 
the William Bisbee, and in the course 
‘bf hts coastwise career, had com- 
! manded the Caroline Gray. E. Arcu- 
' larlus and Catawamteak.
Leaving the Snows' employ he went 
to sea four years for G. S. Winston 
* Co., then rejoined that sturdy 
coterie of mariners which was wont 
to spin thrilling talcs of the sea 
around the old stove in the store
the South Railways. ....
He went out in the schooner Doro- “The ordinary day laborer ln Nor- 
thy Brinkman which was shipwrecked j way is being paid about $2.25 a day, 
north of Hatteras about 1924 H ; while skilled labor earns about $3 50
been sold. There are by-products. < 
course, fish meal being one of those 
turned out by the factories.
"The whale fishermen this season 
have been made happy by better 
prices, oil bringing 13 pounds and 10 
shillings, as against a previous quota­
tion ot 10 pounds. 10 shillings.
"The seas bring still another pro­
duct to Norwegian nets in winter 
great quantities of cod being caught 
in tlie northern part of that country. 
When dried they arc called stock fish, 
and find a ready market, particularly 
in Cuba.
"The shipping industry is of course 
one of the country'^ most,Unpoitan' 
iactors While the diy ot the sailin’ 
ship has apparently passed there ha' 
been an increase in the number of 
steam and motor craft, and many 
shipyards are working on full time 
Many craft flying the Norwegian flay 
ply to ports in. England. Germany . 
Holland and Denmark, with liberal 
passenger traffic. Tlie principal 
products constituting export freight 
are spruce and Norwegian pine for 
the pulp mills, iron and aluminum 
from the mines, granite for paving 
purposes, and ice for the English 
market.
MI A M IO R I D A
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IT’S A FACT
“PROSPERITY IS AROUND THE CORNER”
And It has been there all the time. This lucky spot ls at
EIGHTEEN SCHOOL STREET
First Floor Odd Fellows Building, Opposite the Postoffire
Around the Corner of Main and School Streets
Any Shareholder will tell you that an Investment here is worth 
1M%, every day of every week, of every year. The dividends are 
liberal and you will he surprised to sec how rapidly an investment 
growa Step “AROUND THE CORNER" and find out more about 
this.
18 SCHOOL ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
3Stf
TITTLE
TATTLE"
H«$ no place in the 
scheme of things to-d«v
Evidences were not lacking that th'* 
burglars had searched every nom 
in the house and on every hand were 
evidences of disorder
The lock had been pried from a 
large trunk which had been com­
pletely denuded of th? valuable cloth­
ing it contained, a steamer trunk wa, 
carried away bodily, together with an 
Apex radio, a large silver cup which 
had been presented to the late Mr 
Klagge as a trophy, and numerous 
other articles, bringing the amount 
of the loss to $500. as nearly as the 
proprietor can estimate. This loss Is 
covered by burglary Insurance with 7 
Rockland concern, but Mrs. Klagge 
feels especially hurt to think thal 
such depredations could be committed 
in a town where she has spent so 
much money for labor and supplies.
This is the third burglary which has 
been committed at Klaggecroft. the
to South Hope, and found thin the first taking place when the place was 
neighbor's suspicions were ajnply con- being remodelled, and the second 
firmed. 1 about four years ago.
THE PRUNING KNIFE NORTHPORT ROAD
Seen In Abandonment of Attempt Being Made To Se- 
River and Harbor Projects cure Seven-Mile Construc- 
In Our Neighborhood
An Associated Press despatch from
Washington in yesterday's newspa- 
pets said:
tion on Route One
Representative Irvin O. Hilts of 
Northport has arranged with tlie 
State Highway Commission for a
"Appropriations totalling $228,000 hearing on the construction of seven 
for maintenance of five New England miles of State road in Northport on 
river and harbor projects In 1934 were No. 1 highway to be held at the offle' 
recommended today in the War De- [of the Commission Wednesday. Jan. 
partment supply bill. |18. at 2.30 p. m.
"At a hearing before the committee, [ He says the road Is tn a deplorable
Brig. Oen. Oeorge B. Pillsbury, assist­
ant chief of Army Engineers, recom­
mended abandonment of river and 
harbor projects ln New England, in­
cluding the following in Maine;
Bagaduce River. Cathance River. 
Cobscock Bay, Narraguagus River. 
New Harbor. Owls Head Harbor. 
Rockport Harbor. Royal River. Har­
bor of Refuge, Sassanoa River South 
Bristol Harbor. Union River."
HANCOCK DEPUTIES
condition and should be rebuilt at 
once. The Camden end ts to be re­
built next summer and it Is extremely 
Important that the Northport end b" 
rebuilt at the same time so as not to 
keep this important road torn up an­
other summer and be the cause of di­
recting Belfast, Camden. Rockport 
and Rockland business to other roads
It ts expected that many citizens 
of the cities afid towns concerned will 
be present at the hearing.
CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS
Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment 
Legal For Maine Savings Banks 
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly, 
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable 
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the 
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors 
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest, 
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at 
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock­
land, Maine.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
108-8-tf
Open from 
January 10th
Booklet upon 
request.
It’s VALUES that "dick" with sensible people . . . 
whether they ere shopping lor an auto or vacation 
facilities. That’s why so many wise folks have se­
lected MIAMI as the spot for a glorious winter 
vacation . . . and the VENETIAN as the greatest 
hotel value in this area.
The high standard of operation . . . service . .. 
cuisine and furnishings that have long since estab­
lished the Venetian as the outstanding bay-front 
hotel . . . have not been lowered one bit . . . but, 
the 1933 rates have ... and here's how . . .
Room with private bath, including 3 meals 
daily, $5/ $6, $7, per person, or 
European plan if you desire.
VENETIAN
M O T E t_
j then entered the employ of the 
Savannah River Transportation Co., 
and was afterwards with the Emroy 
Sexton Oo. of New York. He was 
captain of the latter concern's boats 
until two years ago. Then one day 
he got mixed with a hawser, and a 
broken leg meant confinement in a 
hospital for six months.
• • • •
He was getting uneasy, or to us; 
hia own expression, “tired of loafing 
around." wiicn there came to him 
again the call of the fiords, and he 
could hear the sighing of the wind 
through the tops of the Norwegian 
pines, so one day—Aug 4, to be exact 
—he boarded the steamship Bergen- 
flord. and over a sea as smooth* as any 
port in which his vessel ever an­
chored he sailed for Bergen. 25 miles 
south of which lies the quaint Nor­
wegian town where his boyhood 
dreams had given rise to a seafaring 
career. This vocation he continued 
to follow until two years ago. when 
his activities were interrupted by the 
accident which has been noted.
His arrival on native soil was 
hailed with enthusiasm by relatives 
from whom he had so long been part­
ed. and by nieces, nephews and other 
relatives whom he had never seen 
Hcngsund was established as his 
temporary home port.
“I found some unemployment." 
Capt. Nelson told The Couner-Oa- 
zette reporter, “but not nearly as 
much as is reported in other coun­
tries.
“The fishing season has been a 
successful one from the standpoint ol 
the catch, but did not earn the men 
much above a living, because of low 
prices. During the summer season 
most of the boats go to Iceland to 
fish for herring, finding a market 
for their product ln Sweden. Russia, 
and Oermany. A sorrowful feature 
of the past season was the loss o 
three boats with all on board
"Sardine factories are scattered 
along the west coast, three of them 
in the town where I stayed. All oi 
the factories did a better business 
than for many previous seasons 
More fish were brought to them and 
the product was quickly sold. B 
cause of the fame which attaches to 
the Norwegian sardine the packers 
have a far flung market—United
a day. Tlie 8-hour day is in vogue, 
but there is some talk of substituting 
the 6-hour day.
"The cost of living is cheaper as 
to some commodities than ln Uie 
United States, and dealer as to oUi- 
ers. The average groceries command 
a fair price, fish* is cheaper, meat 
about the same, while sugar and 
coffee are high. Soft coal Is used 
>vh< lly. and comes mostly from Eng­
land.
"All of the automobiles arc im­
ported from the United State; 
American and Oermau motion picture 
dims have the right of way bt the 
amuseftient houses
“Tlie city of Bergen has a popula­
tion of 100.000. and of that number 
about 4000 are being helped on what 
practically amounts to the dole sys­
tem—idle workmen and families be­
ing granted sufficient money to .nect 
the cost of living. I didn't see a per-
Sheriff of Neighboring County Names
Members of His Official Family
Harold Hodgkins, Hancock County 
sheriff, has appointed the following 
deputies;
William Sllsby. Aurora
Norman Dyer, Bar Harbor.
Walter Snowman. Bucksport.
Alonzo Bryant. Cranberry Isle.
Robert Adams. Sedgwick.
Lawrence Robinson, Southwest Har­
bor
Addison Parker, Swan's Island.
Oscar R. Saunders, Orland.
Walter Stover. Bluehlll.
Maurice Greenlaw. Deer Isle
Henry Mahon. Ellsworth.
Lawrence Hodgkins. Trenton.
Hervey B. Scammons, Hancock.
Vernon Haslam. Eastbrook.
Rupert U. Blancc. Winter Harbor.
Leslie Mitchell. Brooklln.
in the northern reaches of Norway 
are the days now descending, when it 
docs not rise until after 9 a. m. and 
sets before 3 p. m.
“Norway has compulsory school 
laws for pupils from 6 to 14. who 
must go to school every day. Saturday 
included. Tlie principal religious de­
nomination Is Lutheran, maintained 
by the government. Communism ls 
unpopular.
"The result of the presidential 
election in the United States was 
gratifying to the people of Norway, 
who believe that Roosevelt will re­
duce the high tariff. They feel thal 
Uncle Sam has locked himself out
A LUCKY ESCAPE
' Former Warren Boy Has 
Minor Injuries When Car 
Plunges Over 20 Ft. Bank
The Flying Yankee of the Maine
Central Railroad was flagged down 
Tuesday to an emergency stop at 
Farmingdale, 10 minutes after an au­
tomobile containing two youths top­
pled over a 20-foot embankment onto 
the tracks.
Harold Robinson. 26. and a com­
panion named Scott, both of Gardi­
ner. occupants ol the car. received a 
severe shaking ’J." but otherwise 
escaped unhurt. Their machine skid­
ded on the high vay paralleling the 
tracks, went over the embankment 
and crashed directly on the tracks. I', 
was demolished
The halted train was delayed 25 
minutes before the wreckage was 
cleared away
Harold Robinson is a son of Mr. 
and Mrs. William O. Robinson, for­
merly of Warren, and ‘s well known 
in this city.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would 
have made a rule to read home poetry 
and listen to aome mimic at least once a 
week. The loss of these tastes Is a losa 
of happiness. —Charles Darwin
UNGUARIIKI) GATES 
and unguarded stand
South
our
with his high tariff wall, so they have 
son who didn't seem to be wearing 1 bought only what they absolutely
good clothes, and I met but one beg­
gar. who asked me for 10 cents the 
day I was lelvlng Begging is sharp­
ly discouraged in Norway.
"The fact that Norway Jias had n< 
bank failures worth mentioning ii 
the past two years would seem 
show the country in a healthy finan­
cial condition. I scarcely heard th' 
word 'depression' mentioned, but I 
did read much depressing news from 
the States about bank failures, wtiee 
prices, etc., and It sounded much 
worse to nie over there than when 
was at home.
• • • •
"Norway, neutral during the World 
War. prospered during that struggle, 
paying the price by investments 
which did not turn out well, and los­
ing many ships which were sunk by 
the Germans while carrying supplies 
to England. After the war shipping 
values sank almost Into nothingness 
and other industries which had fat­
tened through the war went flat.
"The tourist trade is one of Nor­
way's salvations, even as tt Is ln New 
England. From all corners ol the 
earth they come ln summer to view 
from North Cape that phenomenon 
known as the midnight sun. Then 
they must travel through the fiords 
and cross the mountain ranges into 
Bergen and Oslo. In contrast to
needed. 'If we can sell more, wc can 
buy more' is the way they put it.
"If they don't think much of our 
tariff laws they certainly don't o' 
our prohibition laws. Over there Uiey 
have government agencies and the 
government gets a good profit. They 
also have a local option system While 
I was there one town voted agaiim 
license, but what's the use? They 
could get all they want from a neigh­
bor town. There was very little 
drunkenness tn evidence. In fact I 
saw more of it ln New York in one 
day than I did all the time I was in 
Norway."
After 23 years' absence Capt. Nel­
son found many changes tn the land 
of his birth.
"I found much improvement in the 
style of living,” he said, "especially 
ln the country. They have better 
food and better clothing, and many 
of the farmer boys go to college. I 
prefer to spend the remainder of my 
days in America, but would like to 
visit my old home at least once a 
year."
A customer sent the following note 
to his grocer:
"Please send six dozen eggs; If good. 
I will send check."
The grocer, however, was not doing 
any business on such risky terms, so 
he replied:
. “8end check; If good. I wilt send 
those days when the sun does not set dozen eggs "—Montreal Star
Wide open 
gates.
Named of the four winds. North.
East and West;
Portals that lead to an enchanted land 
Of cities, forests. fields of living gold. 
Vast prairies, lordly summits touched 
with snow.
Majestic rivers sweeping proudly past 
The Arab's date-palm aud the Norse­
man's pine-
A realm wherein are fruits of every zone 
Airs of all climes, for lo! throughout the
year
The red rose blossoms somewhere <a 
rich land
A later Eden planted in the wilds 
With not an Inch of earth within Its
bound
But if a slave's foot press It sets him 
free.
Here. It Is written. Toll shall have Its
wage.
And Honor, honor, and the humblest 
man
Stand level with the highest In the law 
Of such a land have men in dungcom
dreamed.
And with the vision brightening In their 
eyes
Gone smiling to the fagots and the 
sword.
unguarded stand our 
presses a wild, 
and the Tartar
Wide open and 
gates.
And through them 
motley throng
Men from the Volga 
steppes.
Featureless figures of the Hoang-Ho. 
Malayan. Scythian. Teuton. Kelt and
Slav.
Flying the Old World's poverty and 
scorn;
These bringing with them unknown 
gods and rites.
Those, tiger passions, here to stretch 
their claws
In street and alley what strange tongue, 
arc loud.
Accents of menace alien to our air. 
Voices that once the Tower of Babel
knew!
O Liberty, white Goddess! is It well 
To leave the gates unguarded? On thy
breast
Fold Sorrow’s children, soothe the hurts 
of fate.
Lift the down-trodden, but with hand 
of steel
Stay those who to thy sacred portals 
come
To waste the gifts of freedom. Have a 
care
Lest from thy brow the clustered star- 
be torn
Aud trampled ln the dust. For so of old 
The thronging Goth and Vandal tram­
pled Rome.
And where the temples of the Caesars 
stood
The lean wolf unmolested made her lair. 
—Thomas Bailey Aldrich (1836-1907).
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
The Lord God is a sun and shield: I 
the Lord will give grace and glory: 
no good thing will He withhold from 
them that walk uprightly.—Psalm 
84:11.
Beer Bill and Highway Cur-
tailment Present Problems bay Harbor Thursday night and lost 
.... | a game which the accurate sniping
In Legislature of "Pewee" Collamore had apparently
-------  ! won The home team came from be-
The controversial subject of pro- j hind to overcome a six-point advant- 
hibition crowded to the center of the j age, finally forging ahead. The 
legislative stage with the introduc-!£COre:
tion in the House of a bill to legal-1 ' Q
ize manufacture and sale of beer Rowe. If ................ 8
We are in receipt of a communica­
tion from the Maine Automobile 
Association which would seem to re­
quire instant *nd satisfactory atten- ' with an alcoholic, contend no greater Sprague, rf ............. 6
tion on the part of the powers tha than that fixed by Congress “ non' rf ............... 0
P
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
than that fixed by Congress as non
. . . . ... __ . . intoxicating. | Dunton, c _______  3
be. A paragraph from the Associa- j Taxing billboards and regulating story, c .................. 1
tion’s letter follows: the Income and expenditures of the I stevens, lg ............... 0
This organization is extremely op- I highway department were other Morton, rg 0
posed to the regulation in the Maine j measures introduced in the short —
Statutes requiring a motorist from a session Thursday. Both branches Totals ....».............  18
State which requires no operator's adjourned until 4.30 next Tuesday . Rockport High
license to become licensed in this ! afternoon. I G
State. We have maintained that the Other bills read and referred to Grant, rg ............... 0
statute is valueless from the stand- committees were aimed to prevent j Annis, lg.............. 0
point of safety or curbing reckless pauperization of wage earners who g Annis. lg.............. 0
operation, inasmuch as we require no are temporarily unemployed and to collomore. c ........... lu
examination of the drivers them- stop any employer from maintaining g gn0Wi rf.............. 5
selves. We further contend that the 1 employe "black list" ' Hall, if .................. 0
regulation is detrimental to our tour- The beer bill, sponsored by Repre- Arsenault. If 2
1st business, for if it were to be en- ; sentative Audet. Democrat, of Lew- —
forced it would create ill-feeling Iston. would give municipalities the
among the motorists of other states, right of local option and the power __ _
That an attempt to enforce it occa- 11° license and regulate such a sale eigrhts 
sionally is evidenced in the case of the with an annual excise tax not to ex-' ....
Florida motorist who. we understand, feed $1,003 for one establishment., Rockland Hi<h basketball
spent approximately $2000 in carry- , It would repeal all statutes not con- teams ]aat n^h, repeated their per- 
ing it to the Supreme Court of the sistent with the measure. The *
Total ..................  17
Referee: Harrington.
F 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0
1
Time:
40
P
0
0
0
21
10
0
35
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BOSTON AUTO SHOW
Modern Wrinkles Will Be a Revela­
tion To Public—Used Car Salon
his foot upon the accelerator pedal. 
Another uses a button on the switch­
board to do the trick. Lengthened 
springs, and rear springs ln silent 
“U” shackles are more abundant. 
The interest of New England mo- j N?w absorbers automatically I
torists ls centering on the Boston adapt the car to any type of road 
Automobile Show, which is to be traveled over. A new form of head- 
held at Mechanics Building, Boston. kiht
Jan 21 to 28 and a bright light to the right as a
The used car salon, which was an contribution to the safety of driving 
innovation at last year's show, will whlIe Passing head on. Cushioned 
again be staged in the basement, pawer has made giant strides and
This year's exhibit of reconditioned lbere is a much wider use of .safety 
ears will be larger than last year's ot^er ^Jcty devices,
and only the very best of the various Th* models out-mode the
EEL GRASS MYSTERY
A Bay State Scientist Says 
Germ From South Caused 
Its Disappearance
dubon societies obtained strict im­
munity to save the species from ob­
livion. Maine farmers complain gulls 
conduct serious raids on blueberry 
pastures. Coast dwellers charge the 
! gulls with taking tremendous toll of 
clams, scallops, oysters, quahog. 
crabs and small fish.
. _ ___ ____ _ tho, ! Not only ls life in the sea and air
A microscopic d- . u. t n being seriously affected by disappear-
dnftcd up the coast on a Southern ance oj a vegetation which the 
ocean current probably was the ob- thoughtless regarded as a nuisance, 
scure agent which has disrupted the but the character of much of the 
o, along y Mlanuc
seaboard from Virginia to New Bruns joeing washed from bathing beaches,
makes will be shown The used car modTest" of'yesteryear? "Aitd”gener- wick. Dr. John B. May, state orm- which hitherto had been protected
X his turned» ' to be n liberal allV shaking. they are cheaper, thologist. of Massachusetts, said In from rough seas by an outer fringesalon has turned out to be a liberal Hfretofore price reducUons have rf)cp^ln„ wpnr eh™, in habits oi of the grass. The soft mud and silt
education to the public in what can
United State®, only to have that Court 
uphold the regulation. That one case 
alone has served to call attention 
throughout the country to this unfair 
regulation and we are today learning 
the ill effects It can have on visiting 
motorists.
The Maine Automobile Association 
asks for the removal of the restriction
SMART THING TO DO
Helen Spaulding Tells How One 
Drees May Be Made To Look Like 
Several
“ 'Looking like a million dollars' is 
poor taste and poor Judgment, too, 
these days,” said Helen Spaulding, 
clothing specialist for the Extension 
Service, University of Maine, in a re­
cent interview. "Simplicity is the 
keynote of good dressing, but it 
mustn’t be meagre and pathetic look­
ing to remind us of our troubles. 
Simplicity with an alert scrubbed- 
behind-the-ears look of morning 
freshness may be achieved by careful 
planning. •
“It's smart to take the one dress, 
that's all most of us have, anyway, 
and make it seem like several. This 
one dress ls preferably of a dark color, 
black unless it’s definitely unbecom­
ing. Plain goods is better than pat- 
i terned. Whether the dress is home­
made this year from inexpensive ma- 
| terial, or valiantly serving for the 
severalth season, it is the background 
against which to create the effect of an 
appropriate costume for every need.
"Most of this will be done by the use 
) of sets of collars to change the ap­
pearance of the neckline. Bibs, plain 
or with cowl drapes, sheer bows, or 
heavy and tailored lines, collars, white 
or ln becoming light or bright tints, 
may come from the good portions oi 
discarded garments and household 
articles. The sources may be as 
varied as a crash tablecloth or a 
broadcloth skirt or a sugar sack.
'There may be another dress that 
will yield enough good material for 
a Jacket with a little scarf collar that's
discussing recent changes in habits ot 
various forms of animal life. I Is washing away from flats on which shell fish thrived, revealing them at 
Dr. May traced these changes in iOw tide barren expanses of gravel, 
behavior directly or indirectly to the incapable of s-upporting life, 
disappearance of eel grass along that Reports have been received by Di 
. .. , » „ » „ , . May which Indicate the eel grass dis-1 stretch of coast line. Various pos- j ease has made lts appearance in 
' sible causes have been mentioned for Franco. but mat other European 
some in appearance ond others in’ American Theatre, “Madame Butter-' *he disappearance “J, ?he t,l.b‘ countries have escaped.
what lies under the hood or in the fly.” modernized and done into a p3n;“ Ute,,8r?:’sl h?1 al ha^ befn ------------------
chassis. Changed appearances will motion picture by director Marion . t?a.y eliminated excePl disease. Gr 
be due mainly to the further devel- Gering and a cast headed by Sylvia *“ay say* , , ,,, ;0Wn !
4 opment of the streamline tendencies Sidney. Cary Grant and Charlie disease, but studies will be conducted |For The Courier-Gazette|
that have been growing popular of Ruggles, has been booked for Mon- next summer in an effort to identify There is a spot down by the sea.
late, giving an even-more racy effect day and Tuesday. Miss Sidney, her JJ- "H™1 lL‘S,°L ??U\h!,rn,Ori?ln,u1S The mrowige oi the ye.rs’Sf’ue0 “*•
and offering less resistance to the dark eyes and eyebrows slanted, her believed indicated by visits in North- Thelr restlessness, turmoil end strife:
wind. In general, it may be said hair lacquered, her figure draped in ern waters of uncommon tropical or The years of youth and happiness.
that great as some of the changes colorful oriental costumes, plays the ^ otw’toat enthusiasts who have . Th' »"•"“">»• u^J'uETio.
Motor ooat entnusiasts ano navei In all thHr cettse)ess ebb and flow;
be done in the reconditioning of he«n brought about by big volume 
automobiles when they are made P™duc °». bot this year that end. 
over for the show. Last year's salon where it has been achieved, has been 
met with immediate public response secured through lower co6t materials 
and dealer appreciation, which was and a (hustle slashing of overhead, 
reflected in the sales made.
Every make of car to be shown 
offers changes and improvements
STRAND THEATRE
The treasured romance of
DOWN BV THE SEA
formance of a year ago by taking both
, __ . . ___ _ games—the boys 57 to 21 and theture. sale, possession or transporta-| 59 ,o 31 the busl.
est player on the floor, making 29 
points. The score:
Rockland High
G F
Frohock. If _______  1 0
Karl. If ...................... 0 0
Pellicane. rf . ..........  4 2
present statute prohibits manufac-
tlon.
“A licensed victualer or Inkeeper" 
would be the only person to whom 
a beer license could be issued and 
the beer would have to be sold with 
food, “the food and beer to be con­
sumed on the premises."
The Governor and Executive Rhpru.„rri ,
and goes on record as in favor of per- Council would license and regulate pjrenian c 14
Yeager, a ..._............ 0mitting a motorist to operate in this breweries. 
State as long as he complies with the. ., Senator Holmes of Androscoggin __' Jf ............ X
registration requirements in his own introduced the pauperization and ........... ,
State. Whatever the merits of this -black list" bills, both of which were lnoma- • ‘
case may be the fact remains that based on recommendations made by
motorists ln other States are getting Governor Brann in his inaugural 
address.
a false impression concerning our re- , ..No wage earner who is usually „ ... 
strictions and It ls offsetting in a employed, but who ls unemployed 
considerable measure all the work we temporarily without his fault and be- lJ
are doing to build up an increasing cause of industrial conditions over 
6 1 which he has no control, shall besummer business in Maine.
It is not such a far cry fo the June 
primaries of 1934—only 17 months— 
but few voters will probably care to 
commit themselves thus early on any 
of the candidacies which may be in­
volved. There is no harm in saying, 
however, that the first announce­
ment—that of Alfred K. Ames of 
Machias is creating a distinctly favor­
able impression, and behind it is the 
prestige of having all but won the 
nomination a year ago. and of repre-
considered a pauper, was the way 
Holmes' measure would amend the 
present pauperization law. Prior to 
the last state election registration 
boards of some cities and towns con­
sidered striking from the voting lists 
as paupers all persons who received 
aid from the municipality, except ex­
soldiers, sailors and marines «id 
other persons already protected by ti^ alley"
Totals ......... ......  26
Thomaston
O
___ 3
...... 0
Grafton, lg----- ---- 1
Perry, c.......-........... 3
Anderson, rf ---  1
Caven. If ________  1
Hall. If ---  0
Totals ------------- 9
Referee: Mahan
57
appear to be nothing radical has role of Cho-Cho-San, the demure ____ ____ _______________ ____.
been attempted by the manufactur- Japanese maiden wooed by the young |had propellers fouled by tlie ^marine The
ers, although one new model carries American naval officer stationed in • —1 ■-—■ * •— 1 *• * ■ — " *“*
the engine on the rear axle, and an- the city ln which she lives. Cary 
other car is shown with no frame. Grant, husky, virile Englishman who 
after th$ European idea seen at the Is treading Hollywood's path to star- 
recent London and Paris shows dom. plays the latter role. The two 
Four-cylinder cars, sixes, eights, fall in love: they are married in ac- 
twelves and sixteens will be shown, cordance with Japanese law. after 
with sixes predominating in the low- the officer discovers that the law 
priced field and some eights included provides for automatic divorce when 
in that class. In the middle-class husband leaves wife, and decides 
group quite a selection of eights will that he can go through with the 
be available. ceremony under such circumstances.
Everything possible has been done Their married life Ls brief but bllss- 
to make the 1933 cars more auto- ful. For ultimately Grant is trans-
matic in operation. Simpler and ferred back to the United States — —/ ...... .............- —------- And make, me strong for any fur
better control of starting mechanism He returns under different circum- I servationist. he felt some measure knd patiently the time to watt
is noted in several makes. One stances—circumstances which bring might be necessary to halt the depre- ! When tides receding, carry me
model is started when the driver the picture to a touching, wistful • dations of the gulls, once so decim- Tu Homeland Shores beyond the sea
turns the ignition key and presses climax—ad*. atfd by feather hunters that the Au- 1 North Haven
vegetation may have rejoiced in its 
vanishment, but that joy plainly was 
not shared by water fowl and many 
varieties of fish that regarded eel 
grass as their natural feeding ground 
Brant, geese, and some species ol 
ducks, largely vegetarians, fed on the 
grass and other birds fed on the ma­
rine life dwelling in the grass. Now 
they have been forced to resort to 
other foods and geese and brant, the 
latter a particularly wise and* cau­
tious bird, recently have been forag­
ing on farm lands.
Dr May said while he was a con
Aim heart awakes to Joyful psalm; 
i The troubled years, the winds, the gale.
When all our moorings seem to fail 
Save one—the anchor cast above.
That grips tbe heart of God. whose love 
A sweet assuranoe brings, and peace 
And to my fears a glad surcease.
Where tide* roll In down by the tea.
Within there speaks a voice to me:
Above the rush and deaf'nlna roar 
Of storm-surf breaking on the shore— short and slips over under your chin. 
The voice of Him who walked the wave. j. ___
And rescued one who cried. Tx>rd Save!" . or y°ur one foundation dress may be 
Who bade the boisterous sea "be atlll" given a casual look by the addition of
And act the mission of His will: a sling scarf slipped under your belt
I hear that voice from out the deep:
"I am thy Ood. and I will keep - ' antJ .Ued around your neck to keep 
Thee safe through al) the coming years.” you from losing the belt, Of course.
A Voice Divine It ls. that cheers
Henry Felton Huse.
I
"A few such accessories and care to 
keep them all in immaculate condi­
tion. pressed and washed, and mend­
ed. and your one dress will be smart 
in all senses of the word."
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WITH THE BOWLERS
Next week's games at the Recrea-
law from pauperization.
The "black list", bill would estab­
lish a penalty of $500 or imprison­
ment for not more than two years 
for “any employer, employe, or other 
persons, who by threats of injury, 
intimidation or force prevents any
senting a section of the State which person from entering into, continu
Monday—Kickapoo vs. Texaco, two 
games
Tuesday—Burpee vs. Wholesalers. 
Wednesday—Ladies' night. 
Thursday—Eagles vs. Gulf.
Friday—South Thomaston vs. Bar­
bers. • • • •
The standing of the Knox County
CHEVROLET
has fared scantily In the matter of 
governorships. Mr. Ames is a retired 
lumberman, whose successful business 
management of an extensive industry 
is well known throughout the State 
He was four times a candidate for the 
State Senate from Washington Coun­
ty. The first time, in the election o' 
1912. he was defeated by 10 votes, bu: 
in the next three successive earn­
ing in, or leaving the employment of 
any person, or attempts to prevent 
a wage earner in any industry from 
obtaining employment at his trade 
by maintaining a black list."
The flrst bill to provide for a tax 
on billboards was presented in the 
House by Tompkins of Houlton.
It would provide an excise tax of 
one and one-half cent a square foot, 
with a minimum charge on each 
board of $3 and allow municipal otfi-
cers to remove signs not complying 
paigns he won by majorities of ap- with the act. 
proximately 250. 700. and 900. While
in the Senate he served on the com­
mittees on State Lands, Forestry 
Indian Affairs and Education, and he 
was regarded as a careful and capa­
ble legislator. He is now, as he was 
then, a strong advocate of tax re-
• • • •
Bowling League to date is:
PC PFW L
Eagles. 38 12 .760 14.318
Wholesalers, 45 15 .750 17,201
Texaco. 48 27 .640 20.810
So. Thomaston. <3 27 .614 19,362
Kickapoo. 27 33 450 16561
Burpee, 27 43 .386 13562
Gulf. 23 52 .307 19.217
Barbers. 16 54 229 18515
• • • •
See Who’s Here;
“The worm will turn." and so did
NNOUNCES AN IMPROVED
LINE OF SIX-CYLINDER
bill to require the highway commis- 
form. of which Maine timberlands sion to live on its income, Represen- 
lnterests and all their related Indus- tative Friend, Skowhegan, a member
Signs of municipalities, quasi-mu- the Three Crows. After playing sec- 
nicipal corporations, churches, agri- cnd fiddle nearly all winter the 
cultural fairs, and political candi- "Birds" walloped Walls' Wonders at 
dates or parties would be exempted the Star alleys last night by a margin
Just a oay after Senate Chairman of 105 pins. Cummings had high 
Kitchen. Aroostook, of the Ways and total, but Horrocks rose to great 
Bridges committee, introduced his heights with a single of 106. The
tries stand in such imperative need.
It is not unlikely that there may
appear in the field a candidate nearer 
and closer to Knox County affairs, 
and who may be favored by its ma­
jority vote, but Mr. Ames' candidacy 
is welcomed, and at the present time 
—to use a street expression—it 
"listens well.’
of the committee, presented an all­
summary:
Walls Wonders—Jordan. 513; Snow, 
490: Wall. 509. total. 1512.
The Three Crows—Horrocks. 524:
TRUCKS SELLING AT
Summarizing New England busi­
ness, the Shawmut National Bank of 
Boston stales that activities are still 
above the low of July. The bank 
points out that business in this dis­
trict responded quickly and quite 
energetically to the Improvement in 
sentiment, which followed the re­
turning confidence in the monetary 
system, the return flow of gold, the 
adjournment of Congress, and lower 
stocks of finished goods. On the 
other hand, the general decline of 
business activity in New England 
during November reflected equal sen­
sitiveness to such unfavorable factors 
as war debts, the uncertainty of Gov­
ernmental action regarding budgets, 
taxes. Legislative measures and the 
effect of competition of countries with 
depreciated currencies. The textile 
and leather industries account prln 
clpally for the poorer November 
showing.
embracing bill with many major dif- Cummings. 582, Mason, 511; total 
* 1617. • • » •
Wholesalers 4, South Thomaston 1
There were no very large strings in 
this match, and the evening's per­
formance was surprisingly well bal-
. ..... ...... ....................... anced. Willis was high with 101. and
way commission administration from Cobb had the total. The sum- 
$165,000 to $140,000. tnary:
Construction under the "Five Wholesai!IsT?o^rS'^3?“/N»tato^. 
Times” act would be abolished and 283'- ^l12- 255; Martin, 266, Cobb, 288. 
the annual allotment for construe- wtal. 138A
tion of State aid roads, including South Thomaston ®raulJ; 7'' 
those under the "Three-Town" acts Willis. 286; Ames. 278: Kearly. 266, 
would be cut from $2,700,000 to Carr. 269: total. 1370.
$1,150,000. .1 » • • •
The $700,000 annual allotment fot The Wholesalers were not so lucky 
third class roads would not be in their second game with Tht 
touched. Expenditures for motor ve- ' Keag boys, the point-making very 
hide registration would be cut from 1 exactly reversed. The pins fell 
$160,000 to $120,000 annually; for ad- much better, especially for Martin, 
ministration of the highway depart- whose three were 123. 114 and 111 
ment from $165,000 to $140,000; for Fitzgerald beat him out by one point 
administration of the gas tax from s for high string however. The sum- 
$199,000 to $180,000. mary:
.It would also reduce from four tc south Thomaston — Brault, 304, 
three mills the amount which towru Willis. 342; Ames, 273; Kearly, 253; 
must appropriate for roads and Carr. 318; total, 1490.
bridges to secure their apportion- Wholesalers — Rogers. 283; Meat- 
ment of third class road construe- ing, 266; Fitz. 310; Martin, 348; Cobb, 
tion and from five to four per cent 274: total. 1481.
the amount raised for maintenance . . • •
ferences.
Il would eliminate the $300,000 
blanket road resolve as would 
Kitchen's measure but would retain 
the mill tax for highways.
The amount allotted to the license 
bureau would be cut from $160,000 to 
$120,000 annually; that for the high GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
John Utterback may or may not be­
come the permanent occupant of a 
Congressional seat in Washington 
but he has improved his temporary 
presence there by inviting President­
elect Roosevelt to spend his summer 
vacation at his own family place on 
Campobello Isle (New Brunswick) 
near Eastport. Maine did not take 
too kindly to the Democratic nominee 
in the November election, but when 
it comes to entertaining distinguished 
visitors the good old Pine Tree State 
never relaxes in its hospitality.
in order to secure aid in maintaining 
those third class roads.• • • •
Mrs. William BLssett. wife of the 
Senator from Cumberland, who as 
most readers know, is a former 
Vinalhaven man, has been made 
clerk of the committees on Labor and 
State School for Boys.
PARK THEATRE
Gulf 3, Barbers 2
Fogg was high single with 112, but 
Rougier carried off the capital prize 
for high total. The summary:
Gulf Refining — Danielson. 263, 
Seavey, 240; Rougier, 291; Martin. 
287; total, 1081.
Barbers — Cav, 263; Fogg. 273; 
I Fitzgerald. 278; Shute. 240; total.
1054
The increased cost of postage 
stamps did not deter New Englanders 
from using them during Christmas 
month. The Postcffice departmen- 
shows that 19 cities had increased 
their stamp receipts over December 
1981, and that seven of them were 
located tn the New England territory.
Setting Junior a good example sel 
dom goes so far as eating spinach,— 
Chatham (Ont.) News.
EAST UNION
The installation of Pioneer Grange 
Jan. 10 was an enjoyable occasion 
The ceremony was efficiently per­
formed by Dept. J. L. Dornan as­
sisted by W. George Payson and 
Mrs. Maud Payson and Mrs. Helen 
________   __ _ Spear as marshals. It was wit­
leading man in pictures, George nessed by South Hope Grange, also 
Brent, who has already announced White Oak. West Rockport and 
his marriage to Ruth Chattertim Gcod Will Granges were represented. 
Brent has had a phenomenal success These officers were installed: George 
in the past year, coming out of cb- , Davis, master; Bernard Esancy 
scurity to play opposite Miss Chat-1 overseer; Mrs. Myrtle Gould, lec- i 
terton in two pictures, opposite Miss turer; Clarence Davis, steward; John 
Barbara Stanwyck, Joan Blondell, Dornan, assistant steward; Mrs. M 
Loretta Young and other screen fav- F. Robbins, chaplain; Roy Oould 
orites. “The Crash" ls said to be treasurer; J. L. Dornan. secretary; 
Miss Chatterton's finest vehicle, and Lindon La yr, gate keeper; Mrs. Alice 
a worthy successor to “The Rich Are Davis, Ceres; Mrs. Mary Payson, 
Always Wiith Us” which was her Pomona; Mrs. Amelia , Dornan 
initial First National picture—adv. Flora; Miss Oeraldine Oould, lady
------------------ assistant steward. At the close oi
If, as the physiologists say, soil the exercises refreshments were | 
foods are changing the contour ot served members and invited guests 
the human chin, what's the unremit- and a pleasing program was presented i 
ting application of hard grindstone by the lecturer, kindly assisted by I 
going to do to the human nose?— , visiting members, the young people i 
A. Kansas Gazette. taking an active part.
A Ruth Chatterton picture is al­
ways an event in this city. The com­
ing of "The Crash," Monday and 
Tuesday will be no exception. It is 
a timely story, bearing upon the ef­
fects of the stock market crash. 
Third, it brings again to the screen 
here the most sensational young
n Again Chevrolet leads the way to economical 
transportation! Chevrolet announces a 
greatly improved line of Chevrolet six-cylinder 
trucks—featuring a new engine. A new rear axle.
A new frame. Many progressive changes in design 
and construction. And selling at new, freatly 
reduced prices that only the world's largest 
builder of cars and trucks could achieve. 
These reductions apply on every one of the 28 
body-types and place Chevrolet trucks in the most 
attractive price-position in their history.
All 1 ’ 2-ton models are now powered by a remark­
able new Six-Cylinder Special Truck Engine. 
This is basically the same reliable power plant of 
last year—but Chevrolet has made it even 
smoother, more powerful, and more economical 
by the addition of 33 new improvements and 
refinements.
Chevrolet has also introduced an entirely new 
type of rear axle. It’s bigger. It’s more rugged. 
And it’s capable of handling heavier loads. All 
because Chevrolet has given it the outstanding 
mechanical advantages of a four-pinion differen-
REDUCTIONS 
AS MUCH AS
$'
Half-ton Pick-up . $440 
Sedan Delivery . . *545 
Half-ton Panel . .. $530
131" Stake..............$655
137" Stake..............  $715
*AII pricei /. o. b. Flint, Michigan. Special 
•quipmerit extra. Low delivered prices and 
easy GMAC terms-
^CHEVROLET
A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
tial and a straddle-mounted pinion with bearing 
support on both sides.
In addition, the Chevrolet 131-inch truck now has 
a much stronger frame, with deeper, heavier side 
members. The 1 H-ton models have a sturdier uni­
versal joint, as well as larger brakes, improved 
springs, and a new 15-gallon fuel tank.
Nothing that Chevrolet has ever done before in 
trucks can equal the importance of this announce­
ment: A stronger, more powerful, more dur­
able six-cylinder line. Even more economical 
than last year. And selling at prices as low as 
f440.* That’s value. That’s leadership. That’s 
news which no buyer of a low-priced truck can 
afford to disregard.
• • •
This is Chevrolet Truck Demonstration 
Week. And special arranfemente have been 
made to give all truck-ueera a demonstration 
of the improved Chevrolet six-cylinder truck. 
Take advantage of thiaopportunity to seeand 
try the world's most economica 1 haulage unit. 
CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT. MICH.
SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, MAINE
CHEVROLET TRUCK DEMONSTRATION WEEK-JANUARY 14 TO 21
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 14—Llmerock Valley Pomona 
meeta with Megunticook Orange, Cam­
den
Jan. 15—Rt Rev. Benjamin Brewster 
of Portland. Bishop of Maine, at St. 
Peter's Church.
Jun 16 Open meeting of Shakespeare 
Society at Copper Kettle.
Jan, 17—Thomaston—"Oreen Pastures." 
presented by Mrs. Lilian Copping at the 
Methodist Church.
Jan. 20. 13 to 9.30)—Regular Educa­
tional Club meeting
Jan 20—Rubinstein Club meets, sub­
ject. Franz Josef Haydn.
Jan. 26—Boxing at Empire Theatre, 
benefit milk fund
Jan 20-27 — Camden — Lions Musical 
Revue, at the opera house.
Jan 27—Installation of officers Golden 
Rod Chapter. O E S.
Feb 2—Candlemas Day
Feb. 6—Forty Club Minstrels at High 
School auditorium.
Feb. 12 Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb 22—Third annual Coast Guurd 
bull, Temple hull.
Lester M. Vallee of the local Maine 
Central staff is in charge of the War­
ren station while the agent, F. S. Has­
kell, is ill. .
The Past Grands and Past Noble 
Grands Association meets in Warren 
Wednesday. Supper at the usual 
hour.
Frank D. Healey, a well known em­
ploye of the Arthur Shea plumbing 
establishment, Ls under observation 
at Knox Hospital.
Skis and snowshoes are having a 
lonely winter of it. but the next ten 
weeks can furnish the groundwork 
for plenty of activity.
Sixteen from the First Baptist 
Church of this city, attended the 
Evangelistic services at the Baptist 
Church in Rockport Thursday.
J. F. Burgess and Bradford Burgess 
attended the annual convention oi 
the Maine Optometrists' Association 
in Portland this week. The latte" was 
accompanied by his wife.
WEATHER
Friday the 13th passed over this 
city without any untoward circum­
stances At 8 a. m. the office ther­
mometer recorded 13 and at noon 23 
degrees; wind north to northeast and 
a cold raw day. Rideout's morning 
forecast says that snow will fall to­
day, changing to rain; also that thfe 
northeast wind will increase to eale 
force. In Boston this morning the 
barometer stood at 30.48 and was fall­
ing; temperature 31.
Dr. Edwin L. Scarlott is recovering 
from grippe and will resume hts 
duties Monday.
Bare roads in every direction. Our 
two minor snowstorms had no last­
ing effect.
Mrs. Benjamin Hallett of 9 Pink
street suffered facial cuts and a j Champlin hall, erected in 1836. and 
sprained hand as the result of a fall I one of the principal buildings on the
There is so much sickness in tne 
city just now that an attempt to list 
ail of the patients would mean the 
partial republishing of the city di­
rectory.
Chimney fires the past two days 
have sent the department scurryine 
to the houses owned by Edward
Walker, Fred Townsend 
Maine Central Railroad
and the
Mrs. E. C. Boody, Mrs. Maud Hal­
lowell, Mrs. Annie O'Brien and Mrs 
Clara Curtis won the prizes Thursday 
evening when the BPW Club held its 
weekly party at the home of Mrs 
John O. Stevens.
Thursday afternoon.
MLss Clara J. Hall died Tnursday 
at her home in Newcastle. Funeral 
services will be held at 2 o'clock this 
afternoon from the home.
Because of the prevailing epidemic
Colby College campus was burned 
Thursday night. It held interesting 
memories for local graduates, and 
local friends of the college who have 
vLsited the campus.
Ralph Ulmer Camp Auxiliary. U. S. 
_ W. V. initiated Mrs. Adali Roberts 
of^olis and 'grippe throiTghout the I and MLss Olive Carries at Wednesday 
city the Thrift Shop will remain nights meeting^ Members are asked 
closed until further notice. ! notice that the sewing circle meets
Jan. 25 at 2 oclock. followed that
Tlie alto section of the Pilgrim evening by installation of officers.
tneir ranxs._____  Wednesday and Thursday
» «£« •; 32-£ i
HamfitTwMch Xl» either in a Mouthful. " with Jo- E. Brown. x 
Rockland or Glencove since 1904 ' „f Rutn
and previous, it is believed to 1909 Mayhew Tent, Daughters of Union
„ , ___ . 1 Veterans, takes place Monday eve-
S {hl ning at G.A.R. hall at 7.30. with Mrs 
mens Brotherhood Bible Class of the . Winslow as installing officer 
Firs, Baptist Church is■ ^-fied Jor in
next Monday evening at the parlors. Jackson will bewhen Homer Grimes will be the charge of ,»fis._Aya_J»Cluon.>will oe
speaker, following supper at 6 p. m.
Jimmv Butler of Lewiston, who is 
well known in local turf circles, is a 
candidate for a State appointment, 
according to the Lewiston Journal,
served following the installation.
Grant Demmons, a former Rock­
land boy now located in San Francisco 
wanted one word to complete an 
affidavit and he wrote asking his
hix"‘‘nTctme“‘and I friend Ken White to obtain it. Keni£S“« S,™ X. “ »». «?"> S‘.nte?n“
doesn't care what the job is so long 
as he gets onp
wave station, and received an ac-
1 knwwledgement in kind, 
that for service?
Now how's
Oliver L. Hall of the Bangor Com­
mercial, and formerly of this city, 
has been elected secretary of the 
Maine Daily Newspapers' Association.
Col. Harry Ross of Bangor and Rock­
land. one of the proprietors of the
Commercial, was present at the , _ , . . . -^nxored bv themeeting, ax was also Frank B. Nichols J .’5“* “LX
of the Bath Times, formerly of Rock
land.
From Supt. E. L. Toner today comes 
this notice; "It has been brought to 
the attention of the School depart­
ment that the solicitation of maga­
zine subscriptions fo- the American 
Woman's Home Companion and
I American Legion and is a wholly 
legitimate undertaking''
THE DOUBLE GAUGE
Opposition First Voiced Here
Is Multiplying Along the
Coast
letters from fishermen published 
in this paper the past week, have 
indicated1 a strong trend against the i 
proposed double gauge lobster law. 
This morning’s Portland paper says:
"Commissioner Crie's double-gauge 
measurement, which he contends is 
the only solution to the problem fac-1 
ing the fishermen, would permit the j 
lobstermen to take from the water I 
jnly lobsters between 9 and 13 
inches in length.
"The fishermen, however, want a 
‘straight nine-inch' law, saying that 
;uch an amendment would give them 
m additional 50 per cent production I 
luring 'hard times.' Most of the 
dealers also favor the nine-inch law. 
believing that such a law would re­
store to them their chance to com­
pete in the Boston and New York 
markets on an equal footing with 
'.he dealers in Canada and in other 
New England states.
"Petitions asking adoption of the 
nine-inch law. and intended for pre-1 
sentation to the Legislature, now are 
being circulated among licensed 
fishermen from Small Point to Kit-1 
eery. Abner J. HarrLs of South i 
Portland, veteran lobsver buyer and J 
jwner of pounds and lobster smacks, 
who is circulating the petitions, de- 
:lared that approximately 90 per [ 
cent of the.fishermen already have 
signed or will sign these petitions.
“John E. Willard, treasurer of the 
Willard-Daggett Company, one of [ 
the largest dealers in Maine, an- j 
nounced Friday following a meeting 
□f Portland and Rockland dealers in 
the Falmouth Hotel that the con- > 
sensus of the dealers was 'that the1 
double-gauge law woudd be futile' 
and that with one exception all the' 
dealers present also favor the 
straight nine-inch law.’ Mr. Wil- j 
lard said that, nobody today knows 
why the IOS. inch law, which has 
been in effect nearly 40 years, ever 
was passed. Maine's present law, 
Mr. Willard declared, tends to nulli­
fy. to some extent, all Maine's ef­
forts to please its summer visitors. 
Everywhere else in New England, 
visitors can buy a nine-inch lobster. 
Here, he said, they are forced to 
pay big prices for Maine-measured 
lobsters. The law also reacts un­
favorably against Maine hoteLs. sum­
mer resorts and tourist restaurants, 
he said.
"One reason why Maine's law 
never has been changed, Mr. Wil­
lard declared, is because Boston 
dealers thrive on the present Maine 
law. They realize, he said, that 
with its pounding facilities and its 
pure, untainted waters, Maine would 
be in a position to ruin their busi­
ness if a change were made.
"Mr. Harris, speaking for the fish-, 
ermen, declared that their principal I 
objection to Commissioner Crie's 
proposal for a double gauge, is that ] 
such a law would place the fisher­
men in a double jeopardy. That is, 
he said, the fisherman would be 
liable to two fines, one for short 
lobsters and one for long lobsters. 
The double-gauge also would in­
crease rather than- decrease the 
bootlegging' of the shell-fish, he 
said.
“The fishermen point out, Mr 
Harris said, that Commissioner 
Crie's appeal for the double-gauge 
on the grounds that such a law 
would conserve the seed lobsters is 
erroneous because the State already 
protects the seed lobsters by mak­
ing it illegal to take them from the 
water, regardlefi of size.
"Another objection to the double­
gauge, from the fisherman's view'
IN THE 
CHURCHES
SERMONETTE
“Ye Must Be Born Again"
John 3:7
Nicodemus, distinguished mem­
ber of the High Court of the San- 
nedrin, came to Jesus, by night. 
He began the conversation with 
oriental politeness. Jesus saw he 
was troubled about hts soul and 
about the life to come, and went 
at once to the heart of the matter, 
by declaring "Except a man be 
born again, he cannot enter into 
the Kingdom of Ood."
Jesus meant exactly what the 
church has always taught, that 
there is a spiritual as well as 
natural birth; but there was a 
deeper implication that makes 
the life eternal clearer in the light 
of today's knowledge.
Moses asked Ood "Whom shall 
I say sent me?” and God replied 
"Say I Am sent thee." When 
Jesus later declared “before 
Moses was I Am,” he uttered a 
truth too seldom understood.
Eternity is not a future State, 
it has always been—God has al­
ways existed. "I Am." Eternity 
has ever surrounded man, as the 
ether and space encompass the 
earth. It is co-existent with our 
life here. When a child Ls born 
into this world he contacts with 
life that existed for untold ages 
before his advent and which will 
sweep on indefinitely after him. 
This is the natural birth.
Whenever a human soul is bom 
into the Kingdom of God it is 
brought into an existent state 
which preceded him, ls presently 
encompassing him, into which he 
is swept by Gods grace to tak» 
an abiding place in the life which 
ever was and forever will be, 
which we call eternal. Without 
spiritual birth such a life is as 
impossible as would life be here 
without natural birth. This Jesus 
declared to Nicodemus.
William A. Holman.
Rockland's veteran firemen will be 
Interested to know that Walter Grover 
was elected president of the Bath 
Veteran Firemen's Association at the 
annual meeting Wednesday. Frank 
T. Fortier is foreman of the handtub 
Senator Baxter and Emerson Glidden 
is foreman of the Sagadahoc. Mr. 
Fortier is also leader of the drum 
corps.
Past Commander George T. Stewart 
installed the officers of Ralph Ulmer 
Camp. Spanish War Veterans, and 
now these new officials are in their 
chairs; Commander, Horace Vose ot 
Thomaston; senior vice. James L. B 
McManus of Warren; junior vice. C 
F. Snow; adjutant, Milton S. Dick; 
quartermaster, Walter E Weeks. The 
vets ate a nice supper, and were
-------- ! joined by Camden visitors including
The Past Officers' Association (Ma- ’ past State Commander Amos Stock- 
sonic), held its annual meeting Wed- [
nesday night, when the reports, _____
showed a membership of nearly 100. _ , , .__.___
and a satisfactory condition of the Telephone ’X manXtrVi
treasury Dr J A Riehan was re- ! d««Ksed b>' T' c stone- manager of elected president. The other officers <he X™1'^change. at ^erday^ Ro- 
are: Vice president. Ernest C. But- I club meetin« "e. ncarr?‘s 
ler of Skowhegan: secretary-treasurer. h«rers ^sy stages from the ex- 
[ periments of Professor Bell up to 
the ramifications of modern -frorldArthur F Wisner of Rockland.
A hearing of vital Importance to >one service A lively open forum 
motorists and residents of this whole foll°wpd a ulk.
section of Maine will be held at 2 
o'clock Wednesday at the State House 
when the matter of completing Route 
1. between Camden and Lincolnville, 
will b( considered. The progTam is in 
grave danger because of economy 
plans and a large delegation of sup­
porters is urged to prevent diversion 
o? abandonment of the building ci 
this stretch of highway.
Most folks are content to get the 
morning weather report from sta­
tion WEEI. but Kenneth V. White, 
who has one of the best short wave 
radio stations in this part of the State, 
goes considerably beyond that. In 
the morning hours of Thursday he 
talked with five widely scattered oper­
ators, and this is what he found: 
California, warm and clear; Missouri, 
overcast and mild; Montreal, moder­
ate and clear: Stonington. Me., over­
cast and mild: Nova Scotia, raining 
hard. If anybody had been real fussy 
about it Ken would probably have 
tuned in on Cape Town.
At 730 Monday evening in the 
Methodist vestry the Rockiand W. C. 
T. U. will hold a meeting in observ­
ance of the 13th anniversary of na­
tional prohibition, to which the pub­
lic is invited. The group of young 
people who will take part in the en­
tertainment includes Dwight Mosher 
in solo. "The Outlaw;" Sterling Morse 
in recitation, "Where There Is Drink 
There Is Danger;” Jane Welch in a 
special song. In the playlet, “The 
Case Against Beer," will be seen 
Maurice McKuslck. Dorothy Munro. 
Ernest Johnson. Sterling Morse, 
Dwight Mosher, Walter Staples, Mil­
lard Hart, Robert Crane, Robert 
Miles, Roy Joyce, David Curtis. Betty 
McAlary, June Cook, Ruth Pike, Oscar 
Marsh and Leighton White.
Don't take chances without automo­
bile insurance. Insure your automo­
bile today with Roberts Sc Veazie, 
Inc , M. F. I-oveJoy, manager, Masonic 
Temple, Rockland. 40-8-tf
MR. GRIMES’ SERVICES
The Evangelist Isa Busy Man
These Days — Many At­
tend the Services
Large crowds continue to attend 
the nightly evangelistic services nt 
the Baptist Church in Thomaston 
Evangelist Homer W. Grimes gave 
a lecture on “Ancient Prophecies 
and Their Modern Fulfillment" be-
Wliat our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect 
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from 
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.
fore an audience that filled the main the increase. There were 54 present
auditorium to its capacity. The lec­
ture was illustrated with stereopti- 
con views. The Little Symphony 
orchestra of Thomaston, under the 
direction of Luther Clark, played 
several selections as a prelude to the 
Thursday night service. The evan­
gelist spoke on "Balancing the World 
on a Word.” After giving several 
interesting facts concerning the 
(Bible he said: "The Bible was not 
intended to be a book of history, 
nevertheless it is correct historically; 
nor was it intended to be a book ol 
; science, yet it*is correct scientifically. 
It is unerring in its philosophy and 
its prophecies." After giving illus­
trations to prove his points he said, 
, “Have you ever stopped to think how
Hendricks Head (I must say they are pretty hard to
The local Sunday school Ls still on endure, for it came near taking the
last Sunday. Church attendance also 
has picked up materially.
Wednesday of last week the Ladies' 
Aid held an annual business meeting, 
with election of officers. Those elect­
ed were: President, Mrs Mary Pay- 
son; vice president. Mrs. Jessie Copp;
UNION
The American Legion Auxiliary of 
Storer-Collins Post held its regular 
meeting Jan. 8. It was voted to ar­
range a celebration of drama and 
dancing for Washington’s Birthday. 
Mrs. Ruby Miller was appointed Fidac 
chairman and it was voted to offer a 
prize of $5 to be competed for by the 
students of the High SchooLs of Ap­
pleton, Liberty. Waldoboro. Washing­
ton and Union in the Fidac essay 
contest sponsored by the auxiliary. 
After the meeting an oyster supper
blocks out from under the keeper, lor was served by the members of the 
fair. However at this writing we both 1 Legion Post.
are a little way on the road to recov- i Seven Tree Grange had its newly 
er>'- I elected officers installed Jan. 11 by
Keeper Nye was very sorry not to Deputy Harold Nash and his assist- 
hnve seen Keeper Pierce the days he from Camden in a workmanlike 
vLsited Rockland, but being a small I manner. The members of Megunti- 
man he was lost in the crowd mighty c00k Grange who were guests of the
and vivid anecdotes. I. R. Cutler of 
Old Town was a visiting Rotarian and 
E. S. Shephard of New York was a 
guest.
The Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc 
Council of the American Legion met 
ill this city Thursday with an attend­
ance of 100 members, and from a’l 
hands came reports of others kept at 
home bv the grippe epidemic. There 
was a lively discussion anent the ad­
mission of Belfast, and it was finally 
decided to leave the matter to th? 
departmental officials. W. S. Bell, the 
barber magician, furnished much en­
tertainment with his clever feats. 
Walter Condon did an excellent 
musical comedy stunt, and of course 
the American Legion Orchestra was 
right on the job. A nice supper was 
served before the meeting.
Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R., 
met Wednesday evening for the an­
nual Installation. Dept. Senior Vice 
Lillian Lincoln of Joel Keyes Grant 
Circle. Camden, was installing of­
ficer, assisted by two members of her 
circle, Mrs. Roxie Whitehouse and 
Mrs. Oertrude Waterman, as con­
ductor and assistant conductor. The 
new officers are: Priscilla Smith, 
president; Mary Sista ire, senior vice; 
Marcia Green, junior vice; Susie 
Lamb, secretary; Ella Flye. treasurer; 
Mary Rogers, chaplain; Marjorie 
Jackson, patriotic Instructor; Bernice 
Jackson, conductor; Elizabeth Bar­
ton, assistant conductor; Norah Ben­
ner, registrar; Susie Newbert. guard; 
Amelia Carter, assistant guard; Lena 
Merry, counsellor. Refreshments 
were served by Marcia Oreen. Ber­
nice Jackson, Mary Slstaire and 
Susie Newbert, using a red and white 
decorative scheme. All chair* were 
filled during installation from the 
candidates circle, Gifts were pre­
sented the retiring president, Mrs 
Lena Merry, by Priscilla Smith, and 
by Mrs. Merry to Mrs. Lincoln and 
her aides, Mrs. Whitehouse and Mrs. 
Waterman.
secretary, Mrs. John Stevens; trews- or possibly he might have evening, then presented a fine pro-
1 thought Nye would want a lot of tn- [ gram A baked bean supper followed, 
f a uctions in regard to purchasing i an(j the evening closed with informal 
certain articles, and just beat it quick ! dancing. About 100 were in attend- 
as possible. [ ance. and there was a real old-time
Keeper Nye had great pleasure thal j orange flavor about the gathering, 
day in meeting two friends he had « • • «
net seen for 17 years—Capt. Charles „ h ei k v* «i
cood suDtxr was" ablv served and Ma8ee at the custom house and Henrv 1 ommunlty t lub Meetingmuch Xd Comlns at the Maine Central R. R The regular meeting of the Com-
At 5 b ill Thursdav Miss Clark offlce- and ^Lshes 10 MteriB hts best munlty Club was held at the rooms p. m. jnursaay Hts Clark. wjshes (q (hem Jan 10 wiUl 32 members flve
Quite a bad snowstorm here Tues- visitors present. The subject was 
day, second one for the season. "Household Helps and Recipes," the
.... roll call response a recipe or a “help."
The committee for the food sale Jan.
Portland Head
urer. Miss Rosa Knight; work coni' 
mittee, Mrs. Jennie Boyd; fancy work, 
Mrs. Mary Payson.
Monday evening the firemen gave 
a supper and dance ln the town hall. 
Despite the bad weather (rain and 
snow) there were 81 at the tables. A [
Lincoln County agent for the 4-H 
Clubs attended a meeting of the 
senior club girls here at the light- 
many conveyances are necessary tc [ house. Then at 7 p m. she expected 
get a letter from your friend to you to meet with the junior girls at the 
The government has put the train parsonage.
service, airplanes, trucks, the post- The community socials held under 
office and the postman at your serv- auspices of the local church In town 
Ice. All the machinery of the post- ball continue to be well patronized, 
office department works to convey a J and not only afford a pleasant eve- 
little letter to you. ning for those who attend but help
“It is the same with the scrip- to swell the church's income, 
tures.. The history, science, philoso- J- D. Payson, of Cosy Harbor House, 
phy and prophecy of the Bible serve ; and ex-minister, has been elected to 
I as conveyances of one great message membership in the Lincoln County 
to you. Those who work for Uncle 1 Ministers' Association.
Sam must work with accuracy and The total number of visitors shown 
[must be trustworthy. Just so with through the light here for the past 
the Divine conveyances. God has ’ calendar year has been 720. The 
given a Divinely-Inspired book, with- number for the calendar year 1931 
[standing the persecutions of the I was 631.
I ages and the false conclusions ol The keeper and son Lawrence are 
j man, that he might get to you one i engaged about three days a week, 
message: "For God so loved the! part time, in cutting wood in the 
world that he gave His only begotten nearby woods to help out on the an- 
: Son, that whosoever believeth in nual fuel supply.
Him should not perish, but have « • « •
everlasting life." All of the books _ .. .
of the world, converge into one book—i ia tieaa
the Bible. All of the verses of th» Capt. Oeorge G. Hamor of Glouces- 
Bible converge into one verse—John ter. Mass., was the guest of his 
'3:16. All of the words of this won- brother Keeper A. B. Hamor Wednes- 
j derful verse converge into one word day afternoon.
[ —"believeth." The human will may We were very glad to read Keeper 
J trespass upon Divine love; but Di- [ J B Pinkham's news letter from Egg 
vine love cannot trespass upon the Rock light station in last Saturday's 
! human will. You must believe, if Courier-Gazette. Keeper Pliikham 
you would inherit abundant and and Keeper Hamor bad some good old 
eternal life. This is God's great times on Egg Rock, 
message to all men everywhere." Capt. and Mrs. Leadbetter spent a
It was announced tonight Mr. few hours at the light station Tuesday
! Grimes will speak on “When Joshua evening.
' Made the Sun Stand Still." The The weather has been very mild 
evangelist will conduct three services and warm, but the roads are rather 
i 3unday. In addition to the services bad at present.
I at 11 a. m. and 7 p. m.. he will speak • • . »
•t a popular community service to be 
held in the church auditorium at 3 
p. m. HLs subject will be. "The
Grindrl Point
Keeper Dodge and family are very 
Ingraham Hill Chapel. The Sal-j Christ of History." No service will grateful to Capt. Wincapaw and The 
vation Army will conduct the service be held Monday, but meetings will be Courier-Gazette for the Christmas 
Subject of sermon. "The Two Gates." resumed with a popular evangelistic greetings, magazines and dallv papers 
•••• [service Tuesday night. which were dropped and received
At the Congregational Church to- [ Mr. Grimes speaks in Rockland O. K. from airplane.
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will Monday night; and before the Rock- Enclosed is a picture of Grindel 
preach on the subject "The Saving land High School assembly Tuesday Pcint.
Minority," Sunday School at noon iporning. He will also conduct a Greetings of the season to The 
The Comrades Of the Way will m?e- I meeting for all school children in Courier-Oazette. Capt. Wincapaw and
in the vestry at 6 o'clock. Thomaston at 3.45 p. m. Tuesday, their helpers and also to friends in
* * * * More than 100 boys and girls at- the lighthouse and coast guard serv-
Rev. G. H. Welch's subject at the tended the special service Thursday ice.
Universalist Church tomorrow morn- afternoon. | • • . .
ing at 10.45 will be "A Book of Life." -----------------
ST. GEORGE CHURCHESThe services will be held in the ves­
try during cold weather and Knicker­
bocker class will meet at noon at the 
W. H. Glover Co. office.• • • •
At First Church of Christ./scien-
Portland Breakwater
This day, Jan. 11, comes in with a 
warm southerly wind and it looks as 
though our snow was doomed. In 
the harbor this morning are two large 
Mt the Ridge and 3 p. m. at Port steamers, one gasolene barge, two
Second Baptist Church
At the Sunday services, 10.30 a. m.
poirit, Mr. Harris reported, is that tlst. corner of Cedar and Brew’ster Clyde, the subject will be “The De- freight barges and a lumber schoon- 
the prohibition of lobsters more than streets Sunday services are at 10.30 „ression and Its Cur... th Da<.tor 
13 inches in length would rob them i and the subject of the Lesson-Ser- Milton R Kerr officiatingof the size of lobster which brings' mon tomorrow will; be& ^n e£X se\ic“7his ‘wfil
them the greatest return for their day School is at HA5w«d"esda' be at Port Clyde. Rev. F. W. Barton
’1KJ. M,. M, « S K
who intended to work for the passage Main Eirwt, and is^open weekdays Barton.s chureh services will be 
held at Port Clyde Chapel everyof a nine-inch law, declared that from 2 until 5 p; nr their proposal would carry continu 
ance of the present policy of conser St. Peter's Church
vation of the seed-lobsters, thus Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector. The 
abolishing the possibility of killing services for tomorrow will be ap- 
this branch of fisheries in future propriate for the second Sunday 
years. after the Epiphany. Holy com-
“The next step in the Statewide munion at 7.30; church school at 
plans to change the lobster law will 9.30; choral eucharist and sermon at 
be taken at the State House at 10 30; vespers and administration ol 
Augusta at 7 p. m. next Wednesday, confirmation at 7.30. The Rt. Rev. 
when representative fishermen and Benjamin Brewster, Bishop ol 
dealers will meet at the call of Com- Maine will visit St. Peter s parish 
mLssioner Crie to discuss the plan of Sunday evening and he will also b? 
action most favorable to both preacher.
parties.”
BORN
MERRIFIELD—At Union. Dec. 29. to Mr. 
and Mrs. Peary Merrifield (Glenlce 
Hall) of South Hope, a daughter
PERRY—At South Hope. Jan. 11. to Mr 
and Mrs. Albert Perry (Bertha John­
son) of Appleton, a daughter, Eliza­
beth.
DIED
AMES—At Monmouth. Jan. 11, Lida 
I Spear), wife of Calvin Ames, former­
ly of Vinalhaven.
QUPTILL—At Owl'a Head. Jan. 13. Al- 
bert L Guptlll. aged S3 years. 25 days. 
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock.
CURTIS—At West Rockport. Jan. 13. 
Susie Curtis, aged 63 years Funeral 
Sunday at 2 o'clock from Bowes & 
Crozier parlors, Rockport.
HEWETT—At Alderwood Manor. Wash.. 
Dec. 17. Albert Hewett, formerly of 
Thomaston, aged 80 years.
COULTER—At Seattle, Washington. Dec 
20. Mrs. Jesse Coulter i Mary Tltcomb 
Dean).
3. Mrs. Zena NeLson, Mrs. Minnie
Edward Spinney called on friends 
in Portland last Wednesday evening.
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Peaks 
Island was overnight guest of her 
aunt Mrs. Martha Sterling Tuesday.
A. W. Hathorn has been substitut­
ing for F. O. Hilt the past week.
Mrs. Charles Sterling vLsited her 
3ister Mrs. Thayer Sterling Wednes­
day.
Albert Martin of Fort Williams was 
guest of Willard Hilt Sunday eve­
ning.
Robert Sterling Jr. has a depression 
plant underway and finds enjoyment 
watching it grow.
Hanford Miller and A. W. Hathorn 
made a flying trip to Portland on 
tvslness Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Goff, son Rich­
ard and his pet pup of Westbrook 
celled on Mrs. F. O. Hilt Monday.
Quite a storm last Monday, snow 
enough falling to give a little work 
to the unemployed.
Last Wednesday the regular meet­
ing of The Good Timers Club was 
held with Mrs. Annie Thomas in 
Portland. Mrs. Hilt and Mrs. Ster­
ling were unable to attend.
Thursday of last week Mr. and Mrs 
Thayer Sterling entertained in the 
evening Mrs Doughty and Miss W?ll- 
man of Portland. Saturday eve they 
entertained Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow 
and sons Byron and Richard of Port­
land.
The epidemic still claims our at­
tention. Mr. and Mrs. Thayer Ster­
ling are confined to the house while 
Robert Sterling Jr. and Willard Hilt 
are in their beds. Dr. J. C. Oram is 
their physician.
reported $9 07 realized from the sale.
The committee on Child Welfare 
reported that they had investigated 
conditions at the High School and 
found that eight children were bring­
ing insufficient lunches to school. It 
was voted to give the committee per­
mission to use their own discretion in 
furnishing lunches for these children, 
and to report the cost at the flrst 
meeting in February, when the club 
will decide whether or not they can 
meet it for a longer period Mrs. Bes­
sie Stephenson. Mrs. Ida Gass ant! 
Mrs. Orace Williams are the com­
mittee.
Mrs. Lizzie Hawes, in charge of the 
program, presented MLss Jessie M 
Lawrence, home demonstration agent 
for Knox and Lincoln Counties, who 
gave a very interesting talk on 
modern cooking and cooking equip­
ment. She illustrated her talk with 
pictures and samples of equipment 
MLss Edith Hawes read a well writ­
ten paper on the serving of meaLs In 
Colonial times. This paper was also 
Illustrated by pictures and the con­
trast between those days and these 
ln table customs was graphically and 
Interestingly brought out.
The hostesses, at the close of the 
program served tea and cookies.
The next meeting of the club will 
be Jan. 24. in charge of Mrs. Mabel 
Orinnell, who will give a presentation 
of "The Barretts of Wimpole Street."
WHITE HEAD
Tuesday the lighthouse tender 
Hibiscus with Inspector Thomas 
Sampson on board arrived here with 
F. O. Hilt recently went on a trip the first consignment of materials, 
to Matlnlcus where he was guest of etc ' for the "bl8 which the
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Young for a few Government has started on the 
days, looking up old friends on the [ Lighthouse Reservation. There are 
island and spending one night at 1 already five men working. Messrs. 
Criehaven. guest of his niece Mrs Ira Lunt- Webster and Thomas Flana- 
Tupper. The trip out was mr.cn like ! electrician, of Portland, and 
a fine day In summer but it was a RaJph Thompson and Lavon God- 
sal: trip back to Rockland Wednesday freF of Spruce Head; and others will 
.Horning. I arrive next week. They have already
We bowed our heads with tht na- taken the western boiler out of the 
tion a? the sad news flashed over the whistle house. The automatic oil 
country Jan. 5, telling us our former en8ines have not arrived yet but are 
president. Calvin Coolidge had fin- expected right away. A part of the 
tshed his work on earth, and a verse °'d wooden floor collapsed In the 
from Henry W. Longfellow's “A | whistle house last week, depositing 
Psalm of Life” seems to apply fit- I abouL sevan ,tob-s of, coal_ thc 5el 
tingly at this time. lar, a part of It entering the cistern 
and making a disagreeable task for 
the three keepers. Extensive 
changes will be made owing to the 
installing of an electric light plant 
and oil engines in the whistle house, 
and other changes. The White 
Head correspondent will keep in 
touch with things and as work pro­
gresses will endeavor to furnish news 
to The Courier -Gazette lighthouse 
and coast guard column which will 
be of interest to keepers (and former 
keepers of White Head light in par­
ticular) all along the coast.
Mrs. E. M. Mills of Rockland was
Live, of great men all remind u» 
We can make our live, aubllme.
And. departing, leave behind u» 
Footprint, on the sand, of time.r of the fisherman type. This does 
not include the numerous craft at 
the docks.
Mrs. Bernice Noyes has been the 
cnly caller at this station since 
Christmas, so that news is scarce at 
this writing.
Was pleased to see that Mr. Pierce 
of Marshall Point is on the air again, 
and also to hear some news from J. 
B. Pinkham of Egg Rock. We need 
help from all stations for this column. 
• • • •
Little River
Miss Florence Corbett has returned 
to Machias where she attends High 
SPECIAL SERVICES, PORT CLYDE school, after two weeks' vacation.
-------  i Among the Christmas boxes re-
YRe Chureh Extends Cordial Invita- ceived here was one from the Sea- 
tion To Join With Them c01Uit Missionary.
____  We were pleased to see so many
One of the most effective adven- news items from the many llght- 
tures of any church is the way in houses on our coast but—none from 
which interest is shown in friends and Monhegan. Why so silent? 
neighbors of its congregation. As a This is exceptional weather for 
church we are especially interested in January. Some snow would be appre- 
our community. For this reason, for | elated on the mainland but we can 
the next week or two we are to hold 1 do nicely without It.
special services every evening except Mrs. Willie Corbett and daughter 
Saturday, and Invite all who can pos-! Florence spent one day recently with 
sibly arrange, to come and join witn Mrs. Hattie Dinsmore of Cutler, 
us. We are expecting other pastors Neil and Myron Corbett have been 
of our association, as well as special cutting wood for several days, 
features from the various churches. • • • »
All are extended a cordial invitation pond Island
to lend their assistance and help make Mrs Fjckctt has back at (he
Any pas- j light, rather tired but in good spirits
(Eniseonab eveninK excePl Saturday, with spe- .e-piscvpair. cia] feaXures Olher items of jnter.
est: Two live Sunday schools, at the 
Ridge at 11.30 and the Port at 3 p. m. 
There will be no midweek service at 
the Ridge this week, but the people 
are asked to give their support to 
the Port Clyde services.
Negro Island
We wish to extend to Capt. Winca­
paw our appreciation for Christmas 
greeting., he dropped from his plane 
Dec. 26. around 4 p. m. We were 
sorry to hear Capt. and Mrs. Win­
capaw were ill r nd hope they have 
both recovered.
Editor W. O. Fullers letter was re-
ceived and greatly enjoyed. We look guest of Capt. Mills Sunday.
Pratt Memorial M. E. Church. H. 
H. Marr pastor: Morning worship 
10.30: subject of sermon. “The Keep­
ing Christ; The choir, directed by 
Mrs Marianne Bullard, will render 
the anthem, "Sing a new song." 
Carrie B. Adams. Sunday School at 
12, with classes for all ages and a 
teacher for each. Epworth League at 
6 p m. Evening service at 7.15. 
Singing by chorus choir led by or­
chestra. Prayer service Tuesday at 
7.15 p. m. After the prayer meeting 
there will be a meeting of the third 
quarterly conference
forward to receiving The Courier- 
Oazette, the news from the different 
light stations being very interesting.
We received a fine Christmas 
package from the Maine Sea Coast 
Missionary Society. We were much 
pleased to be remembered. Also 
many beautiful greetings were re­
ceived from friends ln the surround­
ing towns, as well as cities and towns 
more distant. We thank you all
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley were 
overnight guests Sunday of Mr. and 
Mrs. L. O. Haskell in Rockland.
S. F. Flood of the coast guard is 
on a ten-day leave.
Two auto salesmen were here last 
week from Sea View Oarage, Rock­
land.
We were only mildly Interested in 
reading that Prussia lias abolished 
We were glad to see a few items billboards. The kind of enlightened 
from Nash Island Light. Capt. Pur- ; statesmanship we'd get a kick out of 
ington and family were our next door would be one that abolished board 
neighbors some years ago. bills.—Boston Herald.
The lobster fishermen have taken_____________ _
in their trap,. A few scallop fish­
ermen are seen going out of the har- 10 drJve the car. There is not much 
bor. and occasionally a trawler write about here until the people
The winter has been wonderful so «Pt around in the spring 
far. No snow on the island and no • • » «
these meetings a success.
st Church the pastor will take for Is asked^tci get in touoh with Rev. i make a we€kend vlslt, which in-
nis morning subject, “Living with n Hot V ! eluded her birthday. Instead of the
Christ.” The choir will sing the 7he"av,aila|bl<‘' licking she expected, she received
"Rehind the Shadows." Our efforts are to be for God's glory ,_____________________________ _ainno anH. e,,- _ . s ? ory t some nice gifts. Miss Watson cxpect-
tended to Bantistv nnlV'h.u i"01 n * ed to return t0 Portland Monday, to 
ap ts only, but to all. resume her studies at Gray's Business
non nr T.I1KUC i------------------- . 3.,. - . e.. i u/rcT * nr,n,. College. Mrs. Fickett and Miss Wat-
I wish through TheTcourterS-Oazette to: P'e’s meeting at 6 p. m. with a.study I WEST WARREN i son had to come down from Bath to
nd friends of Acts, chapters 6 to 12. At tne ------- Popham by car as the river boat is out
evangelistic services at 7.15 the sub-, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Carroll, Mr. and of commLssion. The road is truly the
thank all theme neighbors 
who ho kindly remembered me with 
cards and gifts on my 9Oth birthday. 
Jun. 8. 1933.
Mrs. Ann Andrews.
Tenant’s Harbor.
IN MFLMORIAM
In loving memory of Albion S 
who passed away Jan. 14. 1932.
Mrs. Agnes Niles and family, 
Evelyn Morris, Mrs. Edna Crltch, 
Abbie Simmons. Emery Niles.
STAIN LE!
Same formula-Same 
price. In original form, 
too., .if you prefer.
Niles.
Mrs.
Mrs.
FOR SEVERE COLDS
1835 1933
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland 
Highland*
Artlatlc Memorial* In Stone
1228-tf
anthem. "Behind t e Shado s 
Junior church will meet at 10.30 
with Miss Olive Bragg as leader; 
Bible school at 11.45 and young peo-
ice in the harbor, as this is written 
Thursday.
• a • a
Pemaquid Point
Today Jan. 15, the lighthouse 
tender Hibiscus has Just gone towards 
Portland.
Keeper Elwell and Blanchard 
Moon are cutting next year's wood 
The keeper here always cuts any­
where from eight to ten cords. He 
believes in having plenty of fuel. TTie 
coal wc keep for the furnace during 
the winter from October until the last 
of April.
Mrs. Elwell wants Mr. Winslow to 
know that she got KNX, California 
on her radio at half past two last 
Saturday morning. It came on our 
Philco set 105.
Evenings here we pass away the 
time working on jigsaw puzzle*. We 
are now working on one called "I-'re,- 
at Sunset." manufactured by the Vik­
ing Co. of Boston. They are hard 
puzzles too, ana published weejtly.
Everything here at Pemaquid re­
minds us of spring No snow ln sight
ject of the sermon by the pastor is Mrs. Harry Beane and Rose Spear 
“God’s way is best." Dwight <nent Tuesday, Jan. 10 at Maurice 
Mosher and Olive Bragg will sing Wellman's, it being Maurice’s birth- 
a duet. Prayer meeting on Tuesday day. He received many gifts, includ- 
evening and Bible study and teacher jng a birthday cake with his name 
training class on Friday. and year of birth on it. All reported
• ‘ * a grand time.
The second sermon in the series j ------------------
being preached at the First Baptist j Gilden Rod Chaptter.O.E.S.,held its ............................. ... _____
Church Sunday mornings on the annual meeting last night, electing back in commLssion again after a long 
theme, “What Would Jesus Do m these officers: Matron, Mrs. Helen \ dreary siege of rowing 
My Place?" will have as its subject, chapman; patron. John D. Chapman; Keeper and Mrs Fickett wLsh Mr 
"In the Hour of Success.” The choir [ associate matron, Mrs. Maude E. puner, capt. Wincapaw and all the 
will sing “A Dav In Thy Courts." Rog-, Blodgett; associate patron, Carl Stev- [ lighthouse keepers and coast guards- [ anywhere, ground all bare and the 
ers. The quartet will sing 'My Lord ens; secretary, Mrs. Susie Campbell; [ mfn a Happy New Year ! brooks all around are running. The
and I,” Little. The church school [ treasurer, Mrs. Nellie Dow; conduc- j . , , . Point road is soft ana in some placet
a car goes in pretty deep.
Doubling Point Range | Qur mail carrier Jimmie Curtis
Not much news of interest from [ went to Rockland Monday and we 
thLs station. Wc had an unwelcome [ have not seen him since, but mail
worst in the State. Keeper Fickett 
was much pleased to see them arrive. 
It was very lonesome being alone here 
for a month, with only the ghosts and 
they won't talk to a fellow.
Keeper Fickett thanks Mr. Fuller 
for hLs letter, also Capt. Wincapaw for 
the Christmas package.
Keeper Fickett has hts power boat
Rorkland Breakwater
Looks like old times in the harbor 
at this writing, three schooners tying 
at anchor, two with lumber and one 
with phosphate, both tenders in har­
bor at night. The Hibiscus was also 
here the evening of the 10th.
We hear that the keeper of Pump­
kin Island goes back to Boon Island.
Mr and Mrs. Powers of Matlnlcus 
Rock have purchased a new 1933 Ply­
mouth. and are now ashore enjoying 
came. The writer wishes them a 
pleasant vacation.
The compressor was landed here 
Jan. 10 by tender Ilex and Mr. Mo­
rong is installing same.
Have not seen anything of the new 
cruiser Portland as yet.
Blowing hard here at this writing 
Wednesday, wind S. W., barometer 
30.25, temperature 44 at sunrise.
NOTICE TO MARINERS
with classes for all ages will meet at tress, Mrs. Carolyn Stewart; associate 
the noon hour, and the Endeavorrs conductress. Mrs. Thelma Stevens; 
at 6 o'clock. The people's evening finance committee, M. M. Griffin, 
service at 7.15 will open with the pre- Mrs. Hester Chase. Mrs Belle Frost 
lude and big sing. There will be spe- The appointive officers will be an- 
cial music by the quartet, and the | nounced ln the near future and semi­
choir will sing "Be Near Us O Father," public Installation will take place
Chase. The subject of Mr. MacDon- ' Jan. 27 with members having guest | Keeper ai d Mrs. Nye. We note that 
aid’s sermon will be, "Pictures In s privilege. Tne present membership ol one of our brother lightkeepers from 
Black and White.” The happy prayer I Golden Rod Chapter is 612. Seven Portland Head states they had a new 
and praise meeting Tuesday evening [ members were lost through death the name for the disease—endurance 
is at 7.15. 1 past year and 14 Initiated.
visitor arrive here recently ln the 
form of old man grippe. He left a 
generous dose at the same time to
colds. A very appropriate name but
was brought to us by a man from 
New Harbor. Hope Jimmie gets back 
soon.
Mrs. Elwell and her son Blanchard 
Moon were in Damariscotta Wed­
nesday doing shopping and other 
errands. The roads are so bad at 
present that Mrs. Elwell doesn't like
The official notice to mariners of 
thi discontinuance of P impkin Island 
Light is contained in this couimunba- 
tlon from the office of C. E. Sherman, 
superintendent of the 1st District;
East Penobscot Bay — Pumpkin 
Lsland Light Station discontinued 
January H, 1933. and Pumpkin Island 
Light then established on Pumpkin 
Island Dry Ledge Beacon, an un­
watched acetylene light, flashing 
white every 3 seconds, flash 0.3 second 
duration, of 130 candlepower, 31 feet 
above high water . Spherical cage 
daymark on beacon removed. (Light 
List, Atlantic Coast. 1932, No. 36: 
Local Light List, New England Coast, 
1932, No 36, page 104).
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THE STORY
CHAPTER 1.—Havini demon- 
■trated the power of an extraordi­
nary silencer, the “Black Box. 
which he haz* perfected, Owen vall_ 
dis, young Inventor, In the little 
town of Carthage, confide# to his 
chum. V -Ily Markham, that he 
fear# the device, if exploited, might 
be used for evil purposes. Tnat 
night the black box is atolen from 
a safe In Landis laboratory.
CHAPTER 11.—1-andls tells Mark­
ham the only person, beside him­
self, knowing the combination of 
tha Rate, is Betty Law#on, wllh 
whom the Inventor la In love. Mark- 
ham takes a plaster cast of 
an’s footprint, found beneath tn* 
window of the laboratory.
Markham let the clutch encage 
and the blue roadster sped on to 
the westward.
Throughout the evening they had 
little difficulty tn tracing the black 
touring car. A garage keeper had 
talked with one of the ineti. and he 
had said he and his companions 
were from Louisville and were on 
I heir way to Colorado on a business 
trip. Asked if he had heard of 
the Smithbury robbery and murder, 
the garage man said he had; that 
the tire buyer had told him about it.
"Some nerve, and It chimes ln 
pretty well with your notion of a
“Could you describe tlie man?"
“Yes, in a general way; medium 
sized and height, somewhere along 
In his thirties. I'd say, light com­
plected, sandy hair, smooth face, 
fairly well dressed. Nothing wrong, 
is there?"
"Eh—we don't know—yet," Mark­
ham said. “You say he drove away 
at once? How about the license 
plates?"
“I lent him a pair of my own- 
dealer's plntes, you know. He said 
he'd be in his home state In a day 
or so and didn't want to buy a Mis­
souri license for such a short time. 
Said he'd send my plates back to 
me when he got home.”
“Well, where are we now?" 
Landis asked, as they returned to 
the hotel
"Up in the air again,” Mnrkham 
replied shortly. “If your guess Is 
right, there was probably another 
hank smash last night, somewhere; 
but if there was, it may have been 
either east. west, north or south. 
We're stuck again until we can get 
hold of a news wire.”
Landis' Inspirational prediction ot 
the night before had a startling con­
firmation. The night operator st 
one of the railway stations had Just 
come in, and he brought the news. 
A bank In a small town some fifty 
miles west had been blown up early 
in the night; and again, so the 
wire report said, the explosion had 
not awakened people.
T
and doing Tt "witli the help of some 
thing that biota out noise. .And Hie 
last of these caln-ralsiugs ts only a 
few miles—and hours— behind us 
right now."
“Well, where does that leave
us?"
"Pretty well up in the air. I’ll 
have to admit. We've been concern 
trating so pointedly upon these 
three Louisville chaps tlntt we 
haven’t been able to see tlie wood 
for the trees."
A few minutes later, when they 
were settling their bill, the clerk 
said, “You were inquiring about 
these three Louisville gentlemen 
who left tills morning. Are they 
friends of yours?"
“Not exactly friends," Mnrkham 
evaded. "But we are slightly ac­
quainted in Louisville."
"I see," said the clerk. “You tua.v 
overtake ’em yet. Somewhere east 
of this their car gave out, and two
THE RETURN OF RUM
llireat Which Causes South­
ern Editor To Hark Back— | 
A W. C. T. U. Declaration
CHAPTER 111.—Belly, daughter 
of a college profesror, Is well 
known to Markham. Both he and 
l^ndis believe her to be above sus­
picion, but to assure himself he 
lakes an opportunity to flt the cast 
to one of Betty's shoes. They are 
Identical. Betty tells him Herbert 
Canby, a stranger In town, who is 
posing as a ••promoter," had driven 
her home from the theater the prev­
ious night, and that she had dosed 
in the car. Markham does not tell 
Esndia of his discovery. That the 
girl should have deliberately stolen 
thr Invention from bandie’ safe is 
unthinkable, but the evidence of 
lhe plaster cast aeems to prove she 
was present at the time of the rob- , 
bery.
CHAPTER IV.—Markham, vague­
ly suspicious of Canby's honesty, 
sssrehes his hotel room, In his ab­
sence. He finds hidden there two 
loaded automatic revolvers and a 
complete set of burglars tools. 
Canby, returning, brings the re­
volvers end burglar's kit to the 
hotel clerk, claiming to have Just 
found them in his room. That night j 
the safe in tlie bank of tbe small 
town of Perthdale Is blown open 
and looted, the noise of the explos- j 
Ion being unheard. Satisfied that his 
"black box" Is in the hands of 
crooks and is beiaig put to the uses 
he feared, Landis, with Markham, 
drives at once to Perthdale.
CHAPTER V.—At Perthdale they ' 
find confirmation of their fears. 
Three strangers, riding in a Fleet - 
wing, and claiming to he business 
men of Louisville, are the only pos­
sible suspects Markham and Lan­
dis decide to follow them, although i 
advices from Louisville seem to 
guarantee the standing of the three 
At St. Joseph Markham sees Can­
by’s car, a Nordyke. He learns I 
C.-liby ts driving west, with Betty I 
Lawson and her father as his guests 
In the car. The Fieetwing, Mark- i 
ham's car, and the Nordvke, form 
a procession on the Pikes Peak 
highway.
bold, bad bluff," was Markham's 
comment, as they drove on Into the 
night. But now Landis was begin­
ning to admit a doubt.
“IVe are taking an enormous lot 
for granted, Wally, don’t you think? 
The men are not acting like rob­
bers"
“You may be right, at that,” 
Mnrkham conceded. “It is all a raw 
chance, I’ll admit. But now we 
are’ on the way, we'll keep going 
until we catch up with them and 
give them the once-over."
At Hannibal they learned the 
number of the black car with the 
Kentucky license plates.
Their stop for the night was 
made at a late hour at Chillicothe, 
and as Markham drove into the 
garage near the hotel he was as­
signed to a space beside a dark- 
colored touring car, dusty and way­
worn. As he was giving the garage 
keeper directions about putting the 
blue roadster in condition for an 
early start In the morning he 
chanced to glance at the number 
plate of the dusty car.
"That car standing beside mine; 
who owns it?" he demanded.
"I don't know." said the garage
owner; '"bdught It today from two
fellows who drove.through from
Lor.lgville. 1 got a bargain off
'em.’’
“Two, you say? Weren't there
three?"
“No. only two. It’s nil straight. 
They had a bill of sale, giving tho 
motor number and all. To make 
sure, 1 wired the l.onisvilie dealerCHAPTER V. CONTINUED
"Well, I guess that knocks the 
last, lingering doubt for the count." ' 
was Markham's comment upon the 
railroad telegrapher's story of the 
latest foray. “The two who took 
the train dropped off at the agreed- 
upon place, and the other drove the 
new Fleetwing. Finish your coffee 
and we'll check up on the guess."
A ninety-minute run brought 
them to the scene of the latest 
raid, the market town of a farming 
community. At the railroad «s- 
tion they questioned the agent. The 
man's answers confirmed Mark­
ham's guess. Two men. carrying 
suit cases and something that the 
agent thought was a camera, hsd 
arrived on the local train of the 
previous afternoon, and. Instead of 
going uptown, took a waiting auto 
and drove away.
“This was late ln the afternoon, 
wasn't It?" Markham asked.
“Along about dusk. Forty-three 
was held up by a freight wreck and 
she was away late.”
They took their leave. When 
they were again whipping miles to 
the rear, Markham said, "Simple 
enough. Isn't It?"
“Perfectly. They drove away and 
waited until the town was asleep. 
Their Job done, they went on west 
—for a guess. That's the way 
they've been beading' all along. 
We've been missing one bet as we 
came along, Wally; the names of 
these three men. We could have got 
them from the Terre Haute sheriff, 
or from the auto dealer In Chilli­
cothe."
“I See," Said the Clerk. "You May 
Overtake ’Em Yet—"
of 'em decided to quit ahd take to 
the railroad. But the other wus 
game; sold the disabled machine, 
bought another, and wired the train- 
takers to stop off and let him pick 
’em up—which they did."
“That’s that," said Landis, as 
they turned away.
“One little flaw in that story," 
Markham criticized. “It was tlie 
two train-takers who sold the dis­
abled auto; not the one who bough, 
the new one."
“I noticed that; but I guess it 
merely means that the clerk didn't 
get the story quite straight.”
They found chairs in a quiet cor­
ner of the lobby. After a thought­
ful Interval, Landis said. “I'm on 
the fence again. Wally. What you 
said—that we've been right on the 
heels of some bunch that is pulling 
off these mysterious burglaries—is 
the one fact that can’t be Ignored. 
But I don't want to drag you into 
it any further. Suppose you turn 
me loose and go on back home. It's
(From the W. C. T. U.)
We are thinking of those days when 
women gathered around the mill doors ; 
on Saturdays in order to get the pay 
envelopes away from their husbands 
before they reached the barrooms up 
town.
We are thinking of the wan and 
tired looking women and pitiful and 
hungry children who appeared at mill 
offices every Monday morning with 
the same old story, that the husband 
had not meant to waste all of his pay. 
but had come home drunk and with­
out a cent and that there was no 
food in the house.
We are thinking of the operatives 
who were always missing on Monday 
morning, and of those who appeared 
with shaky nerves, and of the ineffi­
cient work of many who could hardly 
keep going.
We are thinking of the days when 
the State sold whisky in South Caro­
lina and the dispensaries, as they 
were called, stunk unto high heaven 
because of the graft and corruption 
which surrounded them.
We are thinking of 1913. during 
which we made an accurate check, 
and probably of other years, when 
over half of the superintendents 
changed Jobs, most discharges being 
for excessive drinking.
We are thinking of many of the 
greatest of the old-time superintend­
ents who toppled from high positions 
because of whisky.
We are thinking of one of the most 
pitiful spectacles we ever saw. the 
appearance at our office of a man, 
the one-time top-notch superintend­
ent of the South, but a victim ot 
whisky, and of his pleading with us 
to get him a job as second hand in 
carding or even as a card grinder.
• • • »
We arc thinking of the fact that 
front the day-whisky was outlawed, the 
savings deposits of the working peo­
ple began to climb, and we are also 
thinking of the modern propaganda 
to the effect the greatest of all eco­
nomic losses, the pouring of a dol­
lar's worth of whisky down a man's | 
throat, is justified if it produces two 
cents worth of tax money.
We are thinking of the 25 or more 
men we have seen sprawling, dead 
drunk, in gutters within one block ot 
•he center of the city of Charlotte, 
and of the fact that ladles did not
In Dull Soft Crepo COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
A’nc Yark Paris Fashions 
q'HE youthful surplice-style frock 1 
even above ts made of Suede 
Cord, a soft ribbed crepe woven of 
Acele and silk The white sleevea 
and V neck trim give an effective ' 
contrast for the bodice and skirt. 1 
which are modeled in two shadee of 
gray. -A slight tnverted front pleat 
gives the necessary fulness to the 
yoked skirt, which has a neat aids 
button trim.
them, for there will be days when j 
such statements must stand the test.
We are thinking and realizing that 
we are on our way back to the day ot [ 
the dispensary and ultimately the ! 
barroom, and remembering the past 
we know that in our cotton mills there I 
are men who will go down and there 
are women and little children who 
must suffer.
We are thinking of the better con­
ditions which came to mill operatives 
as the result of prohibition and of 
worse conditions which will come 
again as the result of the return of 
whisky.
We are mindful of the increase of 
drunkenness and immorality among 
the so-called upper strata of society, 
but our interests are those of the
_ _ cotton mill employes of the South,
dare to come up town on Saturday and as we cornpare their condition 
afternoon because of the multitude today with those of dispensary and
of intoxicated men.
We are thinking of drunken and
shouting farmers starting home on 
Saturday afternoons with horses on 
a dead run. and we are wondering 
what would have happened had they 
been driving automobiles.
We are thinking of the several 
times we have heard pistols crack and
barroom days we take our stand ab­
solutely upon the side of prohibi­
tion. fully realizing that we are cham­
pioning a losing cause and one which 
is. for the moment, exceedingly un­
popular— (Editorial tn Southern Tex­
tile Bulletin). • • • »
We know—That whatever happens
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HORIZONTAL 
,-A fruit 
4-Demand 
8-Hlgh tableland
(8p.)
10-Prlnelpal (abbr.)
12- Anxioua
13- To commit to
memory
15-Relievt»
17- Corroded
18- Tardier
20- A month
21- Member of th®
senate
24- A governor of ■
province of ancient
Pereie (pi.)
27-Sleg
25- Cornered
29-A region without 
vogetation
31-Cart for night 
travel
34-Ooomed
38-Frauds
42- Assumee an attitude
43- To have a general
course
44- Treate with
potaeeium
dichromate
, HORIZONTAL (Cont.) ■ VERTICAL (Cont.)
48- 0, a rose color 18-Could not be found
49- A New Zealand 19-Scarce
parrot 22-Metric land
49-American statesman measure
51- American poet
52- Cllpa
55- Before
56- Allotted
58- Break suddenly
59- A beverage (pi.)
60- Not freeh
161 -Lukewarm
VCRTICAL
1- Mythe
2- Compase point
(abbr.)
3- Defece 
8-Large monkey
6- Boy’e name
7- lmproperly
conetructed
•-Pal
•-Decay
11- Loweet tide
12- Relieved
13- Wheeled vehicles
14- Cuddle
, 16-Syetems (abbr.)
23-Tory principles
25- Cute one’s teeth
26- Material with a
corded surface 
30-Organ of eight
32- Rodent
33- One tc whom a
lease le granted
34- Pert of a ship (pi.) 
38-Stralne
36-ln a greater degree 
’37-Went
38- A bird
39- Compase point
(abbr.)
40- Sulted
41- Move tepidly 
4J-Woody plant 
45-A fowl (pi.)
47-Part of the foot
(pl.)
50-Prefix. Before
53- Strlke gently
54- Mineral spring
55- Chart
57-Name of high priest
(Bib.)
A hasty examination of the route 
map located the small town three- 
fourths of the way across Illinois, 
and a start was made at once. By 
hard driving the scene of the new 
devastation was reached a little 
before dark, and inquiry proved 
that the Perthdale raid hnd been 
repeated, this time, however, with 
a murder added. The body of the 
town watchman iiad been found in 
the debris of the wrecked bank 
with a bullet through his heart.
Again, as In Perthdale, the ac­
cepted theory seemed lo be that a 
hitherto unknown and noiseless ex­
plosive had been employed. At this. 
Landis, with a growing sense of 
his culpability as the inventor of 
the box of silence, insisted that 
it wag no more than right that he 
should tell the story of his inven­
tion and its loss, regardless of the 
consequences to himself. But to this 
Markham objected strenuously.
“It wouldn’t help matters in the 
least, and It would most likely mean 
ail sorts of trouble for you,” was 
his emphatic protest. “You are no 
more responsible than is the in­
ventor of the nitroglycerin or dyna­
mite these yeggs are using.”
“But am I not withholding In­
formation that the authorities ought 
to have?"
“They would doubtless say you 
were—and give you the third de­
gree to try to get more out of you. 
No; thus far, we have the only 
clew that promises anything at all, 
end these city sleuths would only 
make a bash of it if we should pass 
it along to them. We'll get a bite 
to eat and go on.”
“Where to, from here?" Landis 
queried.
•TU show you, after we get a 
lunch put up. We can eat as we 
go"
It was still early in the eve­
ning, and, driving out of town to
the southward, Markham made a 
half circle, cutting all the roads 
leading to the westward. At each 
Intersection he made inquiries at 
the nearest farm house, and by this 
means they were once more upon 
the trail of a black touring car an­
swering the description given them 
by the Perthdale banker. An early 
rising farmer had seen such a car; 
it bad stopped opposite his gate to 
change a tire. Markham ques­
tioned the farmer closely.
“How many people were in the 
car?”
“Couldn't tell. There were two 
men changing the tire, and another 
inside. That was all I saw.”
"Could you see them well enough 
to describe them?”
“Not ail of 'em—Just one. Tall 
feller, smooth-faced, pretty well
dressed. Had somethin’ the matter | 
with one car—looked like what you 
read about them prize fighters’ 
cars; I forgit what you call it.”
•‘Cauliflower car," Markham sup­
plied. “What kind of clothes was 
he wearing?’
Here the farmer was at fault; 
wouldn't remember about clothes ex­
cept that they were neat and citl-
fat . . — -
. * - - --- •*—
who'd sold ’em tlie car. nnd got his 
answer. They gave me tlie deni­
er's name and address."
“You say they took the train. Du 
you know where I hey were headed 
for?"
"Somewhere out in Colorado, they 
said. They took tlie four o'clock— 
or I s'pose they did."
“Can you describe them?"
“Why—I don't know as I could; 
nothing unusual about 'em except 
that the tali one. the one that did 
most ot the talking, had a queer 
looking bunch on one ear. Excuse 
me, but what are you two, anyway? 
Detectives?”
“Not exactly. But we are Inter­
ested in these men."
“No chance that this is a stolen 
car. Is there?”
"Probably not, since you have 
traced It to the Louisville dealer 
who sold IL Did the men have any 
baggage?"
“Suitcases—couple of 'em.”
“No other baggage?" Markham 
pressed.
“Nothing but a camera. One of 
'em, the short one, was carrying 
that ln a shawl strap."
"What kind of a camera?”
“I didn’t notice, particular’; only 
that It looked too big for a kodak 
and not big enough for a movie ma­
chine.”
As they left tlie garage Markham 
said, “Well, Owen, maybe It Isn't 
such a wild goose chase after all. 
What do you think now?"
“There have been three men ln 
that car all along; I'm wondering 
what became of the third man.”
“So am L Also, I am wondering 
why they sold their car."
Landis was silent for a moment 
and then he burst out excitedly, 
•T've got It, Wally—I'm almost sure 
I’ve got It! It was a bluff—it’s 
been one all the way along. These 
men are the men we want, and 
they're going to stop off at some 
small place nnd wreck another 
bankl That's why the third man 
didn't show up. He was left be­
hind to either buy or steal another 
car!”
“Too late to prove up on that 
guess tonight," Markham said. 
“We'll find out bright and early to­
morrow morning if your guess is 
right.”
They were up betimes to go iu 
search of the proof or disproof of 
Landis’guess. At the place to which 
they had been directed they found 
the auto dealer opening his door. 
Markham introduced himself and 
asked his question.
“Do you mind telling ns if you 
sold a car yesterday?"
“I sold two of them; one on the 
Installment plan, and one for good, 
Jiard cash on the nail.”
"It Is tbe cash sale that we are 
Interested ln,” said Markham, with 
his most engaging smile. "Did you 
know your purchaser?"
“Never laid eyes on him before, 
j He Just blew iu and said he wanted 
to buy a car. I showed him a new 
eight we’d Just got in, and he count­
ed out the money, climbed in and 
drove off, Just like that,” with a 
gnan of his fingers.
"Nothing to that. If they're the , 
crooks we think they are. they'd use 
aliases, of course; and different 
ones in different places."
“No. you're wrong there. So far 
as we've been able to learn, they 
have been posing consistently as 
three business men from Louisville 
right from the beginning. And you'll 
remember that two of them gave 
the Chillicothe garage man a Louis­
ville address to which he could 
wire.”
‘That’s so; I'd forgotten that. It's 
either a clean slate, or tbe nerviest 
bluff that was ever put up. Owen— 
and I'm still believing it's a bluff.”
Inquiring as they went, they 
heard no word of a Fleetwing Eight 
until they reached St. Joseph. But 
here the submerged trail came to 
the surface again. A garage man's 
memoranda showed that a new 
Fleetwing Eight had stopped for 
gas. Driving on Into the city, and 
to a hotel, they found that three 
west-bound tourists, hailing from 
Louisville, had come tn shortly after 
midnight and had gone immediately 
to bed. They had checked out after 
breakfast and had resumed their 
Journey.
Looking up the names signed to 
the register. Markham made a note 
of them; and a little later a wire 
of inquiry went to the cashier of. 
a Louisville bank. The answer was 
in the nature of a sudden bucketing 
of cold water.
"Here's where we get it in the 
nose,” said Markham with a sheep­
ish grin, as he handed the telegram 
lo Landis.
Landis read the few typewritten 
lines:
•To Walter Markham,
“St. Louis, Missouri.
“Parties named are prominent 
business men this city stop They 
left for Colorado, driving, some days 
ago stop Understand they are Inter 
ested in Western mines.
“A. J. YVeSiOver."
He was watching Markham's grin 
J when he passed the square of yel­
low paper back acrosa the table.
"I guess that settles it definitely. 
You said, in the beginning. It 
might turn out to be a wild goose 
chase, and it has."
“I'll say it has!" Markham 
grunted. "Just the same, there are 
a few things tliat need explaining. 
These men started from l/iuisville 
for Colorado; why are they taking 
this roundabout route?"
“There may be a dozen good rea­
sons.”
"All right; well cross tliat off. 
Next cornea this shifty bit of busi­
ness in Chillicothe yesterday; sell­
ing one tar and buying another; 
and the split and pick-up nt the 
town where the last bank was 
touched off. And, back ot that 
j there’s the tact that we trailed them 
out of o different towns where 
smashes incurred. Bather too many 
coincidences, dou’t you think? We 
. may have been chasing the wrong 
| bunch; I'll admit it looks lhat way 
now. But the fact remains lhat 
I we’ve been right on the heels of 
[ some bunch that has been raising 
l ain with these country town banks,
upon sidewalks
We are thinking of the political 
rings operated by the owners of bar­
rooms and of the elections won by the 
like this; these bank blasters’, who- ■ Use of liquor, and are doubting if the
ever they arc, have tny black box.
^"bloody men plunge through the t0 lgth Amenthncnl> the nature 
of barrooms an<* faU , of alcohol and the character of the 
liquor traffic will be unchanged.
gangster is much worse
I'm confident of It. Tlie chances are We are thinking of the days when 
the burden of misery and suffering 
and wrecked lives became so great 
that even the influence and money 
and whisky of the barroom rings 
could not stem the tide, and when tn 
the record-breaking time of two years 
46 of the 48 States confirmed a con­
stitutional amendment approving the 
outlawing of whisky.
We are thinking of the fact that 
as lax as has been prohibition en­
forcement and as bad as have been 
conditions recently, no constructive 
suggestion has been brought forward 
and nothing better has been offered
We are thinking how we would like 
to get the advocates of the repeal ot 
prohibition to write out some of their 
statements and assertions and sign
they'll keep on going west. I can't 
quit while there Is a chance of 
catching up with them; that's my 
responsibility, if you go home. I'll 
take the railroad and go on."
“Huh''—disgustedly. "Think I’d 
let you do that? Not much! We'll 
stick It out together, and, that be­
ing the case, we may as well go get 
the car."
The garage was at tbe rear of the 
hotel, and as they were turning tbe 
corner, Markham saw a handsome 
limousine pull up at the hotel en­
trance. Markham caught a fleet­
ing glimpse of the driver.
“You go on, Owen," he Raid, 
“and let me go back and get some 
cigars. I forgot."
Landis walked on slowly, and in 
a few minutes Markham reap­
peared. saying, “You can't guess 
what I went back for? Did you see 
the car that came up as we came 
ou, ?”
“I didn't notice it particularly. 
Was it the Fleetwing?"
“No; it was Canby's Nordyke. 
Thought 1 recognized liitu as he got 
out and I went back to see if 1 was 
right. I was."
“Canby? What is be doing here 
In St. Joseph?"
“That's what I wanted to know. 
He was talking to the clerk when I 
slipped in, and neither of them saw 
me. Canby has two passengers"
•'People from home?"
“Very much people from home; 
Betty and her father, if you'll be­
lieve it.”
Landis stopped short and faced 
about. He would have gone back 
to the hotel if Markham hadn't 
caught and held him.
“No use; you're too late. They've 
gone. After Canby drove away, I 
crossed the lobby and asked the 
clerk for a match. He said. 'By 
George! I thought you and your 
friend bad gone. There was a gen­
tleman just now asking for you. and 
I told him you'd left no, five min­
utes before. He said he was sorry, 
nnd then he asked about those 
i three Louisville men you were in­
quiring about; when they came, and 
how long they’d been gone.’ I 
could see he had his curiosity 
aroused, but I didn't say anything."
“What does Canby know about 
the Louisville men, Wally?" Landis 
asked. >
“That's Just what I'd like to 
know, Owen. And, added to Hint, 
how he knew they'd been here In 
j St. Joseph, and how he knew we'd
been here?"
Landis' eyes, the dreamy eyes of 
the inventor and research student, 
grew thoughtful. "1 think we are
. Justified In going on," he said; ami. 1 
as the blue car turned into theninin 
street, “I wish Betty and the pro­
fessor bad turned that fellow down 
when he asked them to drive with 
hitn. I don’t trust him. Wally."
Crossing the river to Elwood, on 
the Kansas side of the Missouri, 
they soon learned that a Fleetwing j 
had
That there will be the same need 
for total abstinence as now and ever 
has been for this is the only safe rule 
in dealing with liquor.
Tliat the liquor traffic cannot be 
trusted to regulate Itself but legal re­
strictions ’ on manufacture, sale, 
transportation, importation are a 
necessity.
That every restriction will be vio­
lated by the liquor traffic in the fu­
ture as in the past.
TENANTS HARBOR
Tne grammar, primary and ail dis­
trict schools commenced this week 
with the same corps of teachers.
Owing to the activities of the holi­
day season, before the close of last 
term, only brief mention was given 
of the High School play, and several 
requests have been made for some­
thing to be written for the benefit 
of those who are away and who are 
interested in doings of the town dur­
ing the winter months It was a 
three-act comedy entitled "Baby 
Steps Out." and presented in I.O.OF 
hall by the senior class. The play 
was coached by Mrs. Harriet Rawley 
who has had charge of tlie school 
plays for the past two years, and whe 
worked untiringly to make it a suc­
cess. and was well repaid for her serv­
ices as the parts were all finely rend­
ered. The characters were; Elmer 
Morris, the father. John Kulju; EMna 
Morris, his wife. Elsie Johnson; Baby
(Solution to Previous Puttie)
For the Out-door Girl
\ rir York-Porw Fashions 
CCH1APARELL1 designed the or- 
** igtnal from which the above 
Doetex sports mat was adapted, 
the lightweight, waterproof, suede- 
like fabric making it smart for both 
rain or shine. The Ion* lap-over 
collar and big metal buttons are 
style points, the surface of the coat 
being given a sharkskin effect by 
embossing. It comes in kasha, beige, 
fawn, cadet blue, bright red and 
green.
also Hint n Nordvke limousine had 
followed within the last half hour.
So It came about that, later in 
lhe afternoon, three cars might have 
been seen speeding over the I’ikea 
Peak highway. Well in the lead 
was a Flee,wing, witli two men In 
the rear seat and a third nt the 
wheel. Far tn the rear were a 
Nordyke and a blue roadster. And 
though the two men In the blue enr 
though, they were following the 
Nordyke. tills order was reversed; 
It was the Iimousine tliat was fol­
lowing the roadster.
TO BE CONTINUE!)
That the repeal of the law will not Morris, Ruth Barter; Baby's oldest 
repeal the effect of alcohol. sister Madge. Agnes Smith; Eskew
That the W.C.T.U. recognizes the Maybank. a dashing young man. 
danger in the return of liquor and Ralph Wilson; Willie Baxter, a bash- 
so must every other organization, so ful boy, Sherwood Cook; three young
must the churches.
WALDOBORO
Dr and Mrs. A. R. Benedict and 
son Herbert of Montclair. N. J., have 
been recent visitors in town.
Mrs. Henry Palmer and Mrs. Lin­
wood Palmer of Nobleboro have bein 
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Henry P. Mason.
Friends of Mrs John H. Loved will 
be glad to hear that she is recovering 
from a surgical operation at the ‘ 
Deaconess Hospital in Boston, which 
proved very successful.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. David of 
Attleboro. Mars., are spending the 
winter at their home, Tide Water 
Farm.
Miss Mona Jones returned Mon­
day to Oak Grove Seminary. Vassal­
boro, after spending the holiday re­
cess with her parents Mr. and Mrs. 
John H. Miller.
Arthur H Durgin of Wiscasset is 
acting as agent at the M.C.R.R. sta­
tion during the absence of Charles 
Rowe who is having his annual va­
cation.
The Baptist Ladies' Missionary 
Society met at the home of Mrs. S. 
H. Weston Friday afternoon. The 
time was spent socially and doing 
Red Cross (work. There were 12 
members present.
Mrs. Florence Shuman and Arthur 
F. Chute have been spending a few 
days in Gorham
The Auction Club was entertained 
at the home of Miss Angela Perry 
last week Friday evening. The next 
meeting will be with Mrs. Annie 
Thompson.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Morse were 
Portland visitors last Saturday.
Mrs. Ella Marshall and son are in 
Rockland where she has employ­
ment in the Peter Pan Beauty Shop.
Carl Hassner of Belfast spent the 
weekend with his father O. V. Hass­
ner.
Mrs. Irving L. Horne returned to 
Portland last Saturday after spending 
several days with her parents Capt. 
and Mrs. A. F. Stahl.
Friends were saddened to hear of 
the death of Mrs. Emily P. Bacon, 
which occurred Jan. 3 at her home 
tn North Waldoboro, after a linger­
ing illness. She is survived by five 
grandchildren and one great-grand­
child. Funeral services were held at 
the Monroe Chapel.
Dr. and Mrs. George H. Coomhs 
were at home trom Augusta for the 
weekend.
Mr. and Mis. Charles H. Stenger 
of Friendship entertained at dinner 
followed by bridge Saturday evening, 
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell, Mr. and 
Mrs. C. B. Stahl, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. 
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston 
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Magee.
Mrs. Alice Cousins has returned to 
her home here after spending several 
months in Unlop.
lady friends of the Morris family. 
Enid Maloney. Edith Anthony and 
Adele Hawkins. A bouquet of 
chrysanthemums was presented to 
Mrs Rawley. ln behalf of tlie cast, by 
Miss Ruth Barter, and was received 
by Mis. Rawley with appreciation 
pic-slngly expressed Whenever "Mrs 
liawley has assisted with these plays 
it has been her custom to give the cast 
a surprise supper, and after rehearsal 
on the day preceding the play she led 
them on a long hike presumably to 
be entertained at the camp of Tomiffy 
Radford, but finally to the Big Elm 
tea room where supper was served. 
The favors were tiny Christmas stock­
ings filled with candy and each one 
was presented a Joke gift Which 
caused much merriment, especially 
when John Kulju found the "bloom­
ers," as' this was one of the comedy 
features of the play. Clayton Hunne­
well. principal, and Miss Moores, 
assistant, were guests. ,
Naomi Chapter. O.E.S.. has been 
having some good meetings the past 
month. Dec. 16 Miss Elizabeth 
Wheeler and Miss Margaret Retd 
served on the committee and pre­
pared an appetizing lunch. Candle­
light salad, sandwiches, cake and 
hot chocolate were served and a Joke 
Christmas tree enjoyed. Dec. 30 de­
grees were conferred on Clayton F”- 
newell and Charles Morris. Mrs 
Oladys Davis and Mrs. Harold Dowl­
ing served lunch and ln the center of 
one of the tables was a large cake 
beautifully decorated and bearing the 
date 1933. thus ushering ln the new 
year Harold Dowling in costume 
representing “Father Time" and little 
Doris Paterson to a dainty wliitc.dress 
with stiver trimmings and crown rep­
resenting the New Year, gave read­
ings.
The annual meeting of Naomi 
Chapter was held Jan. 6 and these 
offlcers were elected: Maude Paterson, 
matron; William Imlach, patron; 
Margaret Cant, associate matron; 
John Reid, associate patron; Alice 
Wheeler, secretary; Blanche Sim­
mons. treasurer; Elizabeth Imlach. 
conductress; Evelyn Morris, associtfte 
conductress; Harriet Long. Margaret 
Marriott and Harry Paterson, finance 
committee. Public installation Feb 
10. each member privileged to invite 
one guest. At the close of the meet­
ing lobster stew, pie. doughnuts and 
coffee were served with Mrs. Daisy 
Torrey and Mrs. Fannie Morris in 
charge. At the next regular meeting 
the degrees will be conferred on two 
candidates. The attendance has been 
large at all these meetings and it Is 
hopied the good spirit will continue 
through the winter months.
The annual meeting of Eureka 
Lodge, F.A.M. was held Thursday 
night of last week with election of 
offlcers. Installation will be Jan. 19.
SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Lewis Butman is able to be out 
again after being confined to the 
house several weeks from lameness.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Bridges enter­
tained a party of ladies Wednesday 
evening. Supper was served at 5.30, 
and entertainment for the evening 
was bridge and jig-saw puzzles. The 
guests were Mrs. Marion Herrick and 
Mrs. Sylvia Stockbridge of Atlantic. 
Mrs Laura Siinson. Mrs Mary But­
man. Mrs. Elizabeth Morse, Mrs. 
Hester Frecthy. Mrs. Sopha Stock- 
bridge. Mrs. Nina Sprague. Mrs. Lucy 
Smith. Mrs. Mary Trask. Mrs. Mar­
garet Sprague and Miss Luella 
Holmes. The hostess was assisted by 
Mrs. Carlton Joyce.
Mrs. Nettie Tinker and Mrs. Bessie 
Joyce were dinner guests of Mrs. Lucy 
Smith Tuesday.
Maurice Smith who has been ill for 
about a week is now improving.
Oerland Newman has been con­
fined to the house afflicted with lum­
bago.
Still, the fact that Colonel Robins 
was looking (or gold in North Caro­
lina goes to show there was some­
thing the matter witli his mind.— 
Macon Telegraph.
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
No wonder Germany wants equal 
armament. It’s such a nice alibi for 
inability to pay.
SHADOW PICTURES
Shadow pictures arc lots of fun. 
It is fun making then, as well 
as guessing them. Johnny is 
quite clever at making shadow 
pictures and here he is making 
one of his especially fine ones. 
If you take a pencil and Join all 
the numbered dots together, 
itarting with dot number one and 
ending with dot number twenty- 
four, you will see what Johnny 
is waking........... ,, .. ........., ,
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CURSE OF KING TUT 
DEFIED BY CARTER
Noted Egyptologist Laughs 
at Superstition.
London.—Dr. Howard Garter, tola 
survivor of that little party which, 
led by the lute Lord Carnarvon, dis­
covered the tomb of King Tut-Aokli- ' 
Amen, is back once more in Egypt, 
defying the so-called curse upon all 
who dare to disturb the resting 
places ot the Pharaohs.
The belief that a curse rests upon 
all those concerned ln the Tut- 
Ankh-Ainen excavation continues to 
linger, In spite of all the assurance ! 
of archeologists and scientists that 
it Is quite irrational.
The last death was that of the 
Hon. Richard Bethell, son ot Lord 
Westbury, who was acting as sec­
retary to Doctor Carter at the tomb. 
This was said to be the thirteenth 
fatality associated In one way or 
another with the undertaking, be­
ginning with the death of Lord Car-"' 
narvon, the principal discoverer of 
the tomb, who died following an in-- 
sect bite.
He Is Undisturbed.
Despite these deaths and other 
misfortunes, Doctor Carter seemed 
not in the least disturbed.
Asked about the progress of Egyp- 
tology, he said:
“There are masses of treasures 
stih to be discovered. But, of course, 
since the 28 kings have been ac-' 
counted for there will be no world 
startling discoveries such as that of 
Tnt-Ankh-Amen.”
Mr. Carter iound the /omb after 
nine years of patient searching In 
the Valley of the Kings. His ex­
cavations finally brought to light the 
mummy of the boy king, lying in a 
nest of three coffins, the innermost 
of which was of pure gold.
There also were discovered hun­
dreds of objects entombed with the' 
mummy, the splendor of the whole 
thing being such as to baffle de­
scription. Besides priceless Jewels 
and ornaments, the objects Included 
inscriptions and drawings which 
have proved of incalculable value.
Other Discoveries.
The earl of Carnarvon financed 
his exploration of the Theban necrop­
olis, during which Mr. Carter dis­
covered the valley temple of Hat- 
shepsut, the tomb of Amenhetop 1, 
the cemetery of the eighteenth dy­
nasty queens, the cliff tomb of 
Ctueen Hatshepsut, and finally the 
tweb of King Tut-Ankh-Amen In 
1B22. In the Inst discovery Oar 
ter was sided by tlie Metropolitan 
Musepm of Arts of New York.
Pennsylvania Officials
Ponder Orphan Bridge
Allentown, Ps.—Bridging a small 
creek Just outside of Allentown, on 
the Philadelphia highway, is au 
“orpha- '• bridge, a span nobody 
owns and for which no one ap­
pears willing to be responsible.
Tie Lehigh Valley Motor club un­
covered the bridge's lack of parents 
when It sought to have the struc­
ture widened.
Tbe county commissioners denied 
ownership. They said the bridge 
passed from their bands in 1930, 
when the state highway department 
took over all bridges along state 
highway routes. The Trout Creek 
bridge was among those taCen over, 
the commissioner said.
The state highway department 
likewise denied ownership. They 
said the law prevented their taking 
over bridges within city limits, and 
Calmed the Trout Creek span wss 
within the city of Allentown.
The city government knows noth­
ing about It. The bridge is located 
In Mountalnvllle, a borough only 
this year incorporated aa part of the 
city.
All concerned have turned to the 
attorney general's office for aid In 
solving the parentage of the Trout 
Creek bridge.
Figure* Show Convict* 
Could Build Own City
Jackson, Mich.—Some one with a 
flair for statistics has advanced fig­
ures to prove his contention that 
the Inmates of Michigan state 
prison here could establish snd 
build their own prison city on in 
Island In Lake Superior.
Among the 7,300 prisoners, the 
statistician points out. are 13 sailors 
who could man the boats transfer­
ring the prisoners to the Island. 
Nine civil engineers, inmates of the 
prison, could survey the land. Five 
Inmate draughtsmen could draw 
plans for the island city.
Metal to construct the buildings 
could be mined by nine inmate 
miners. The 2.010 men laborers 
could assist lo carrying out the In­
structions of 27 brick masons, 1P8 
carpenters. 31 decoratnrfc 124 paint­
ers. 110 electricians, 12 stone cut­
ters, 7 stone masons. 13 steam Al­
tera. 48 plumbers. 18 tinsmiths. 25 
metal workers, and 33 woodworkers.
With the city completed, the 388 
auto drivers and mechanics, 340 
farmers. 40 bakers, and 53 butchers 
could take the lead In making the 
Island self-supporting.
Keys, Lest 20 Years, Fouad
Gettysburg. S. D.—Glenn W. Bish­
op, depot agent, was in possession 
recently of a bunch of keys that he 
lost 20 years ago. Children play- 
Ing in Monroe found the keys with 
his ring on them, dated "1011”
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND 
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 53C 
A. M . Stonington 8 25. North Haven 7.25, 
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock­
land about 9.30.
Return—Leavee Rockland at 130 P. M.. 
Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3.30. Ston­
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’s 
Island about 8.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON.
MO-tf
American Shipbuilders Transform
New Ocean Liner Into a “Home”
✓
The new Grace Liner “Santa Paula” and her commander Captain Andreas C. PaulsenI JNDER the command of Capt. 
Andreas C. Paulsen, the "Santa
Paula,” second of the fo„r new ships 
to enter the Grace Line fleet, leaves 
New York January 7th on her 
maiden voyage to Havana. Panama, 
Coeta Rica. El Salvador, Guatemala, 
Mexico, California, Victoria, B. C., 
and Seattle, Washington.
The "Santa Paula" and her three 
■ister ships were built at a cost ot 
<20,000,000. under the provisions of 
the Jones-White Merchant Marine 
Act of 1928—an act which it Is esti­
mated has provided employment for 
30,000 men for an equivalent of 
three years, and has made possible 
the building of 42 ships and the re­
conditioning and rebuilding of an 
additional 39 vessels..
The Grace Liner*—latest Ameri- 
ean-bulit.ships— introduce an entire­
ly new note ln Interior architecture 
and furnishings. They are the flrst 
ocean liners »o which a dwelling 
house treatment has been applied. 
There Is about them an atmosphere 
of homelike comfort, informality, 
and luxuriousness without ostenta­
Charm of Old Curios
For sheer sentiment, there Is 
nothing as infused with tales of ro­
mancing and courting as the old 
lace bobbins. Many a gallant swain 
labored painstakingly to make a 
special bobbin, one that wonld be 
the envy of his sweetheart's chums, 
out of ivory, bone, wood or metal. 
For this reason, perhaps, they are 
favorite collector's items.
There were other tokens of love, 
hut more of friendship than the 
warmer sort — tobacco pouches 
and pocketbook covers ornamented 
with headwork snd needlework.
But the real power of the love 
or luck curio lay not so much in 
its powers and the belief in them, 
but in the human affection which 
went with them.—Exchange.
oj
NEW YORK
VALTER
TRUMBULL
tion that Reflects the true taste of 
American travelers.
Transforming an ocean liner Into 
a home has been no mean task and 
yet American shipbuilders, design­
ers, and decorators have proven in 
their treatment of these new 
"Santa" ships that this can be suc­
cessfully done.
In the "Santa Paula" and the 
other three new Grace Liners foy­
ers, corridors, stairways — even 
Purser's Square—have lost their 
“ship it '*f.“ Portholes for the most 
part have been replaced by attrac­
tively curtained windows.
The lounge has given way to a 
beautifully furnished living room 
with tall French windows and doors 
opening on a conservatory-tike 
Palm Court surrounding it on three 
sides. The smoking room has dis­
appeared In favor of a breeze-swept 
Club which by means of sliding 
doors becomes a part of the broad 
verandah overlooking the sports 
deck and large built-in. tiled swim­
ming pool. Here in a garden-like 
setting an Anson Weeks orchestra
bolds forth and cool refreshments 
are served at all hours of the day.
Although the ships are 508 ft. 
long, 72 ft. wide, and ot 17,000 tons 
displacements, they will each ac­
commodate only 222 first class pas­
sengers—a fact which contributes 
still more to the home-like atmos­
phere. Cabins are large outside 
rooms and each is virtually a one 
room apartment, for each has Its 
private bath. Beds have been ca­
mouflaged with chintz coverlets, 
and furniture arranged to give a liv­
ing room appearance; and there Is 
a telephone in every room. In lhe 
dining room, to emphasize the feel­
ing of home, one finds attractive 
waitresses in service.
To complete the home idea, a large 
"sea garage" has been provided. 
Automobiles may be driven on hoard 
direct to the "garage” which will ac­
commodate 24 cars. Here they are 
made fast to the decks by special 
devices, which hold them secure. 
Th.us passengers may, if they de­
sire. tour the West Coast, er return 
to the East in their own cars.
Traveling Around America
Nature's Heating System
We hear a lot about central heat­
ing In homes, says a traveler, hut 
New Zealand can boast that the 
land Itself Is centrally heated over 
a wide area, with boiling springs, 
hot geysers spurting high in the 
air, and cavities full of boiling mud 
that heaves and works In a sinister 
way.
You may see the houses of the 
Maoris perched over the edges of i 
the bot lakes, observe the Maori | 
mothers cooking their dinners in a 
•teem hole, or the hoys enjoying a I 
bath ln the hot water nature pro- I 
videe. The thermal region Is Indeed j 
unique, and It Is possible to find 
lake* where one aide Is ice cold and 
the other needy boiling owing to 
the bot springs.
Psychology sad Sense
A learned savant says nothing 
bot psychology will prevent di­
vorcee. However, well cooked meals 
•nd a parting kiss In tbe morning 
•II help.—Salt iAke City Desert 
News.
Faaaaut Paialiag Lett
Millet's celebrated painting. “The 
Man With the Hoe,” which inspired 
Edwin Markham’s equally famous 
poem, was destroyed In the San 
Francisco earthquake and fire.
Artistic Churchee 
The church of Hsgla Sophia In
Constantinople and St. Mark's in 
Venice are the most magnificent ex­
amples of Byzantine architecture 
and have the greatest artistic merit.
Steve Religionists
The Scotch clergy of the Seven­
teenth century forbade giving food 
or shelter to unorthodox persons 
regardless of the extremity of their 
need.
English Pariah Small 
England's smallest parish Is
Coldbath, in the city of Lincoln, 
there being only one house and Its 
grounds, with five inhabitants.
Friendship in Unity
There Is no more sure tie be­
tween friends than when they are 
united In their objects and wishes. 
—Cicero.
Immense Chunh of Coal 
A huge piece of coal In the state
eapitol ln Salt Lake City weighs 
a little more than ten tons—20,800 
pounds—and is said to be the larg­
est lump of coal ever nAned. The 
piece measures 5 by 5 by 10 feet, 
and It was thus possible to carry 
It through a double doorway Into 
the basement of the eapitol, where 
it now reposes. It was mined by 
the Utah Fuel company, at Hia­
watha, Utah, about 110 miles from 
S*lf Lak? city.
Photo bv Oract Lino 
MARKET STREET IN LA PAZ
There ere no more charitable 
peraoaa than those found In the 
theatrical profession. They work 
six nlghta nnd a couple of matinee* 
a week and yet there it scarcely an 
actor or aetreaa who ever refuses 
to appear ln a Sunday night bene 
fit. And io New York these heuefll* 
are frequent. Moat workers would 
be far leas cheerful about giving 
up their day off.
a • a
It la laid that the ambition of a 
British officer la to die on the hunt­
ing field. General March plays s 
lot of tenuis and, when a friend 
suggested it was pretty vigorous ex­
ercise, he aald he didn't know any 
better manner in which a retired 
general could die than on the ten­
nis court. It aeems to me that some 
one once wrote a book entitled. 
"Generals Die In Bed."
a a a
The Billy Seemana were dining nt 
the Village Nut club with Leroy 
Ward, Marie de Sylva and others as 
their guests. The master of cere­
monies pointed out celebrities who 
were present snd asked each one 
to stand up. Among others, he In­
troduced Edmund Lowe, Lillian 
Ttshman and Mrs. Seemsn. who 
formerly was Phyllis Haver. When 
he bad finished, Mr. Beeman rose. 
He said he did not wish the diners 
to leave without meeting lhe oilier 
members of hia party.
a a a
“I am here to get the reflected 
glory when my wife la Introduced .” 
he aald, “but I don't want to tnke 
any advantage of Buddy de Silva. 
This Is his wife. Stand up. Marie. 
Sport Ward hasn't any wives of 
recovd,*but when he gets one, I want 
ber to know that he was not slight­
ed this evening. Stand np, Sport.”
One by one Mr. Seemsn Intro­
duced hie guests. Some of them 
didn't take kindly to hia efforts tn 
their behalf, but he says the world 
la full of Ingratitude.
see
A man who came to the United 
States from abroad when he was 
eleven years old and settled In a 
small town, was talking the other 
day of the history of depression. 
"The panic of 1805 helped me con­
siderably," he said. “I was almnt 
twenty-six and had worked for s 
good many years to save 81.000. 
That was my entire capital. I de­
cided to open a dry goods store, 
when along came tbe panic. Weil, 
the man who owned the building 
where I wished to open my store 
offered me three months' rent free. 
My boarding house gave me six 
months' credit on my promise to 
pay. I could stretch my 81.000 «■ 
long way In the purchase of goods.
I opened the store with a total pay 
roll of 812 per week for a couple of 
assistants who ordinarily would 
have coat me double that. The 
business prospered from the flrst.
I figure,” said the man who now 
la the wealthiest citizen of his 
town, "that panic put me on my 
feet.”
a a a
A Spanish music publisher says 
that his largest sales In 8psin con­
sist of American jazz music. He 
says that little else Is played in the 
cafes and theaters.
(© Boll Sjmdlcato l—WNU Servioe.
TRY IT ON VOLK 
PIANO—Using the 
strand at l-oiig 
Beach, Calif., aa 
their studio, theae 
pretty misses exe- 
eute a balloon 
dance to the ac- 
aompan ment of the 
breakers' roar.
DAVID WARK GRIFFITH, who 
directed “Birth of a Nation” and 
other epoch making lilma, Is now 
broadcasting “D. W. Griffith's 
Hollywood" over the NBC WJZ 
Blue network on Wednesday and 
Sunday evenings at 10 I*. M.
r remito
Mil
418,000,000 COMMERCE BUILDING 
housing Manhattan's first union In­
land freight station Just completed 
hy the Port of New York Authority, 
New York City; largest truck eleva­
tors ever made have been Installed 
for commercial tenants on upper 
Hoors. Inset shows how trucks are 
derated on each floor.
BUSY EXECUTIVE SITS FOR 
A"SNAPSHOT”IN BRONZE— 
Doris Saesar, nationally known 
sculptress, famous tor her rapid 
and accurate portrayals I n 
bronze eompletee a head of J. O. 
Blaine Ewing. Vloo-Preaident ot 
a large New York realty firm.
IIOW TO BE HAPPY THO 
MARRIED—Co-eds of Butler 
University at Indianapolis 
hasten to register for the 
marriage course In order to 
cut down the divorce rate of 
their county which tar ex­
ceeds the national rate. This 
Is the first college Introducing 
such a course of study.
VINALHAVEN
SANFORD L. 
CLUETT of Troy, N. 
Y, who has Invented 
a machine which pre­
vents shrinkage In 
cotton textiles. Lead- 
l n x manufacturers 
both here and abroad 
are using thia pro­
cess, known as San­
forizing.
“BABE” GETS JUMP ON 1933—Kutli launching 
his annual conditioning campaign for another 
year with “Murderer's Row.”
ONE of the most intriguing as well as one of the highest streets in 
the world is the Calls Mercado, or 
market street, in La Paz. capital of 
Bolivia. La Paz. a colorful Indian 
city, highest capital in the world, is 
one of the favorite haunts of trav­
elers taking the cruises down the 
West Coast of South America which 
sail from New York and California 
every two weeks. The Calle Mercado 
which climbs steeply from the Plaza 
San Francisco, is lined with dark 
little stalls hung With llama skins, 
Indian blankets and rugs, and over­
flowing with colorful pottery, blank­
ets, carved bone replicas of Inca 
relics, dolls, and jugs for chlcha, the 
native drink of the West Coast.
This street is full ot action. Gam­
blers crowd around wheels of fortune.
Orange-colored monkeys dance to ths 
strains of a guitar. Llamas laden 
with rice, or coffee, step haughtily 
over the cobbles. Indian vendors bake 
maize in wide corn husks on the 
street And Cholos sit on tha side­
walk and spin bright-hued yarn. 
The Indians, topped with stiff hats 
and wrapped in blue or red ponehoe. 
have regular "character" faces bulg­
ing with cocoa leavee which they all 
chew. The Cholos owirl along In a 
dozen gatishly co.ored, billowing 
skirts—looking for ail the world like 
beach umbrellas
Beneath this fairy-tale city a river 
roars its way through valleys rich 
with oranges and bananas. Above 
it loom mountains holding a wealth 
of silver and semi-precious metals 
and believed by the natives even to 
contain gold buried by the Spaniards.
PRINTING
Permit us to create 
a personality tn your 
printing work . . . such 
personality as you would 
prefer in the human 
salesman that you would 
employ.
Wc plan und print 
. . . booklets, Inserts, 
sales bills, broadsides, 
announcement*, office 
and factory (orms and 
supply csliniates on a 
competitive basis.
THE COURIER-OAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINS.
Case Postponed 4 Time*,
Speeder Rebuke* Judge
Sait Lake City. Utah.—Esther 
Johnson, Salt Lake City achool 
teacher, demanded speed In turning 
the wheels of Justice—and got It.
Miss Johnson was arrested for 
speeding. Four weeks later her 
trial waa called before City Judge 
Nephi Jenaen, who continued the 
caae one week. The next Saturday, 
when she reported In court, the 
case waa again continued a week, 
and for two aucceeding weeks. Fi­
nally. when Judge Jensen was 
about to continue the trial the fifth 
time, Mise Johnson Jumped to her 
feet.
“Continued nothing!” she In­
formed the magistrate. 'Tve re­
ceived • liberal education In this 
court for four weeks and now I 
want action.”
The etartled Judge ruled that her 
bail be ent to *7 end forfeited. 
Then he Immediately adjourned 
court.
Famous “Lo*t” Mine
I* Believed Found
Worland, Wyo.—Two Worland 
men believe they may have redis­
covered the celebrated Lost 
Cabin mine, one of the moat fa- 
moua “loet” gold mines In the 
history of tbe Weet
M. C. Burt and M. R. Nawtnger 
while hunting fn the Tensieep 
mountains found evidences of 
old gold mining activity.
The tale of the Lost Cabin 
mine dates beck to 1884 when 
two men whose names have long 
since been forgotten, appeared 
at Fort Laramie with 87,000 in 
dust and nuggets and related 
how they had found an enor­
mously rich deposit. Two yeara 
later they »n>,.v,’nced their in­
tention to go heck to the mine. 
They* disappeared and were 
never seen again.
Since that time there haa been 
almost a constant search by 
prospectors for the mine, hut It 
never has been rediscovered.
Mr and Mrs. Fritz Johnson have 
returned from Camden, where they 
were guests of Mrs. Johnson's mother, 
Mrs Leslie Stinson.
Angus Hennigar has returned tu 
Rockland and is guest of his son 
Clarence Hennigar.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M Cassie are 
guests of relatives in Worcester. 
Mass.
Installation of the officers of Mar­
guerite Chapter. O.ES.. will take place 
Monday evening. Past Matron Cora 
1 Peterson will be installing officer, as- 
1 sifted by Past Matron Hilma Web- 
I ster as marshal. At the close of the 
ceremonies a box lunch will be served.
Mrs. Guy Peaslee entertained the 
Necdlecraft Club at her home Wed­
nesday evening.
The Red Cross meeting Wednesday 
was well attended and h large quanti­
ty of clothing given out. Next Wed­
nesday at Union Church vestry there 
will be a Thrift Sale. A small sum 
will be charged for garments, etc. 
Work for everyone. All are invited.
The free dance given by Smith's 
orchestra Tuesday night at Memorial 
hall was a success both socially and 
financially. Large donations of gro­
ceries were given to tlie Red Cross, 
and 19 boxes were sent out by the 
Red Cross committee who wish to 
thank all who helped In any way 
The hall, orchestra, lights and heat 
were all donated.
W. Adelbert Smith returned Thurs­
day from Augusta for over Sunday
Mrs. Fred K Coombs returned 
Tuesday from a visit with relatives.
Misses Alene and Doris Clifford ar­
rived Wednesday from Concord. N. H., 
where they have been employed al 
the State Hospital. They were ac­
companied from Rockland by Miss 
Margaret Simmons, who was their 
overnight guest.
The basketball game. Islesboro High 
vs. Vinalhaven High, at Town hall, 
has been postponed until a later date.
Dance tonight at Legion hall.
News has been received of the dca»h 
of Mrs. Lida Ames, wife of Calvin 
Ames, which occurred Jan 11 at her 
home in Monmouth. Deceased was 
formerly a resident of Vinalhaven 
where with her family she lived many 
years. She was the daughter of Ros­
coe F. and the late Sarah Spear. Fer- 
nald Antes left Friday to attend the 
funeral services.
Mrs. Lclia Tolmun and Mr. and 
Mrs. J. A. Pears returned Thursday 
from Bangor where they visited Wal­
ter Tolman. who is ln a hospital there, 
recovering from a nervous breakdown. 
His friends will be glad to know that 
he is well on the roadi to a complete 
recovery.
WEST ROCKPORT_____
Beginning Sunday the services at 
the church will be held at 2.30 us tn , 
former years during the winter. Rev. I 
Burleigh Sylvester will bring the i 
message and Stanton Oavltt will sing. 
The church school will meet at 1 30
Mrs. Henry Keller was hostess to 
the Tuesday Club this week.
After the snow of last Monday it 
was quite like winter around here but 
now it has all disappeared and looks 
more springlike. Beware you who are 
in Florida this winter, the weather 
man will have some cold weather 
saved up for you when you return in 
the spring.
A director's meeting of the Blue­
berry Growers' Association was held 
at the hail Thursday evening.
Charlie Lundcn made a trip to Bos­
ton with the Starr boys of Rockville 
when they took a load of apples, leav­
ing here Tuesday night. Mr. Lundcn 
visited his sister Marie. iMrs. Frank 
Lehtoneni in East Braintree. They 
returned Thursday.
Another thing the recent election 
did was to canalize Salt River from 
tlie Lakes to the Gulf and from coast 
to coast.—Arkansas Gazette.
BILL THE BARBER
SAYS
Steamboat tickets to any part of 
the world. Tours arranged to West 
Indies or Bermuda. Maurice F. 
Lovejoy, Insurance. Phone 1060-J, 
Masonic Temple, Rockland.
143 then '45-S-tf
MANGER
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
FLORIDA
GRALYNN
Applies tree
H H Maae
Manager
Hotel 
Maeelynn 
Stamlord 
Del. Co. 
14. Y.
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
FLU-GRIP
Keep the bowels open and take
BROWN’S RELIEF
on arising and retiring
Norway Medicine Co. l-tf
W A certain 
" amount of g
iqnorance ik 
necessary to the ]
>yment of 
existence
May Wc Suggest —
HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON STREET BOSTON, MASS.
J-ri.few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial, 
and shopping centers.
New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath, *2.00 up; with bath, *3.00 up 
x Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
I
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THOMASTON CAMDEN ROCKPORT
James T. Pales, Jr., Is 111 at his Tire Knox <% Lincoln Past Grands Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hender- 
home on Elliot street. Association will confer the Initiatory son of Camden were guests Wednes-
Douglas Anderson Is reported to be degree on Knox I odge at Rockland day of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick P
recovering from an attack of grippe. next Monday night. ,f> n' '
Mrs. Edmund L. Risteen entertained Mrs. Allic Dunton of Hope has been 
the Meetinghouse Hill Club Tuesday a recent guest of her sister Mrs. Don- 
rvening. Those who attended were ci aw lord.
Mrs. Prank Handley entertained 
the Priday Reading Club this week.
Mrs William Broadhead will enter­
tain the C.C.H. Club at Green Gables 
Tuesday afternoon.
Public supper at the Methodist ves-
Mrs. Bernard Robinson, Mrs. Caspar 
Woodcock. Mrs. Kenneth Cain. Mrs 
Paul Huber. Mrs Earl Risteen. Mix. 
.'ulia Woodcock and Mrs. Robert A 
Walts.
Mrs Harry Gillis is visiting her
sister Mrs. Lester Thompson in Rock- tr>‘ Jan. 21. 
land. Annual business meeting and roll
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D Elliot who caj| 0( first. Congregational
motored to Portland Thursday, are church will be held next Wednesday
expecting to return today.
Miss Helen Newccmbc arrived at her
Washington. D C. home Thursday
Richards.
Maynard Ingraham is confined to 
his home from an attack of grippe.
Mrs. H. C. Copeland who has been 
a guest of Mrs. Charles 8 Gardner 
the past few days returned Wednes­
day night to Rockland.
Practlca'ly 50 pupils a,so several 
ttachers have been absent from High 
School this week due to the prevail­
ing distemper.
Mrs. Frederick Sylvester has re­
turned to Quincy. Mass., after a visit 
of two weeks with her mother Mrs. 
Jo.phine Bohndell.
Harbor Light Chapter will meetevening. Supper at 6.30
Mrs. A. J. Q Knowlton will enter- Tuesday evening preceded by picnic 
, , , , tain the Priends-In-Council Tuesday'supper,after serving as social worker ln the Jltirnc3n
Hawaiian Islands 
Miss Edith Wolf of Winsted. Conn .
and Miss Kitty Nelson of Reading. 
Pa., left by motor Thursday after a 
weeks visit with Miss Wolf's parents. 
Mr. and Mrs A. L Wolf.
St. John Bap. it Episcopal Church' 
cn Surdav the Right Reverend 
Benjamin Brewster, D.D.. Bishop ol
Leroy Moon, who has been 111 since
NERVOUS; SLEEPLESS?
* % •CO many women 
O are afflicted with 
"nerve s", have 
sleepless nights, 
backache, sideache, 
or a catarrhal dis­
charge, a drain up­
on their vitality.
Such women can 
find relief and new 
strength if they take Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Pre­
scription. This is what Miss Maude Smith of I 
2(12 Jones Ave., Jamestown, N. V., says; “A ' 
few years ago 1 suffered from ‘nerves’. I | 
couldn't sleep, always felt distressed from eat­
ing and had nervous headaches and back­
ache too. But two bottles of Dr. Pierce’s 
Favorite Prescription adjusted all these dis­
orders. leaving me in perfectly normal 
health.” Sold by all druggists.
Write to Dr. Pierre’s Clinic, Buffalo, 
N. ¥., for free medical advice.
ninj and the Indies’ Circle Wednes­
day at the church parlors. Thdrs-
STATEOF MAINE
Legislative Notices
Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
In Everybody’s Column »
Advertisements In thia column not to 
To all person. Interested ln cither of exceed three llnee lnwrted once for 25 
the estates hereinafter named: cents, three times fo- sO cents. Addl-
At a Probate Court held at Rockland tlonal llnee flve cents each for one time, 
ln and for the County of Knox, on the 10 cents tor three times. Six word* 
20th day of December In the year of our | make a line.
The following committee will give 
. public hearing In Its room at the State 
: House, In Augusta.
.ll*»it'URV—V p 'm1 *An Act lo^Re- j todVv’frol^t«eb»hJdaresaid^cem’’ 
mX'"' ReI“tln,! ‘° *n<* ’’{Sr f^luwm” m.uer? h““n?^£?n
I r ______________ 901 presented for tire action thereupon here-
STATF. OF MAINE , Inafter Indicated It Is hereby Ordered:
i _ . . 1® January 4. 1933. i That notice thereof be given to all
I OrA‘ne< the i5?uIS concurring, that j persona Interested, bv causing a copy of 
no bill or resolve be received by this this order to be published three weeks
legislature after four o clock In the successively in The Courier-Oazette. a
afternoon of Tuesday. February 7. 1933. newspaper published at Rocklund In said
except by unanimous consent ln the countv tlvit thev mav aunesr at & Pro- ■ — —w------------------------ - .  — —
body in which It Is Introduced, and bate court VV belli atPsa?d Rockland. DO° l<»t I«nale fox hound, year old. | PAULSEN 
hif'her. u ' 0I> the 17th duy of January A D 1933 te
Tliat any bill or r»«n« ehall be at nlnP o'clock In the forenoon, and be <}AxvSl V
received ln either body of this leglsla- { beard thereon if they see cause JOHN T 6UHONEN, Waldoboro, Me
ture by unanimous consent after four1
o’clock ln the afternoon on Feb. 7. 1933
I Lord one thousand nine hundred and !
ANNA A COUSINS, late of Rockland.
♦ FOR SALE ♦
b*»*.»*»**»**.»**tf
THE E. J. DAVIS place on Summer St. 
Is for sale. All modern, heated garage. 
R. U. COLLINS. Real Estate, 375 Main 
at , Rockland. 149-tf
SIX WEEKS old shepherd pups for----------- ------- SCOTT...............Waldoboro.*
* • *’**’*' » , | ENTIRE household furniture und fur-
■ **«*•***«.****•> nlshlngs at 30 High St . second floor.
side door. 9 a m. to 3 p m., or Tel. 427. 
KEY8 In container found on Talbot HILI. DANE 4-8
Ave. Apply at COURIER-GAZETTE. ' ' ", ,,.,n . ..----------------t„ ..,.g|. LUMP soft coal. ,7.50; screened. ,9 50;
LOST AND FOUND ;
R D. 2
shil?'be"'re'fe'rred’Yo'the "Eighty seventh I deceased Will and Petition for Probate’ NECKLACE lost Jan_10 between Rock- 
Legisl»*imIf unanhiwux conwnt for Its thereof, asking that the same may be '»l,d »nd Rockport. Two strands white. mcepUon la not g.U™ In [h? other%od\ »'>d «*» Letters ; »«<;«>«>. coraf clasp. ADELAIDE RUSS.
In concurrence. Testamentary Issue to Theodore M 1 Rockport. ,•8
4*6
hard coal. ,13.50; coke. ,10.50 
Tel. Thomaston 84-2
J. B 
fltf
AT 13 Maverick St., flve room house to 
let. garage, electric lights. JOSEPH 
CHRISASTOMO.____________________ 5»7
FOR BALE--Highest quality feeds for 
all dairy farmers, stock and poultry 
feeders, and made fresh dally. We 
guarantee better results Listen! A 
farmer on the West Meadow Rd feeding
Mrs. Ada Libbev of Rockport was a Monday with a severe cold was able 
recent guest at the Crawford Home- to resume ‘his studies at Camden 
stead. Chestnut Hill. High School Thursday. His mother.
At the annual meeting ol the Cam- Mrs. William Moon, is now confined 
den Business Men's Association Mon- t0 house with grippe, 
day evening these officers were elect- Mrs. Mildred Rhodes substituted 
td; President, Harold S. Corthell; vice in the seventh and eighth grade I recently visited friends in this place.' be 
president Elmer Jovce; 2nd vie? r03ni Wednesday owing to illness of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Pish and j o'c 
Principal Raymond Perkins.
Nineteen members attended
___ ______________ _ resi e t,
Maine, will adminster the sacrament president. John P. Leach: secretary 
of confirmation at 9 o'clock. Bishop and collector. Arthur H. Melvin:
Brewster will toe the preacher at the treasurer. John L. Tewksbury; social ^aIWn“iJZ 
Eucharist which will directly follow committee. Elmer Joyce, chairman.
day evening prayer meeting.
BURKETTV1LLE
Eben Linscott and son Clarence
These orders shall not apply to bills . Saunders, of Rockland, he being the NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loan of our dairy rations for one week reports 
Executor named ln said Will, without j savings book numbered 8601 and the as follows: Milking six cows, saved $3 
00,141 owner of said book asks for a duplicate i ger ton over what ne had been feeding
reported by any Joint standing or Joint 
aelecl t committee in the regular course 
of business nor to such bills and resolves 
as are Intended only to facilitate the 
business of the Elghty-slxth Legislature.
STATE OF MAINE 
In Senate. January 4. 1933 
Ordered, the House concurring, that 
no bill for private or special legislation 
received by this legislature aft 
clock ln the afternoon on Tuesday
rckpov
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate 
thereof, asking that the same may be 
proved and allowed and that Letters 
Testamentary Issue to Charles T. 8malley 
of Rockland he being the Executor 
named ln said WUl. without bond. 
C.ENEVRA M ROBBINS late of Ap­
er four J pleton, deceased. WUl and Petition for 
Pirobate thereof, asking that the same
unanimous | may be proved and aljowed and that Let-
In accordance with the provision of the Was feeding a 24 per cent ration, bought 
State law 8BCURITY TRU8T CO . our 20 per cent ration, was getting 51.!, 
Rockland. ELMER C. DAVIS. Treaa. I cans milk dally from the 24 per cent.
3-8-9 got seven cans dally from our 20 per
— --------------■ cent Besides the saving of ,3 per ton
he gained two quarts of milk per day 
per cow Some gain and some saving.
_____  This man Is only one of our many, Ilf A N'l'l. 4 boosters, and the above story came to us
TV AlllEiD . entirely unsolicited Don't say I can't
♦ I i We say you can Fresh mixtures of thesetf**************b pure feeds dally. Puts more milk In
W**************P
WA TFTb <
t .-.I- m-v, „„ 11-— ' January 31st. 1933 except by r . ,lewis Fish and son were callers in consent tn tlie body In which It lx Intro- ters Testamentary Issue to Roole B 
the town recently. duced and further. Robbins of Appleton, he being the
Mrs Florence Calderwood enter- I That “ny bl1’ Ior Prlvate or special1 Executor named tn said Will, without 
legislation which shall be received ln 1 bond.
either body of this legislature by ANOIE M MOFFITT, late of Boston, 
unanimous consent after four o'clock! deceased. Exemplified copy of will and
the
Farm Bureau Thursday at the home tamed the Farm Bureau Jan. 10.
Uie administration of confirmation. Frank E. Morrow. Alvah L Anderson ' otM» NinafCarroll Home Demon- with II ladies present. Recipej 
Pr Franklin will be the celebrant J Crosby Hobbs. Earle B Belyea; -ration Agent Jessie M. Lawrence under “Apple Cookery were maderr. rTanKun wuik nev w / _ . _ . . was present and gave a report of the and served at neon. Following the
work accomplished during the pas: business meeting the subject ni»t- 
~ and ter was taken in charge of food
The recently elected officers of examining committee. Jchn P Leach 
Grace Chapter. O ES. are; Mrs Lena chairman. Joseph A Brewster. George ,hrnllBholl, KnnT cnlI„.v
Dela.no worthy matron* Ralph Car- H. Thomas, Charles E. Moore. An- f, i * , ‘ , — -------rrt 1 worUiv murw Mrs iXth Da- tonio Arico. It was voted to leave! ^ submitted a calendar of work leader Mrs Mattie Light. Mem- 
”s assS matron Robert Mitchell the arrangements for ladies' night for the coming year w-ith the sug- bers brought books for a library to 
patron Mi'ssEdi h Unfest. with the Sxial committee tha' * « each meet- be kept at the home of Mrs. Ellai£a Knight, treas- Rev Ralph „ Hayden is in Bos.n j P- OrffineU.
urer; Mrs. Emma Young conductress, attending the Provincial Board o. Re- ^nted ahowed a very successful £ar to it for exchange The next meet- Mr' William Hinton entertained
Mrs. Lucy Young, associate conduc- hgious Education. for ,he lcca] Bureau wUh a mem. » ‘™j the Ladies' Aid this week,
tress; Mrs. Emma Young, Mrs. Made- Commencing Jan. 16. a-1 balcony , of L>6. These officers Feb 10 1 Capt John Latty has arrived at
line Spear. Ralph Carroll, finance seats at the Comique Theatre will be w'erf eiected: chairman. Mrs The 4-II Club met Saturday after- i Southwest Harbor in the schooner
C.°’^tiee oshCSe officcrs w 1 be n" 26 a r<:dUMOn\OX\0nCri Tve3i7v Christle Whitney; secretary. Mrs noon with its leader Mrs. Calder-
stalled Jan. 25. ture picture for Monday and Tuesday. | Marion Richards
The cast of "The Green Pastures' "Hat Check Girl;' Wednesday and h£)me management 
includes over 100 negro men. women Thursday. "Sinners In the Sun." Fri- ra;i. ciot;unK
SEVEN or eight ton. good hay wanted.' e*g'v‘nr.^ir
C. F TAYLOR Tenants Harbor. Me .^e“c 0%
_______________________________ . * * 1200 More for lew. At STOVER's
_ _ _ _ _ _ HOUSEKEEPERS position wanted In f DISTRIBUTORS
III the afternoon on Tuesday. January I pro'bate thereof ."together "with a Petition I good family rather than high wages idr stover FEED MFO CO. on track at
31*t 1933^ shall be referred to the Eighty- for probate of Foreign WUl asking that Be«t of reference*. ”E. L.. Courler-Oa- ■ ™ ♦ wocklanq. Me._5-7
the copy of said will may be allowed. 7-^tte._______________________________ 5*7 ! TWO FAMILY house on Lake Avenueseventh Legislature if unanimous con­
sent for Its reception Is not given In the 
dv in concurrence
A true copy of above orders 
Attest: ROYDEN V BROWN
5-13 Secretary of the Senate
FREMONT
Theolin* with a load of coal for 
Project leaders: wood. This year the club is com-1 Mills.
Mrs. Nina Car- posed of all boys, each taking gar- -The entire community was shocked 
• MvaMsx. Holbrook: food dens fo- their project Officers wffffV i saddened to hear of the sud-
and children, most of whom have jay. -Trouble in Paradise;' Saturday. Minetta Paul; chairman of annual elected and a busiiesi meeting held <»*n *aU> of Helen Rp*'d Higgins
been in the company all through double liature program. Wild Horse meeting. Mrs. Inez Packard; pro- The club will meet again Jan’28. Tuesday morning.
its long and amazing.y .successful Mesa." and "The Big Shot. gram for planning meeting. Mrs. Mrs Hazel Sukeforth of wAhing-enjagemcnb of manv weeks in New Mrs Belle Gilkey has returned from Augusta Shibles; 4-H Club chairman, ton was in town last Wednesday
York. Bo-ton and el- where. It is a a Vl jt iU Boston and mcuti'J• Mrs. Louise Holbrook. Three new with her stock of Larkin goods.
play that in all likelihood, will never Mr, and Mrs. Benjamin Wentworth members were added. Mrs. Bertha ____________
come to Maine, but the opportunity entertained at bridge Wednesday RObbiPS Mr^.. Inez Packard. Mrs
skilfully selected readings evening in honor of Mrs Wentworth s Minnie Paul. Dinner was served at
------ - ii£tei. Mrs Charles Ryder of Brooks
In the company were Mrs. Ryder.
Mrs. Fred Thomas. Mr and Mrs Or-
The annual church meeting fot 
election of officers was held Wed­
nesday evening.
for nalt. has tollrt, and electric 
ltahta. three fireplaces, first class con 
us- .M ui . I dhlon Inside and out. Large barn, abou,
M. D of Boston, without giving sureties J*'1’* „ *“"•**•» 1 two acres of fleld, and two acres pasture
on bond. ?' ai7"e*TA “ru^; I Can be sold at low price on rent plan
filed and recorded In the Probate Court 
of Knox County, and that letters Testa­
mentary be Issued to Carl W Moffitt
ESTATE HARRIET NORTON, late of 
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Admin­
istration. asking that Lillian L. Bicknell, 
of Rockland, or some other suitable per­
son be appointed Admx.. with bond.
ESTATE CARRIE T BALANO. late of 
Port Clyde, deceased Petition for Ad­
ministration. asking that Fred B Balano. 
of Port Clyde, or some other suitable
Krson be appointed Admr. without ndESTATE MARY E CLARK, late of 
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Ad
MAN WITH CAR wanted for local taa
and coffee route No experience needed ltl I si e  t. arge r , t
i t l  
V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 10BO
_________ ____________________________Stf
WANTED—You to know of course It',: CABINET HEATER for saie Tel Cani- 
flrat quality when you see It In Stover's den 2130 or write BOX 207 Rockport 
ads. We receive hundreds of calls weekly i
asking If our advertised grains, flours
and feeds are Ant quality. The prices, 
are so low that people cannot believe 
It until they are shown Unless we 
specifically state otherwise every Item 
advertised Is absolutely first grade grain, 
flours and feeds Cash and Carry and 
deliveries everywhere C O D Phone 
1200 No middlemen Carload lots dl-
Mgr . 2219 Monmouth. Cincinnati, O
6’lt I
______________________________ V6
FORD MOTOR, model T. In fine con­
dition; also other Ford parts for sale. 
ALFRED RAWLEY. Long Cove, Me Tel. 
tO13-J Rockland._______________ 15d*tf
RUO and Knitting Yarns for sale by
manufacturer* Samples free H A. 
BARTLETT Harmony. Me 156-10
ministration, asking that Eva E Vose, of . N«W AND SECOND HAND Cabinet
Thomaston, or Borne other suitable per- , “ ’JxE.,5° ???.„ Heaters for coal, oil or wood. Pipe and
— —..... ... *............... h"”d IMTRIBUTOM STOvVT°FW> , J^Wa™^^ *
MPO CO . on track at «6 Park m p WOKWOOP. Warren Tel 22
to hear
from it. with the beautiful spirituals 
as solos and choruses, will be given 
at the Methodist Church next Tues­
day evening at 745 Mrs. Lilian 
Sprague Copping of Rockland and 
the group of ten singers whom she 
has coached will prtsent a most un-
ai I
1 noon under 4 he direction of Mrs. 
Mary Sptar and Mrs. Marion Ingra- ,
APPLETON RIDGE
Again death nas visited one of the
man Ocodwin. Mist Pearl Waldron. 
Harold Weymouth Kenneth Wey­
mouth. Miss Dorothy Wentworth and 
Willis and Arthur Wentworth.
of the First
ham. Mr.-, Christie Whitney was in Ridge homes and removed Addison 
charge of the program McCorrison. Just a few weeks ago
Members of the Nitsumsosum the grim reaper took his brother 
Club and their husbands were enter- Joshua. Mr McCorrison had been 
tained Monday evenin’ at supper ill for about a month with bloodusual and interesting program _____________
Pales Circle. Ladies of the OAK . c^^^ationa! Church will mee
met Wednesday evening at the Rock- 1 thc house Tuesday evening
land G AR hall for installation ot ------ ,?;at Thursdjy wlth her mother, pressed for the widaw. He also
officers. Among those CR1EHAVEN Mrs. Josephine Wall. leaves three sisters and other rela-
Mrs. Susie Newber:. guiu-d. Mr.. _t.. Pranv Hil* of Portland Head Light Rockport High easily defeated the lives. The funeral services were
Merry, counsellor; and Mrs. EllaF-ye FranK « °ece. Mrs. Ira Tupper. Winterport quintet at the local gym-
treasurer. \ ‘ ?L ,-eekend. nasium Wednesday night 42-20. The
Rockland won both games in the -• white has returned winnrrs led from the opening whistlebasketball contest in Rockland; Boys. ClottUda wmte nas r the Third period.
Rockland 57. Thomaston 21; girls. tmn with! h<T sister, nude a runaway of nearly the en-
Rockland 59. Thomaston 31. White tire L Sr.owr and CollamoreWilliams-Brazier Post. A. L.. have a ^^^d g^pson has returned were high scorers.
Farmers' Prolick dance at Watts hall 
Jan 17.
It's just as well for us our pioneer 
ancestors didn't undertake the civil­
izing of the West by automobile. With 
32.000 motor fatalities annually 
among the palefaces, the aborigines 
would still be sitting pretty. Arkan­
sas Gazette.
I
SHERIFF'S SALE 
STATE OF MAINE
Th Good Clieer Class of the nrs. and bridge at the home of xMr. and poiioning on his arm. Everything | ~nu“ty of Knox. “L
i el at Mrs. Walter Carroll. V-a a---- ... V.;L _ December 24 A D. 1932possible had been done for him but I Taken thiTTwenty-founh day of 
Mrs. Mark Ingraham of Camden to no avail. Much sympathy is ex- i December a d 1932 at three o'clock and
■ ~ ■ forty minutes ln the afternoon, on an , ,
execution dated the fifteenth day of 1 !,Lnal, account 
December A D 1932 and Issued on s
____  ___ _________ __________ ____ judgment rendered by our Justices of
held Wedt-ecri'iV afternoon from his our Superior Court holden at Wiscasset neia wetnie..aj;. aiiemoon iro.  ms _.,hln -nrt for
from a visit in Rockland.
son be appointed Admx . without bond
ESTATE ARZELLA E CREAMER, late _____ „
of Friendship, deceased. Petition for Rockland. Me 
License to sell certain Real Estate
situated ln Friendship, and fully de­
scribed In said Petition, filed by Oeorge 
W Cook of Falmouth. Admr
ESTATE LEVI B. OILLCHREST. late 
of Thomaston, deceased. Petition to De­
termine Inheritance Tax Hied by Orace 
National Bank, of New York. Exr
ESTATE NAOMI J OBRIEN late of 
Thomaston deceased. Petition to De­
termine Inheritance Tax filed by Lizzie 
8. Levensaler. of Thomaston. Exr
ESTATE EMMA E WIGHT, late of 
Rockland, deceased. Petition to Deter­
mine Inheritance Tax filed by Carrie B 
Shaw of Rockland and Alice Shaw Far­
ber. of New York City. N Y . Executrlcea.
ESTATE GEORGE A. HENDRICKS 
late of Rockland deceased First and 
filed for allowance by 
Charles H Hendricks. Admr.
ESTATE WILLIAM L BENNER, late 
of Rockland, deceased First and Pina! 
account filed for allowance by Margaret 
A Benner, of Rockland. Exx
ESTATE ANTILLA CASSENS late of 
Camden, deceased First and Final ac­
count tiled for allowance by T. Jenneas 
. d b.n.
A.
1-tf
5-7 I " ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at All tlflUA. 
, Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
1-tf........................................ .. -- "------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
»t •***•••-*•*•••■ dry fitted wood
’ £.0Ter' *10; ,on«t- M ♦ TA I PT « Tel 263-21 or -739-MTO LET
and Junks, under 
J. CAHROLLT
Rockland. 1-tf
« * ’ t ■ R4
«
STORE to let. middle section of Stud-' 
ley Block. Main St., 18 ft front, two ♦ 
entrances, first class condition. Inlaid' .
linoleums, beam celling. ,25 month V L _
F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
4-tf LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock-
------  '• land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order,
FOUR room unfurnished apartment aollclted. H. C RHODES. Tel. 519-J. 
to let. range, connected with boiler. ,5 J 1-tf
week without garage, and ,5 50 with
garage V. F STUDLEY, 283 Main St 
Tel. 1080 3-tf
MISCELLANEOUS
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN—I will 
not be responsible for any bills contract­
ed by any one except myself MRS 
STORE and equipment to let. West-1 GEORGE A GREENROSE. West Rock-
port. Maine 6’8end Market. Thomaston. ,15 month, 
grocery store location for 50 years V. 
P STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
3-tf
SMALL TENEMENT to let at 640 Main 
St ERNEST C DAVIS. 151-tI
t vo 
Write "WOOD."
5*7
. . , within and for our said County of Linlate home. J Coin, on the first Tuesday of November
Mr. and Mrs. J. F Moody were in A D 1932 to wit. on the thirtieth day of 
Relfast WeHnesi+av ’®ld November, ln favor of Forrest HBelfast wetmesday. . „ ! Bond, as administrator of the goods and
Mrs. Haz.e B Perry and son Nor- estate of Benjamin K Ware late of 
man were Rockland visitors Thurs- Washington in the Countv of Knox and 
i State of Maine, deceased, and against 
Harry L. Webber of Vassal borough In
free; will cut to halves, 
care this paper.
day.
At the 11 o'clock service at the, Miss Ruth B Moody was in
Mr and Mrs Maxwell Young anu Baptist Church Sunday Burleigh Augusta Monday afternoon.
■Hie Sleeper Bible class will me. daughter Catherine were recently -M Sylvester, evangelist, will speak It was with regret the friends here 
with Mrs. Evelyn Snow Monday alt- all(, 'on Natives at Matinicus. on “Thf Good Man who was Last of W. E. Hahn of Warren, learned of
ernoon
Mr. Higgins of the high school com­
mercial department has teen out this 
week with grippe
The members of the Beta Alpha 
Club are requested to meet with Mrs 
H. S. Kilfcorn Monday afternoon at 
2 to make roses for us? in the service 
next Thursday evening. It will be a 
family meeting.
The report current that Ralph Car- 
roll is to close out his business and 
remove is emphatically denied by Mr 
Carroll. He is having a three-car 
garage constructed and intends to 
carry on.
The old piggery at the State Prison
Miss Evelyn Gray was supper guest add the Bad Man who was
unday of Mrs. Forest -Maker There wlU «Ho be special music by The weekly prayer and
Saved." his cteath a few days ago
S Mak . i als ?
Mr and Mrs P C Mitchell were Stanton W. Gavitt. evangelistic so- service was held
New Yea- dinner guest of Andrew :oist Taa service will b? preceded Mr. and Mrs W M Newbert Thurs- 
And*rson by the churcil «hcol at 10; B Y.P.U. day evening, with 16 present.
Mrs. H. J McClure recently vlsltec at 7 ----------------------
Mrs. Gladys Wilson.
Fred Wilson has been in Tenant's 
Harbor on a gunning trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Watson Barter arc 
spending the winter in Tenant's Har­
bor. Their niece. Elizabeth Hupper, 
is with them.
Ernest Young of Matinicus was a 
callers here last week.
Kenneth Arey nf Vinalhaven is em­
ployed by Ira Tupper while he is
the County of Kenneber and State o( 
Maine OS administrator of the goods and 
estate which were of Converse E Jonet 
late ot said Washington ln said County 
of Knox deceased, for the sum of elghtv- 
| eeven dollars and seventy-three cents 
debt or damage, and will be sold at pub- 
praise |je auction at the Sheriff's Office In 
at the home of Kr.ox County Court House In Rockland In 
said County of Knox and State of Maine 
on the seventeenth day ot February 
A D 1933 at eleven o'clock ln the fore­
noon. to the highest bidder therefor, the 
following described real estate and all 
the right, title and Interest which the 
said Converse E Jones, deceased had lr 
and to thr same at the time of his de-
closing evangelistic service of the One thing remains to be done in the 
two weeks' campaign with a good way of debt-cancelation propaganda, 
praise service, special music and ser- Europe's poet laureates should pen 
mon. "The Prodigal." The Tryto- an "Owed to Uncle Sam."—Chicago ,.fc
help C.ub will meet Monday eve- Daily News. 1.........................
has been torn down. .. .... . . .
Services at the Federated Church building his new boat
Sunday will be: Sunday school at 9 4o
a. m.; morning service at 11. subject. School Notes
"The Inwardness of Character." The School opened Jan. 2 for the winter
choir will render "I Will Give You term.
Rest," by von Btrge Evening service Miss Louise McClure visited school 
at 7. when the topic will be 'The last week.
Measurement of Life
No. 1142. Reserve District No. 1
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—OF THE—
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Of Thomaston in the State of Maine, at the c!o e of business Dee. 31, 1932 
RESOURCES
the buildings thereon, situated ln Wash 
I ng ion in said County of Knox and 
State of Maine and beginning at a 
maple tree standing in a stone wall b\ 
the side of the highway leading from 
Folsom's corner to Somerville, thence 
n>rth thirty-one degrees (31 I east six 
rods to stake and stones; thence 
northwest by west fourteen (14> rods 
thence south thirty-one degrees (31"» 
west to said road: thence easterly to the
French of Camden. Admr
ESTATE MARGARET McDONALD. late 
□f Thomaston deceased. First and Final reduced; four to nine rooms, 
account filed for allowance by Henry E Apply 11 JAMES 8T.
McDonald, of Thomaston. Admr
ESTATE EMMA E WIGHT, late of 
Rockland deceased. First and Final ac­
count filed for allowance by Carrie B 
Shaw of Rockland, and Alice Shaw Far- 
t>T of New York City. N Y . Executrices
ESTATE ANNIE R MOORE, late of 
Rockport, deceased. First and Final ac­
count filed lor allowance by William E 
Perry. Exr
ESTATE TEMPERANCE F CARVER 
late of Vinalhaven. deceased. First ac­
count filed for allowance by Edward G.
Carver. Admr
ESTATE CAROLINE W WATTS, late 
of Thomaston, deceased. First and Final 
account filed for allowance by Edward 
K Leighton, of Rockland. Exr.
ESTATE WILLIAM J PERRY late of 
Rockland, deceased. First and Final ac­
count filed for allowance by Addie O.
Perry. Exx.
ESTATE JOHN S F BOODY late of 
Rockland deceased. First and Final ac­
count filed for allowance by Frank H 
Ingraham, of Rockland. Admr
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD. Es
FREE—Plrst month's rent at 17 War­
ren St... to reliable partlas. also prices
Oarage
151-tf I
WATCHES AND CLOCKS repaired, 
bought and sold CHARLES FETTE- 
ROLI. Thomaston. Me 6*8
bound first mentioned, and being the ' £utre ?ro2Vkt.e Court for Knox
PIVE ROOM tenement to let. modem 
Improvements. DR. F. O BARTLETT. 41 
Llmerock St. Tel. 982.
APARTMENT to let tn Blcknen Block 
MRS B B SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel. 264
father and antiques 
8 A MACOMB 
Rxxkland Me
epalrlng. 
. Call and deliver. 
3ER, 23 Amesbury St..
156*10tf
WHEN you are planning to sell your 
j.tf I chickens and fowl call PETER ED­
WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland 1-tf
ALL SONS AND ORAND6ONS OF 
1-tf ! CIVIL WAR VETERANS over 16 years of
— :----- n------ 3------7— 1 and not members of any Sons ofHEATED aportmenu all modern, four Uulon veterans Camp will receive Im-
iand wA’pco CTeYDf34 * portant Information if they will xend
LAND WAim CO. Tel. 634.__________ 1-tf ! their names and addresses, with a 3-cent
I HAVE furnished rents and unfur- I stamp to Past Department Commander, 
nished rents at all prices; also good bar- FRANK E SMALL. Cooper's Mills. Me.
fains In real estate. ROBERT U. COL- , 6-8.INS. 375 Main 8t. Tel. 77 1-tf
Loans end discounts ................. .... ...... ................................................ .
Overdrafts ........................... . ........................... .......................................
United States Government securities owned
................... w. ___ Because Of illness many pupils have other bonds stocks and securH'es owned
Mrs. Jennie Stearns of Camden has been absent among them Clothilda ^“tha’^b.nkmg'h^etUr” “°871 23
been guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. H. White. Carallee Wilson. Helen Hup- Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ____
Cash and due from banks
Outside checks and other cash Items ........................................................
Redemption fund with U S Treasurer and due from U S Treas­
urer ............................ .... ........... ...... ............................. . ........................
Other assets ................................................ . ...................................................
<351 239 72 
87 98 
152 500 00
1.152 561 88 
41 443 75 
6000 W 
53 334 77 
138 020 21 
2 420 86
Dunn and Miss Harriet Dunn a few per and Buddy McClure 
days this week. The Fourth Grade pupils are
The card party at the parish hall working hard for the prizes which are 
of St. John's Church will be held next to be awarded at the end of this term.
Thursday evening at 7.45. instead of for arithmetic and spelling Marc 
on Tuesday as usual. ‘and Wilbert White were the winners
Services at the Church of St. John last term.
the Baptist Sunday: Confirmation ----------------- -
and choral cucharlst at 9 a m . Bishop NOR I N HAVFN
P,.» .nd •h.nm.iad mu* « «■
clucte Gounods Agnus Dei. sung by Curtls Wcbster. Mr and Mrs A/. , Total ............................
Janice Pillsbury and communion bion Beverage received the first and state of Maine. County of Knox. 
nymn. (J Lord I Am Not Worthy, by jec3nd d?gre°s Th cocial Dart of thp L s Levensaler. cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that
Russell Young program consisted cl a baked bean ’h“ ....... ..........................
The Community Brotherhood met tUpper. readings by Lloyd Crcckett
in the Methodist vestry Tuesday eve- ar d \jr- yjabe Stone, and the selcc- 
ning. when 20 membcis partook of the tions by a guitar trio. Barbara Stone, 
excellent f lipper. The speaker of the Margaret Butler and Elston Bever- 
evening was Warden Thur ton of the a? .
State Prison, who spck“ briefly on thr Officers ofthe Knights of Pythias 
subjects advertised. At the close ol win be installed Tuesday at 7 o'clock, 
his remarks many questions were At 8.30 the Sisterhood will be guests 
asked which showed that the men cf the Knights at a lob-ter slew sUp- 
were interested in the matters pre- rer. An illustrated address, “Pictur- 
sented. The meeting was surely a esque Maine,' will be given, with 
profitable one. many slides showing the Maine
News comes of the death of Albert woods with their moo-e and deer.
Hewett. 80, of Alderwood Manor. Maine lakes with their trout, salmon 
Washington, which occurred Dec 17 and bass, and the Maine coast and 
mountains. A record attendance is 
expected.
Walter Joyce is occupying his 
house on the man thoroughlare.
Mrs. Winn Aines and daughter 
Dorothy were passengers for Rock­
land Wednesday on the Westport.
Church services Sunday will be as 
follows: Sunday school at 10; wor­
ship with sermon at 11; young peo­
ple's meeting at 6 30. The attend­
ance cf all young people is urged.
Come in and make this society a big 
thing for North Haven. At 7.30 a 
male quartet will sing "Thc Old
Rugged Cross," and the pastor will_______________________________________________________
peak upon The Tower of Babel w S. CRAMER OR owner One-flfth land near Norrlx Sldellnger
Up-todat?." It IS hoped to make . Value ,70 00 Three-fifths land near F L. Walker's Val 
this evening service a big communi­
ty gathering.
Mr. Hewett was a native of Thomac 
ton, a son of Marcus Hewett. He left j 
this town in his youth, going to Vir­
ginia for a time, but later went to 
Seattle. With his two sons he had 
been in the poultry business Mrs 
Mabel Creighton of Thomaston is a 
cousin.
Jig Saw Puzzles for sale, to rent, 
or cut to your order. Rental. 25 
cents per week. H. L. Mason. Main 
street. Tel. 104. 6'7
Lessons in Conti* ict Bridne. groups 
or Individuals, offered bv Mrs. Alan 
L. Bird. Associate Member Culbert­
son's National Studios. Phone 228. 
Rockland. 3-5
Father--“You first, met my daugh­
ter at the seaside, I believe. She told 
me how she had attracted you.’’
Suitor—“Did she really, sir? Why, 
she told me you’d be furious if you 
found out she’d winked!’’ Humorist.
Strout Insurance Agency
J. Walter Strnnt Alfred M. Ktroot 
Insurance in all its branches
Probate Bonds Notary Public
Vinal Building. Phone 158
110 MAIN ST. THOMASTON, ME. Washington.
Total ____________________
Capital stock paid In ..................
Surplus .............................. . .........
Undivided profits—net ..............
Circulating notes outstanding
LIABILITIES
5 000 00 
539 14 
11.903 178 31
1100 000 00 
95 000 00 
37.285 03 
98 860 00 
154.576 14
1.417 405 14 
52 00 
$1,903,178 31
the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
L. 8 LEVENSALER, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of January. 1933 
ISeall J WALTER STROUT. Notary Public
Correct—Attest
R O ELLIOT 
LEVI SEAVEY 
H E. MCDONALD
- Directors.
TOWN OF WARREN
TAX NOTICE
Joseph Jones’ and Nathaniel Carroll’s 1932 Taxes were paid before adver­
tising date.
C. T. MOODY
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Warren
Jan. 13, 1933. C-lt
first parcel described ln the deed from 
Thomas Dearing to said Converse E 
Jones dated March 11 A D 1891 and re­
corded tn Knox County Registry ot 
Deeds, in book 85 at page 468 Also a 
certain other lot or parcel of land situ­
ated ln said Washington and adjoining 
the above described premises and begin­
ning at a rock ln the stone wall on 
the westerly side of lower field so 
called, formerly of Thomas 8 Babb 
thence westerly thirteen 1131 rods by a 
fence to stake and stones for a corner; 
thence southerly about seventeen < 17 > 
rods to the highway leading from Fol­
som's corner to Somerville; thence 
eisterly on said highway to land now ot 
formerly of Henry E Hatch; thence 
northerly six It) rods to the northwest 
corner of said land now or formerly of 
-aid Henry E Hatch to the Field former­
ly of said Thomas S. Babb: thence north­
erly by the stone wall on the west sld« 
of said field to the first ment.o..ed 
bounds; containing one and one-fourth 
il's) acres, more or less: being the 
Diemlaes conveyed to Henry E Hatch by 
Thomas 8. Babb bv his deed of war­
ranty dated November 27 A D 1877 and 
recorded ln Knox County Registry of 
Deeds In book 47 at page 92; and the 
-ame parcel last described In the deed 
from Thomas Deering to said Converse 
E Jones dated March 11 A D 1891 and 
recorded In said Knox County Registry 
of Deeds In book 85 at page 468
C. EARLE LUDWICK 
3-8-9 Deputy Sheriff
Countv, Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
YOU FOIoKS WHO BURN OIL try 
Shell. It gives good heat, burns cleaner 
than other oils. You'll welcome the re­
sults OEORGE H THOMAS FUEL 
COMPANY. Camden The only distribu­
tors of 8hell Fuel Oils ltf
j EGGS ANO CHICKS ‘
TOWN OF UNION
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Union, Me., in the County 
of Knox, for the year 1932.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln the 
Town of Union aforesaid, for the year 1932. committed to me for collection 
for said Town on the 10th day of May. 1932. remain unpaid: and notice Is here­
by given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid 
so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due there­
for. including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at 
public auction at Town Hall In said Town, on the first Monday in February. 
1933, at nine o'clock A. M.
Name of Owner Description of Property Amount of Tax Due
lue
MRS. JESSE COULTER
Mrs. Jesse Coulter died at her home 
in Seattle, Washington. Dec. 20. fol­
lowing a brief illness. Mrs. Coulter 
was Mary Titeomb Bean, daughter of 
Ephraim and Clementine (Spaulding> 
Dean, formerly of South Thomaston 
Be:ide her husband, children, and 
grandchildren, Mrs Coulter is sur­
vived by a brother, Oeorge B. Dean, of 
Seattle, and three sisters, Mrs. Frank 
Martin, of Hampton, Virginia. Mrs. 
F. K. Wilson of Skowhegan, Maine, 
and Mrs. J. C. Barline of Spokane,
l $7  . -fift l . l 's.
$90 00 Pasture and woodland. Value 1175.00....................................
R. A GUSHEE -Casewell place located at North Union. Value $200 00.
One-third Tannery lot located at Union Common. Value
$100.00................................................................................................................
GEORGE W. HAWKES--Wood land near Crawford’s Pond Value
$100.00. ..............................................................................
HEIRS OF ERWIN HASTINGS -One-half Boggs farm Value $150.00 
FRANK LEIGHTON-Wilkes Maddockx place, formerly. Value $800 00 
MINOT MESSER Land and buildings. Value $750 00. Robbins wood
lot. Value $75.00 Wood lot. Value $75.00. Bal .............................
BOARDMAN McDONALD—O. P. Jameson wood lot. formerly. Value
$50 00 . . ..................................................................................
WALTER REES Farm and buildings. Bounded as follows: On North 
by land of J. W Sayward. on East by land of T G. Meseer. on 
South bv land of Miles Jones, on West by land of J. W Say-
ward Value $1000 00 ................................................................................
MRS D E. SAVAOE--Matthew farm. Value $800 00 ...............................
HEIRS Ol MINNIE B. SAVAGE—Fleld near Otto Karl. Value $50 00 
FRANZ SILONEN TRUSTEE—Land near Ida Robbins. Value $200 00 
FRANK SULLIVAN Alton Butler place, formerly. Value $50 00 
EZRA SAVAGE—Emma Sukeforth place, formerly. Value $500 00 .
ROY H GOULD
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Union. Me.
157-8-0
December 24, 1932.
414 41
12 90
4 30 
C 45 
34 40
28 70
2 15
107 50
34 40 
2 15
8 60 
2 15 
21 50
Notices of Appointment
I Charles L Veazie. Register of Pro­
bate for the County of Knox, ln the 
State of Maine, herebv certify that in 
the following estates the persons were 
«ooolnted Administrators. Executors. 
Guardian* and Conservators ar.d on the 
dates hereinafter named:
JCGFPH H WIOGIN of Rockland 
nocpmber 13 1932. Ralph L Wlggln. of 
Rockland was appointed Co*'serv* ♦nr 
and nullified by filing bond December 
15. 1932
MARY ELIZABETH McNAMARA. late 
nf Rockland, deceased. December 20 
1932. Rose E McNanv'n nf R^^kland. 
was appointed Exx.. without bond.
VIRGINIA C. DANIELS, late of Thom­
aston. deceased. December 20. 1932. Eld- ' 
ward K Gould of Rocklnnd was ap­
pointed Exr . and qualified by filing bond 
on same date.
MARY E MESERVE late of Thomas­
ton. deceased. December 20 1932 A’fre'* 
5$ Strout of Thomaston was appointed 
Exr.. without bond.
EDWARD E BOWES, late of Union, 
deceased. December 20. 1932. Melvina C. 
Huson of Manchester. N H. was ap­
pointed Ex* without bond Ralnh Sav- 
ward of Union, appointed Agent ln 
Maine.
LIZZIE F St CLAIR, late of Rncv. 
'•nd. d^eBsed. December 20. 1932.
Samuel B St. Clair, of Rockland, was 
Appointed Exr., without bond.
JOSEPH COOPER late of North 
Haven, deceased December 20. 1932.
Hanson T Crockett, of North Haven, 
was appointed Exr.. without bond
LURA A MILLER late of Union, de­
ceased. December 20. 1932. Fessenden W 
Miller of Camden. wa.> appointed Exr.. 
without bond.
ANN P D*VTS. ’ste F"«on. de­
ceased. December 20. 1932, Wilbert S. 
Lothron, of Hartford. Conn., was ap­
pointed Admr. c.t.a . wlfthout bond. E 
C. Payson of Rockland, appointed Agent 
ln Maine.
JOSEPH C. DYER. Inte of Vinalhaven. 
deceased. December 2Q. 1932. James A 
Dyer, of Vinalhaven, was appointed 
Admr. c.t a and qualified by filing bond 
on same date.
WILLIAM O R HILL, late of Rock­
land. deceased. December 20. 1932. Marla 
A Karlson. of Rockland was appointed 
Admx.. without bond.
SERENO T KIMBALL. te of Rock­
land. deceased. December 20. 1932, Julia 
Donohue, of Rockland, v.’ja appointed 
Admx.. without bond.
GEORGIA A WILLIAMS te of Rock­
port. deceased. December ( 1232. George 
Williams of Rockport, was appointed 
Admr. and qualified by filing bond De­
cember 20. 1932.
Osc A Frye and Charles R Frye to i C rwjj^r'"V? ^lMZ1'1 DaUii:
Koratlo N Keene by their deed dated I ,/7- ““'■‘JOct. 1 1898 and recorded In book 111. ' h-,in!n„Y ' appointed
page 140 of said Knox Registry. ; ou‘ Son<1
and Whereas the condition of said Attest
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE 
Whereas Harry Carr of Rockland In 
the County of Knox and State of Maine 
by hla mortgage deed dated February 
9. 1924 and recorded ln Knox Registry 
of Deeds ln Book 202 Page 132 conveyed 
to me Annie F Frye of Rockland afore- 
sald. a certain parcel of real estate to­
gether with buildings thereon, situated 
on the west side of Main Street in said 
Rockland, and bounded and described as 
follows:
Beginning at a point on said Main 
Street, being the, northeasterly cor­
ner of land conveyed by Annie F. 
Frye and J. Edwin Frohoc to Charles 
E Havener by their warranty deed 
dated August 25. 1911, and recorded 
In book 157. page 163. Knox Registry 
of Deeds, said point being six Inches 
south of the southerly side of the 
Frohoc and Frye building, so called: 
thence westerly by said Havener's 
land to a reserved way 20 feet wide; 
thence northerly by the easterly 
side of said right of way. 50 r*et. 
more or less, to the southerly st of 
LlndBev Street; thence easterly by 
said Lindsey Street, 48'2 feet, more 
or less, to land formerly of H. N. 
Keene now of Sarah B Rubenstein; 
thence ‘outherly by land formerly 
of said Keene, 25 feet, more or less, 
to the south-west corner of said 
Keene lot; thence easterly by said 
Keene lot. 50 feet, more or less, to 
Main Street; thence southerly by 
said Main Street to the place of be­
ginning:
Excepting from the foregoing described 
premises so much as was conveved by
Rf ‘
mortgage has been broken.
Now. Therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof. I claim 
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Rockland. Maine. December 
29. 1932.
ANNIE F FRYE 
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. bs. Rockland. December 29, 1932. 
Personally appeared the above named
Annie F. Frj'e. and made oath that the 
loregoing notice ot foreclosure by her 
signed Is true.
Before me.
ALAN L. BIRD 
Justice of the Peace.
157-S-6
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
157-S-6
The Courier-Gazette
{J To Us Printing is mors thin 
~ just putting words into type. 
It is ths ersstion of a work of art, 
bs it a simple little announcement 
or an elaborate booklet. Hence 
we take all the pride of an artist 
in hie craft, in each job; and that 
is the secret of the euperlative 
quality of The Courier-Gazette 
Printing.
The Courier-Gazette
WILLIAM E. DORNAN 
& SON, inc.
Cemetery Memorials 
oweCAST ION. MA1NB.
4-tf
PILES
And other rectal diseases 
Treated Without Pain 
or Loss of Time
DR. JAMES KENT
TEL. 1076
39 UNION ST. ROCKLAND
l278if
FOR SALE
RUUD
Instantaneous Automatic
GAS HOT WATER 
HEATER
SlxeS. Style P 
Practically New 
Can Be Seen At Thia Office
130-tf
RADIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES.OF SETs
R. W. TYLER 
phone u-u
LIVE POULTRY wanted. Truck will 
call any time Highest prices paid. 
PAPER CITY POULTRY CO . 741 Main 
St , Westbrook. Me_________________ V27
BABY CHIX. Wylhe's 8train 8 C. Reds 
State accredited for white diarrhoea. 
Bred for eggs, type and color: $16 oer 
hundred for March Discount on 500 
or more F H WYLLIE & SON. Thom­
aston. Me.. Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
1-tf
NATURAL ground sea shells are best 
for poultrv. By bag or ton Write AL- 
i FRED RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me 143*145
j
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made to order. Keys 
to fit locks when original keys are 
lost. Iloose, Office or Car. Code 
books provide keys for all locks 
without bother. Scissors on4 
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
Crie Hardware Co.
108 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Telephone 7»1 M-tf
HWAIVHYHI
4 EMBALM INOf 
WOR ANBUIANG
Since 1840 this Arm haa faithh''i» 
served the lamllles of Knox County 
LADY Al rENDANT
Day Telephone 450-781-1
BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R
Page Seven
OCl ETY.
4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444*44444444 
* 44| • ON MY SET
*44444444444444444<.444<.4444444444444444444.<.4.4«4444*
EDNA MILLAY’S PLAY
| This One Is Being Done In 
Prose—Author Going To
Luxury Is Keynote of New Radio City Theatres
In addition to personal notes regard- 
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart­
ment especially desires Information of 
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. 
Notes sent hv mall or telephone will be 
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ___________ ____ 770 or 794
COLBY COLLEGE
Circle supper will be served at the 
Universalist Church next Wednes­
day by these housekeepers: Mrs. C. 
E. Rollins, chairman; Mrs. Harry 
Ourdy. Mrs. E. P. Olover, Mrs. 
Walter Spear, Mrs. Ralph Trim. Mrs. 
W. F Tibbetts, Miss Therese Smith. 
Miss Harriet Rankin, Mrs. Oeorge 
Welch, Mrs. Ralph Wiggin and Miss 
Jennie Trussell. The women of the 
society will meet in the vestry at 2 
o'clock to work on the small aprons 
lor the apron party in February. 
Take apron material and sewing ac­
cessories. .
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Achorn have 
returned from Boston, whither they 
were called by the death of a rela­
tive.
Mrs. Sarah F. Carleton of Wellesley, 
Mass., who has been visiting her sis­
ter. Mrs. Mina Jones, in Belfast, is 
now a guest of Mrs. M. E. Haines.
Sunshine Society meets Monday 
afternoon at the club rooms. There 
will be work.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Church of 
Biddeford Pool are spending the win­
ter with Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Clark.
Miss Edna Gregory who has been 
confined to the house by grippe is 
improving.
Mi's Cliarlena Grindle is spending 
the week at her home at Southwest 
Harbor.
Mrs Henry Jordan entertained the I 
T.&E. Club with sewing Thursday 
afternoon.
Miss Virginia Leach has been con- | 
fined to the house during the week 1 
by grippe.
Lr F. O. Bartlett is well on the road 
to recovery from a severe attack of j 
pneumonia.
Miss Frar its Hurd and brother 
Willis Hurd, are ill at their home on 
Orient street.
Mrs Ravmond E. Thurston returned 
recently from Norfolk. Downs. Mass.. 
wht:e 'he spent the holidays wi.h 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs J. F. Nel- 
son.
Jesus Maria Sanroma, internation­
ally famous concert pianist, will open 
the 1933 concert series In Waterville 
Monday evening. Sanroma present­
ed a concert ln the 1031 series, which 
was so well received that a large 
gathering of music lovers is expected 
to hear him next week.• • • •
H-yout-s are being held for the 
Powi'er and Wig production. “Out- 
wrara Bound." Each year. Powder 
and Wig, the men's dramatic club, 
assisted bv Masque, the women's club, 
stage one or more presentations. 
“Outward Bound" is to be presented 
on March first and the cast will be 
announced soon.• • • •
Coach Bill Millett's Stave cham­
pionship hockey team suffered a se­
vere loss when Ulrlc Pomerleau of 
Waterville, veteran wing, had a 
wrist bone broken in the first prac­
tice session of the year. "Pomp's" 
lass breaks up the all-star forward 
line and casts a shadow on Colby's I 
hockey prospects for the early part 
of the season.
• • • •
That there is interest in newspaper 
work at Colby is shown by the fact 
that a press club is being formed 
under the sponsorship of the stu­
dents in Prof. Herbert C. Libby's 
class in journalism. It is expected 
that men prominent in this fleld will 
discuss the work with the members 
of the club in its meetings. Officers 
for the Press Club have been elected 
thus: President, Carlton D. Brown 
33, Waterville; vice president. Miss 
Evelyn Stapleton, '33. Wilmington 
Vermont; secretary, Richard H. Kim­
ball, '34, Bedford, Mass.; treasurer, 
Miss Mary Ellen Hodgedon. '34. 
Watertown, Mass.; executive board. 
Reginald O'Halloran, '33. Waterville. 
Paul W. Stiegler, '34. Great Neck, 
Long Island, and Miss Louise M 
Hinckley, '35. Waterville. Miss 
Stapleton is the Colby reporter fot 
the Camden Herald.
• • • •
The fraternity basketball teams are 
practicing in preparation for the 
interfraternity league games which 
will begin soon. In past years these 
games ranked second to varsity foot­
ball in enthusiasm and excitement 
There being no varsity basketball 
team at Oolby. many outstanding 
players may be found on the frater­
nity teams.
African Gold Coast
Left to right: De Wolf Hopper, with John Griggs, Elizabeth Love, 
and Reed Brown, Jr., during a hroa dra t of the Civil War series on “Roses 
and Drums" from CBS New York studios at 5.0U p. m. EST, Sundays.
Another episode in the Civil 
War series starring De Wolf ll..p- 
P«r as “Stonewall" Jack on, cur­
rent on "Roses and Drums," will 
be broadcast Sunday at 5 p. m. 
''Trapping larkson" gTew to be an 
Important issue among thr Fed­
eral forces along with the realiza­
tion that the war between the 
States would be a long and heart­
rending contest. The scene of 
Sunday's episode is the Shenan­
doah Valley Turnpike. In escap­
ing the Union attempt to capture 
or destroy him in Winchester, 
Jack'on Irads thc north!rn sol­
diers on by retreating until they 
an widely separated.
Seme popular bands atp now 
broadcasting, and among them I 
if call the U. S. Army Band, the 
United States Navy Bard, the 
U. S. Marine Corps Band. Wal­
ter Smith's- Band I generally re­
ferred to as the Jenny Bandi and 
the Carborundum Band.
Conditions right now are ideal 
for station hunting for those will­
ing to remain up between 1 and 
3 a. m , and who have the pa­
tience to wait 15 minute for tlie 
announcements.
On my recent visit to the Pema- 
quid Light Station I talked shop 
iiadioi with Keeper Leroy S. El­
well ai:d wife, and found the- 
I were having good reception but 
not getting California. I left my 
formula for finding KFI and 
KNX, and was rewarded yester­
day by learning that Mr-. Elwell 
tuned in on thr latter at 2.30 Sat­
urday morning.
The fame of “My Irs»iratie- 
Baby" composed by Herbert IL 
Morton, formerly of Rockland, 
was enhanced yesterday by a 
broadcast over WEEI, when it was 
sung during “The Composers' 
Workshup Hour,” with D<l Cas- 
t IIo at the oigan. Listeners were 
highly pleased.
WARREN
A neighbors' party was held yes-1 
le.'cay at the home of Mrs. Freeman ' 
S Yeung, South Main street. Sew- : 
ing. conversation, and refreshments i 
so occupied the time that the hours 
liom 2 to 10 30 p. m. flew away un­
observed. Those presem were Mrs. 
H. B Barter, Mrs. J. N. Southard, 
Mrs. Euretta Annatoyn. Mrs. Hattie 
Davies. Mrs. Justin L. Cross, Mrs. N. , 
F. Cobb and Mrs. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Merriam have ; 
been called to Cambridge, Mass., by 
the illness of their son'Donald.
Mrs. C. H. Sonntag gave a luncheon , 
at her home on Shaw avenue yester- , 
day.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Burns left I 
Thursday lor their usual winter so- ' 
joum in Ormand. Fla., their North j 
Main street home being occupied for 
the winter months by Mr. and Mrs 
Alvra Perry.
Members of the Junior High School 
faculty, with Supt. Toner and Miss j 
Lena Miller as special guests were j 
Thursday night entertained at the ! 
home of Miss Elizabeth Hagar.
Mrs Ralph Clark, Miss Esther Ahi- 
berg and Miss Gladys Bowen were 
prizewinners Thursday evening when 
Mrs. Earle Sukeforth entertained the 
Moonlight Auctioneers.
Rounds Mothers Class of the Con­
gregational Church will meet with 
Mrs. Henry Bird. Broadway, Wed­
nesday evening at 7.30. The assist­
ing hostesses will be Mrs.. Chauncey 
Keene, Mrs. Donald Cummings and 
Mrs. Ralph L. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall of 
Summer street are in Newcastle to­
day to attend thc funeral of Mr. 
Hall’s sister. Miss Clara J. Hall.
SOUTH HOPE
Several from here attended Knox
Pomona at West Rockport Jan 7. 
South Hope Grange was invited tc
Pioneer Grange East Union last Tues- 
day evening. They installed their 
officers for the coming year.
Tuesday the children of South Hope I 
school had hot cocoa and Thursday 
they had baked beans.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Perry ‘Bertha 
Johnson) of Appleton are receiving 
congratulations on the birth, Jan. 11 
ol a daughter, Elizabeth. Mrs. Perry 
is at the home of Mrs Chloe Mills who 
Is caring for her and baby.
Mr and Mrs. Peary Merrifield are 
also receiving congratulations on the 
birth of a daughter. Dec. 29 at the 
home of her parents in Union.
FOX HOUND
(For The Courier-Oazette I 
This morning I woke with a startled 
shiver
To hear fox hounds down by the river. 
And said. "Oood old Moonshine and thr 
pup"—
Then sleepily drew the blankets up 
And dreamed of the days when Dad was 
here
When the baying of fox hounds, to his 
ear
Was sweeter than music of singing bird. 
Or the finest opera ever heard
flxnv an •’•enlng I've S’t bv his knee 
And heard him tell of the "Used to be. ' 
When he and Jumbo, his staunch old 
hound.
Would pick up a fox track they had 
found.
And be away all day and most of the 
night
To come tlredly home by the morning 
light—
Sometimes bringing a fine fox skin.
And poor old Jumh with his tall tucked
In!
Now the names of the boys he used to 
see
On these hunting trips, have gone from 
me;
Can recall only two—one. Dana Dow.
And our friend Oeorge Counee—he goes
hunting now.
Well, those days are gone, and my father, 
too.
And the old hound dog with his 
"Yoo-oo-ooo!"
Yet It makes me thrill as well as shiver— 
That baying fox hound down by the
river.
Warren.
Charles Wilson sang several num­
bers at the golden wedding anniver­
sary celebration tendired Mr. and 
Mrs. Dowdy at Nobleboro Friday 
evening of last week.
Mrs. Henry Webb of Wiscasset will 
be speaker Tuesday evening at the 
open meeting sponsored by the 
Woman's Club to be held at Town 
hall. The hour is 7.30.
The second toxoid clinic will be 
held at the Congregational vestry 
next Wednesday at 2 o'clock when 
the second Inoculation for diphthe­
ria will be given those who wish it. 
Any child need.ng transportation is 
asked to notify Miss Martha Stud­
ley, chairman of the committee, or 
Miss Edna F. Boggs. There will be 
time for the inoculations only.
Guests Thursday of Mrs. E. V. Ox- 
ton were her three daughters. Mrs. 
Eino Leino of East Warren. Mrs. Ella 
Golden and Mrs. Scott Melvin of 
Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Dur.can Starrett and 
Mrs. Dora Clements of North Wal­
doboro visited friends in this place 
Thursday.
Among those attending services 
Thursday evening at the Thomaston 
Baptist Church to hear Rev. Homer 
Grimes, evangelist, were Rev. and 
Mrs. Howard A. Welch, Mrs. Laura 
Seavey. Chester Wyllie, Mr. and 
Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Maurice Wyllie, 
Mrs Robert Cogan. Mrs. John Mar­
shall. Mrs. Alice Gordon. Mr. and 
Mrs. A. L. Hills. Mrs. Sarah Sta’rett 
and Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Spear.
Word comes from Union that 
Isaac Ellis Starrett who has been 
very ill is showing slight indications 
of improvement.
Mrs. Lizzie M. Whitemore arrived 
from Brooklyn, N. Y„ Wednesday 
called by the sudden death of her 
father L. Mortimer Butler.
The past grand and past noble 
grand association of Knox and Lin­
coln Counties will meet Wednesday 
evening at LOOT. hall. Supper will 
be served at 6.30.
Officers recently installed at the 
Highland Orange. East Warren, 
were: Austin Snow, master; Mrs. 
Ethel Ring, lecturer; John Dean, 
overseer; Mrs. Ruby Snow, secretary, 
Ralph Crockett, treasurer; Charles 
Rir.g. steward; Earl Hopkins, assist­
ant steward; Mrs. Nora Hopkins, 
lady assistant steward; Mrs. Ina 
Overlook, chaplain; Frank Hopkins,
gate keeper: Harvel Ring, executive 
committee; Mrs. Luella Crockett. Po­
mona; Mrs. Nancy Clark, Ceres; 
Mrs. Hazel Pease. Flora.
Mr. find Mrs. Cleveland Butler, Lee 
Butler and son Arnold o‘ Manchester. 
N H. Mrs. Ellis Gray of Northwood 
Ridge, N. H.. and Rev. Olos Anderson 
cf Orange, Mass., motored through 
Thursday and were joined at Spring­
vale by Miss Florence Packard.
The circle of Ivy Chapteh O.ES., 
will meet from 2 to 5 next Tuesday 
with Miss M. Grace Walker.
The Dorcas Circle, King's Daugh­
ters, will meet Monday evening with 
Mrs Olive Holt at the Congregational 
parsonage.
Mr. and Mrs. 8. F. Haskell and Miss 
Beatrice Haskell, who have been ill 
tor several days are reported now well 
on the road to recovery.
Mrs. Beatrice Watts of Waldoboro 
if spending a few days with Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Wilson.
Mrs Ellis Gray of Northwood 
Ridge. N. H. is the Ruest of Mr. and 
Mis. A. P Gray during her stay and 
Rev. Mr. Anderson of Orange. Mass., 
Is. visiting his brother Capt. Andrew 
Anderson in Rockland.
Lessons ln Contract 3ridge, groups 
or individuals, offered by Mrs. Alan 
L. Bird. Associate Member Culbert­
son's National Studios. Phone 228, 
Rockland. 3-5
SOUTH WARREN
The sudden death of Willard Hahn 
of Warren was a great shock to his 
friends in this place. He was a high­
ly respected and honored member 
of Ocod Will Grange.
Another car of pulpwood has been 
loaded at this station.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Watts oi 
Thomaston are at Rufus Overlock's.
In a recent letter from Mr. and 
Mrs. Harry Mahoney of Guelph, Ont., 
Mr. Mahoney, who has recently been 
elected alderman of that city and 
is also a member of the relief com­
mittee, stated that Dec. 26 was the 
hardest day they had. as hundreds 
and hundreds applied for fuel, 
clothes and money to pay water bills, 
! light bills, etc. Mr. and Mrs. Ma­
honey are summer visitors here and 
have often remarked that we know 
nothing of depression as compared 
i to Canada.At the request of friends who were 
unable to attend Mr. Bean's free con­
tract bridge lesson Jan. 9 he will re­
peat his free lesson at the Thorndike 
Grill Monday evening at 8 oclock. * 
are welcome. Mr. Bean is a certified 
teacher of contract bridge, a certified 
teacher of "The Play of the Cards," 
a member of the Teachers' Council, a 
member of "The Bridge Club" at the 
Commodore Hotel, New York city, a 
representative of "Bridge Headquar­
ters," New York city and the only 
teacher east of Boston using a delln- 
eascopfr.
Sleeper Bible class will meet Mon­
day afternoon with Mrs. Evelyn 
Snow. Green street. Thomaston.
Mrs. Alzena Gatcombe of West­
brook has been a guest of her son. 
F. C. Gatcombe, for the past week.
WHEN RADIO’S DANCE KING TRAVELS:
["he Depression Party which was 
en by Eleanor Winchenbaugh, 
idnesday evening had 20 guests, 
ist of them were from Thomaston, 
,h a few from Rockland. Much of 
» evening was devoted to a basket- 
11 discussion, and the remainder 
playing games and the lunch 
tong the guests were Roland, Teet 
d Evangeline Paquin, Charlotte 
er, Elizabeth Woodcock, Forest 
afton. Bud Keefe and Bill Strong 
Thomaston; Teresa Mazzco, Al­
la Smith, Shirley Blackington, 
ne Billado. Manuel Winchenbaugh 
d Eleanor Winchenbaugh of Rock- 
id. The chaperones were Mrs. 
rman Winchenbaugh and Mrs 
.briel Winchenbaugh. The party 
ted until 11 o'clock and depres- 
n appeared to have fought a losing
Our observant friend, Dion E Wool- 
ley of Mount Vernon. N. Y„ sends us 
thc following Interesting article from 
the New York Herald Tribune, con­
cerning a distinguished daughter of I 
Rockland;
• • • •
Between the processes of packing 
and dressing and the final agonized 
rush for the one good dally train for 
Austerlitz, N Y Edna St Vincent 
Millav managed to announce a new 
play from her pen and her forthcom­
ing departure for the African 'Gold 
Coast; to explain somewhat of her 
feelings toward "personal" and “uni­
versal" poetry, and to assert that, her 
distinctly wispy appearance to the 
contrary, she is "really a most car- 
niverous person "
The author of "The King’s Hench­
man," "The Harp-Weaver" and many 
more of the best received books ol 
American poetry was stopping at the 
St. Regis, 2 East Fifty-fifth Street, 
with her husband, Eugen Jan Bois­
sevain, for a brief interlude in the 
city away from the rural peace of 
Steepletop. her retreat at Austerlitz 
The hotel sitting room was littered 
| with copies of her works, and Robin­
son Jeffer's "Tamar” ana Dostoevsky's 
"The Gambler" were on one table. 
The books were there because, before 
the ordeal of packing, she had been 
struggling to choose a poem for a 
special reading. When she returned 
from the suitcases they suggested talk 
of her work. Now. she said, she is 
writing a play, something quite dif­
ferent from "The King's Henchman" 
or “Aria da Capo.” She would add 
nothing except that it is to be in 
prose laid in modern times.
• • • •
"I have left poetry for the time be­
ing," she explained, "for J am enor­
mously excited about the play But 
poetry is my special medium. Mod­
ern poetry is so extraordinary, and sc 
often really good. What frequently 
prevents , its being great is that it is 
written out of irritation, out of nerves 
caused by our tremendous living puce 
Steepletop gives nie peace a little 
Poetry out of Irritation can hardly be 
permanent, unless the irritation, the 
nervous affliction, amounts to agony. 
I mean, the oyster making the pearl 
is the only great poet writing out ot 
irritation."
She mentioned T. S. Eliot and Rob­
inson Jeffers as two very fine modern 
poets, explaining that she believed 
Eliot wrote more from irritation than 
Jeffers. Eliot's she considers an in­
tensely personal poetry, as must be the 
poetry of anyone who writes because 
he Is not at home in his surroundings. 
Eliot is. she said by way of illustration, 
overwhelmed by the machine age and 
its implications. In a sense, however 
she added, his poetry is universal as 
well, because so many persons feel the 
way he does If a poet writes of hts 
personal feelings, and finds when ht 
Sells the poems on the street that 
everyone understands them, that is 
temporarily universal poetry.
From the distinction between per­
sonal and universal poetry Miss Millav 
veered to the distinction between 
whisky and gin.
"Gin is such a friendlv, shabby 
drink." she said. "It never lets people 
down. They can lay their heads on Its 
shoulder and never fear. Gin is like 
an old charwoman who always cleans 
out all the corners and washes every 
dish without being watched or told, 
while whisky, though many like it, is 
like a fly-away lover. No one can tell 
what it will do."
• • • •
Although she has made no definite 
plans for next month, the time of 
year has come, she feels, when she 
"must get to the sea." Bom in Rock­
land. Me., the love of the water is so 
ingrained in her that she must see 
the sea once a year First she is going 
to Florida for a while, and then to 
the African Gold Coast.
"I really don't know why I am go­
ing," she said. “I think Just because 
I want to see if it really Is golden, 11 
it looks golden. It would be so love­
ly. If it isn't I shall just turn my face 
to the waves."
The only thing that might stop her 
going to Africa is a flower in her 
garden at Steepletop. She suspects it 
is a cross between a fox glove and a 
Canterbury bell, and she wants to see 
it bloom. She told something of her 
gardening at home. Peonies, phlox, 
aconite, delphinium, hollyhocks and 
other perennials that will stand the 
winters are her specialties. Roses and 
chrysanthemums she finds too “heart­
breaking" in their delicacy. While 
she Is gardening Mr. Boissevain su­
perintends the farming, which gives 
them ail their own food.
"Except meat," she said, '"we do 
raise pigs, sheep, and so on. but we 
doh’t eat our own. We sell them to 
the neighbors, and buy theirs from 
them. I couldn't bear to eat ours, 
though really I'm a most carniverous 
person. Somehow I couldn't bear to 
eat part of a pig that I'd called by 
name; and a lamb, that would be 
dreadful. I suppose I'm squeamish, 
but I can't integrate being carniver­
ous and the other feeling, so we have 
come to a sort of modus vivendi."
The train was leaving in fifteen 
minutes and she rose with a rapid 
movement to pack the last forgotten 
garments at the urgent behest of Mr. 
Boissevain. From the door she gave 
the creed of a poet.
“There are so many more things I 
feel strongly about," said Miss Millay, 
‘but I really spend my days saying 
them, saying all I have to say. That 
Is the true business of the poet, and 
poetry is the medium in which I 
speak most freely."
Opening of $250,000,000 Rockefeller City Amusement 
Enterprises Attracts Record Crowd
NEW YORK CITY — With every one of the (5,200 
seats occupied, anti enough additional applications 
pouring in to till the huge house twelve times over, the 
largest theatre in the world, the Radio City -Music Hall,
opened its doors to the public on December 27.
I Upper right—Uphulxtered In Velmu. a durable rich uppeurlng mohair 
velvet, the oeuta of the two allow houaoa are the last word In eomfort. 
Center—The Interior of thr luxurloua Internuliiinal Muale llall whirh 
celebrltiea tilled to rapacity on opening night. Ixiwer left—A unique 
view of the RKO-Kiii) theatre, the motion picture house of Radio City.
The 3tnklng gold curtain, op­
erated by thirteen motors, enabling 
it’ to be ilraped In Innumerable 
arches and openings from an inset 
barely large enough for a ballet 
dancer, to a gigantic panorama re­
vealing the entire stage, rose at 
8:15. Five hundred actors, dancers, 
and musicians took part in the 
"Greatest Show on Earth." ss the 
announcements put it.
The first impression of the house
is one of awe at the immensity of 
the place, but with all Its grandeur 
it has an air of restfulness, so well 
have all of its remarkable features 
been blended Into one stupendous 
and artistic whole.
Its 6.200 seats are upholstered In 
a rich looking fabric called 
"Velmo," a mohair velvet, in a soft 
rust shade, with black bindings of 
the same material The covering of 
the thousands of chairs gives a 
rich, luxurious effect, and has all 
the well known long wearing qual­
ity of mohair.
The seats rise automatically 
They are equipped with tiny lights 
for reading programs und each seat 
has direct contact with an observa 
tlon board ln the chief usher's of­
fice which shows the exact location 
of vacant seats.
There is one section containing 
52 seats which are equipped with 
ear phones for the hard-of-hearir.g 
patrons.
On the lower floor are thirty-one 
rest rooms and a large general 
foyer Perhaps the most striking 
of the rest rooms, or "powder 
rooms," as they are called, Is a 
fourteen - sided room paneled 
throughout, walls and ceilings, with 
mirrors. Its rug, which was exe­
cuted by Sanford Mills, Sanford, 
Maine, is ln two shades of blue and 
was designed by Donald Deskey, 
the celebrated youhg Interior dec­
orator who was in complete charge 
ot the decorating of the entire In­
ternational Music Hall project. De­
spite its odd shape and other spe­
cial requirements, the rug was de­
livered at Radio City nine days 
after the older was received.
The pattern of the rug is very 
simple, being made up of groups of 
three-inch dots alternating In shade 
and number, but these dots are 
picked up by the mirrors and re­
flected in an endless variety of com- 
i binations.
Smart and Youthful
.Veic Fort I'arix t-'anhitini 
’J'HIS smart, new daytime frock 
of Bahama satin with button 
trim has very youthful lines and is 
a charming utility costume. The 
material is a crinkly rayon satin 
with a reversible crepe back made 
of rayon and cotton giving a very 
attractive texture. The close fitting 
V neck, the straight slim skirt and 
the big buttons at beltline and el­
bows are high style features.
MON.-TUES.
“HE SHALL COME 
BACK WHEN ROBINS 
NEST AGAIN”!
ROCKVILLE
Ltat Sunday's services at the Bap­
tist Church were well attended, with 
preaching by Rev. Burleigh Sylvester 
and singing by Stanton Oavitt and 
Rev. George F. Currier of the Rock- 
pert Baptist Church conducting 
Owing to the storm the meeting 
planned for Monday evening was can- 
j celled. These services by the young 
tvangellatic workers have been highlv 
j interesting and helpful. There will 
be preaching Sunday at 1.30. Sundav 
, School following. Notice tliat the 
’ church service has been changed tc 
i 1 30 instead of 2 o'clock.
Lester Sherer who has been spend­
ing two weeks with his father Dana 
A Shi rer returned Wednesday to ills 
i work on North Haven.
Miss Olive Tolman has returned 
' after spending a few days in Rock­
land. guest of Miss Marcia Farwell 
and Mrs. Maurice Hill.
Josephine and Mary Tolman and 
Deris Hall have been out of school 
several days afflicted with severe 
colds.
F. L. Hunter has been in the grasp 
cf the grippe and confined to the 
house this week.
Mr. and Mrs J. S. Ranlett and Mr. 
and Mrs. Fred Bronki attended the 
supper and installation of offleers of 
j Ralph Ulmer Camp Wednesday eve­
ning.
1 Mrs F W. Robbins and Mrs. Karl 
j Packard met with the Farm Bureau 
l m-mbers Thursday at Mrs. Nina Car- 
poll's in Rockport.
Miss Mabel Oxton is remaining at 
: Mrs. E.nma Frohock's In Rockland.
No more beautiful picture in black 
and white has been presented by na­
ture than that on Tuesday morning 
Monday's storm was-a peculiar one, 
for while rain desdended in abun­
dance along thc coast snow continued 
to fall throughout the day in this 
vicinity with a few short Intervals of 
! ram. When the sun rose over the 
hills Tuesday It shone upon a coun­
tryside well carpeted with white. 
The tip of Dodge's Ridge and of Bear 
Hill stood out in bold relief against 
the sky line, giving the appearance 
cf an ermine hood. Evergreens with 
outstretched branches had caught 
j heavv masses of snow while the 
I deciduous trees had become coated 
with ice that glistened and scintiliat- 
I cd in the sunshine like a myriad of 
.crystals. So often such a piety ■ i 
| effaced in a few hours, but till' re­
mained to be enjoyed throughout the 
day. It was worth travelling a long 
distance to tee.
EAST BOOTHBAY
"Market shows steady tone.” Yes, 
but in such a flat key.—Thomaston 
Times.
"It’s a hit!’’ savs Guy Lombardo, leader of one of America’s most famous dance 
orchestras, idol of the younger set, rythm king extraordinary to millions of radio 
listeners. This time, however, he was not referring to a new fox trot, nor to a 
dreamy waltz fresh from the pen of the composer. He was speaking of his pet auto­
mobile, one of the new Dodge Sixes which dealers are now showing to the public.
FEWER CARS REGISTERED
But More Operators’ Licenses Taken 
Out Last Year, Report Shows
The State collected $215 568 less 
from motor vehicle registrations and 
drivers' licenses in 1932 than It did 
the preceding year, the 1932 total b-- 
ing $2,943,856 compared to $3,159 424 
in 1031.
A drop of 12,763 in the number of 
passenger automobiles registered was 
responsible for most of the loss. There 
were 135,737 passenger cars registered 
last year and 148,550 the previous 
year.
Operators’ licenses, however, jumped 
47.967 higher than the 1931 total of 
208,522.
Simple, Anguirhtd 
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Home of Paramount Pictures
strffSANiro.
Shows at 2.00, 0.30, 8.30
Mrs. Everett Barlow Wednesday eve­
ning. Mrs. Mahlon Adams holding 
highest honors. Ice cream, brownies 
and fancy cookies were served.
Ol cult Chapter. OES. 
s;mi-publlc Installation Tuesday. Ice 
cream und cake were served. These 
fcllcwing officers were Installed: 
Grace Dodge, matron; Ralph Giles, 
patron; Dorothy Larrabee, associate 
matron: Robert Barlow, associate pa­
tron; Isabelle Montgomery, secretary; 
I elite Dodge, treasurer; Gwendolyn 
Giles, conductress; Hi'da Bryir, asso­
ciate conductress; Edith Smith, chap­
lain; Vildu Barlow, marshal; Vivian 
Fuller, organist; Phyllis McKown, 
Adali; Emily Bteks, Ruth; Edith 
Dodge. Esther; Christine Fernald. 
ia; F.tia Dunton. Beeta; Ida 
’ Cadge, warder; Arthur Stevens, Sr., 
sentinel.
GLENMERE
Saturday afternoon 20 of the 
Pentecostal people met at the home 
I cf Mr. and Mrs. Charles Davis, the 
! men folks for the purpose of a wood 
J chopping bee for Mrs. Davis' 
brothers Lawry ar.d Lawrence Mc- 
: Lellan who are cutting their flre- 
I wood pn Mr. Davis' land. The ladies 
j prepared an inviting supper for 
i them on their return from the woods. 
They had not been in thc woods 
' long when it began to rain so hard 
j that they were obliged to return to 
I the house. After supper Brothel 
Long read the word of God 
and Brother Allen sang a solo which 
was enjoyed by everyone, and with 
| a farewell prayer in behalf of Mrs. 
I)a', i who is very ill. they departed 
to their homes, some residing in 
Thomaston and others in St. George.
MON.-TUES.
TOGETHER 
AGAIN!..
Mrs. Evanda Gamage of Wisca'set 
'pent Tuesday with Mr and Mrs. Ar­
thur Carver.
Freeman Lodge is engaged building 
a garage for Mrs. Lizzie Seavey.
Mrs. Helen Bennett of Boston is 
vl'iting Mrs. Isabelle Momgomery.
Wardsworth McKown of Southport 
has announced the engagement of hts 
daughter Thelma Beatrice to Clinton 
H. Barlow of this town.
Ml's Elizabeth Ooudy has returned 
to Gould Academy. Bethel, after visit­
ing her parents Mr. and Mrs. Wallace 
Goudy.
Ooudy & Stevens beat builders, 
have the contract to build a 43-foot 
schooner yacht to, Murray Peterson 
I of Marblehead, Mass., and Portland
Mrs. Warren Hanna of New Harbor 
| is spending the winter with Mrs. 
Simon Amiro of Linekln.
Conrad Parker Is staying at the 
! heme of Mrs. Isabelle Montgomery.
I Wallace Ooudy was a business 
i visitor tn Marblehead. Mass., over last 
I weekend.
Mrs. Robert Barlow entertained the 
Junior Guild Monday evenir ..
East Boothbay Pioneers played the 
Boothbay Harbor Cubs Wednesday 
evening.
The Junior Bridge Club met with
TODAY 
TIM MeCOY
in
“TIIE WESTERN CODE"
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A Paramount Publix Theatre
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WHAT MAKES A 
GOOD BUSINESS TOWN
r
A good business town is created by the complete cooperation of every citizen 
in supporting the local business, professional and industrial institutions and 
in furthering the development of all community activities.
Whatever is good for business is also good for the community, for as business profits 
so the community prospers. It is, therefore, of interest to all of us that ours should 
be a good business town.
In judging the progress we are making as a business town let us see if we 
fulfill the following standards:
1. The citizens spend their money at home. *
2. The number of business institutions is increasing. ’
3. There is an active general commercial organization such as a Chamber of Commerce 
with a high percentage of eligible concerns as members.
4. Business rentals are as low as in competing towns and the premises well kept.
5. The amount of bank deposits and savings deposits increase faster than population 
growth, and banking interests provide for local borrowers first.
6. A higher than normal increase in population.
7. An increasing railroad business, postal receipts, building construction and real estate 
transfers.
8. An increasing amount of insurance issu ed and held.
9. An honest civic administration and fair taxes.
10. Good streets and highways; utility services.
11. Efficient Fire and Police protection.
12. A church-going community—honest and thrifty.
'4.7-as-*-
v
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Do we meet the standards in this community? In order to be judged a good 
business town we must. •
